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Aarhus, Denmark. The papers are also available in electronic form via the web 
pages: http://www.daimi.au.dk/CPnets/workshop04/ 
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The programme committee has accepted 13 papers for presentation. Most of these 
deal with different projects in which Coloured Petri Nets and their tools have been 
put to practical use – often in an industrial setting. The remaining papers deal with 
different extensions of tools and methodology. 
The papers from the first four CPN Workshops can be found via the web pages: 
http://www.daimi.au.dk/CPnets/. After an additional round of reviewing and 
revision, some of the papers have also been published as a special section in the 
International Journal on Software Tools for Technology Transfer (STTT). For 
more information see: http://sttt.cs.uni-dortmund.de/ 
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Abstract. Formal models of business processes support performance and be-
havioural analysis of the processes for continuous improvement. Formal models 
are also useful in guiding the development of software tools to support the 
processes. This paper presents a formal model of the operational planning proc-
ess used in the Deployable Joint Force Headquarters of the Australian Defence 
Force. The formal process model was developed using Coloured Petri Nets 
(CPN or CP-nets) and the supporting Design/CPN computer tool. The con-
structed CPN model has allowed the planning process to be validated and ana-
lysed using simulation and state spaces. State space analysis was conducted us-
ing full state spaces and the sweep-line state space reduction method. 
Topics: Business process modelling, Design and analysis of business proc-
esses, Coloured Petri Nets 
1. Introduction 
Workflow modelling [18] based on formal methods such as Petri Nets [16] for rigor-
ous specification and analysis of business processes is becoming applied more and 
more in practice [19]. Business processes in a military organisation take the form of 
Standard Operating Procedures (SOP), guided by principles expressed in a doctrine. 
The representation and analysis of military business processes for continuous im-
provement is of great importance as the military activities allow little inefficiency or 
ambiguity. 
     This paper presents the formal specification and analysis of the business process 
for planning at the Deployable Joint Force Headquarters (DJFHQ) of the Australian 
Defence Force (ADF). The DJFHQ is a Joint Headquarters (HQ) for the Army, Navy 
and Air Force of the ADF. It can be deployed for offshore military operations and has 
been deployed for operations such as East Timor in 1999. The doctrine that the 
DJFHQ uses for planning is the Joint Military Appreciation Process (JMAP) [1]. The 
HQ has a set of SOPs [4] that describe the DJFHQ implementation of the JMAP prin-
ciples in detail. The JMAP and associated SOPs are described in several natural lan-
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guage documents, but these documents do not describe the planning process formally 
nor completely. As military require efficiency and clarity in operations, it is beneficial 
that the process is formalised especially for the purposes of training new staff offi-
cers, analysing the process for improvement, and guiding the development of soft-
ware tools to support the process. 
The project reported in this paper is aimed at contributing to the development of a 
robust operational planning process at the HQ based on the doctrine and current SOP. 
The project consisted of three steps. The first step was to specify the DJFHQ plan-
ning process using Coloured Petri Nets (CPNs or CP-nets) [10,11,12,13] and the 
supporting Design/CPN computer tool [5]. This step involved liaising with staff offi-
cers from DJFHQ to ensure that the CPN model properly reflected the planning proc-
ess. The next step was to validate the constructed CPN model and conduct initial 
analysis of the planning process using simulation. The third step was to conduct state 
space analysis of the CPN model. The basic idea behind state spaces [11] (also called 
reachability trees/graphs or occurrence graphs) is to compute a directed graph (called 
the state space), which represents all possible executions of the CPN model. These 
states can then be traversed to find qualitative and quantitative properties of the proc-
ess. This type of analysis led to a better understanding of the planning process, and 
enabled identification of areas for improvement. In the analysis step, we also investi-
gated the use of the sweep-line method [3] in the domain of workflow modelling. The 
sweep-line method exploits the progress present in systems to reclaim memory during 
state space exploration and thereby alleviate the state explosion problem [17].  
   The choice of CPNs as the modeling language in the project was based on the au-
thors experience with CP-nets from earlier projects [14,15] in the area of operational 
planning. In [14], a CPN model of the DJFHQ planning process based on the obser-
vation of a training exercise was reported. The process used in the planning exercise 
can be seen as one of many possible implementations of the doctrine and SOP based 
process that we consider in this paper. The work in [15] reported a formal specifica-
tion of the planning process at another HQ of the ADF, Headquarters Australian 
Theatre (HQAST), using CPNs. The findings from these earlier projects was that: 1) 
CPNs enabled complex processes to be decomposed by the use of hierarchical con-
structs, something which is important for presentation purposes and to manage com-
plexity, and 2) the state space tool of Design/CPN provided the required flexibility to 
implement the algorithms to analyse the planning process as per DJFHQ require-
ments. 
    This paper is organised as follows.  Section 2 briefly describes the JMAP as well as 
the approach used in the development of the CPN process model.  Section 3 provides 
an overview of the CPN model. Section 4 explains how the CPN model was analysed 
using simulation.  Section 5 presents the full state space analysis of the process, while 
Section 6 discusses the sweep-line analysis.  Finally, Section 7 gives the conclusions 
and discusses future work. The reader is assumed to be familiar with the basic ideas 
of high-level Petri Nets. 
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2   Model Development 
The JMAP is a logical decision-making process that guides military staff in producing 
an operational plan. It comprises four consecutive and iterative steps as illustrated in 
Figure 1: Mission Analysis, Course of Action (COA) Development, COA Analysis, 
and Decision and Execution. Prior to these four steps, Preliminary Scoping is nor-
mally conducted to analyse the superior HQ’s intent and guidance to gain an idea of 
the “bigger picture”. 
 
Figure 1: Joint Military Appreciation Process (JMAP). 
In the Mission Analysis step, staff officers provide input to the process, which 
leads to an awareness of the situation.  Staff officers analyse all mission aspects and 
compile a brief (presentation) to the Commander.  The Commander, upon receipt of 
the brief, provides a guidance to staff for subsequent steps. The COA Development 
step consists of identifying a broad range of potential COAs that achieve the mission 
in accordance with the Commander’s guidance (Comd’s Guidance). The broad COAs 
are presented to the Commander in the COA Development Brief. The COA Analysis 
step consists of a war game where, typically, two sides are formed. One side acts as 
the enemy and the other side as the friendly force.  The purpose of a war game is to 
investigate each COA by determining the risks, feasibility, strengths, and weaknesses.  
This provides Modified COAs to be used in the next step. The final step of the process 
is Decision and Execution when the Commander compares the strengths and weak-
nesses of each COA as revealed by the war game with assistance from staff.  The 
result is the selection of a COA to be developed into a plan and executed.  The Effects 
of this execution enables the process to start again leading to an iterative process. All 
JMAP steps are supported with intelligence update activities. 
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The highly structured nature of the JMAP suggested that the CPN model to be de-
veloped should reflect this hierarchical representation. From Fig.1, the top level CPN 
model would comprise substitution transitions to represent Preliminary Scoping and 
the JMAP steps (i.e. Mission Analysis, COA Development, COA Analysis, and Deci-
sion & Execution). The second level would comprise transitions to model sub-steps of 
each of the JMAP steps. The sub-steps are listed inside the boxes in Fig.1, and can be 
broken down into lower level activities in the process. It is important to note that the 
numbering of sub-steps does not impose an ordering of their occurrences. Rather, the 
timing of an activity is determined by the availability of required information, staff 
officers, and completion of other activities. Activities can occur concurrently and out 
of the JMAP step and sub-step order if the above conditions are satisfied. Strictly 
speaking, the grouping of JMAP steps and sub-steps is for the purpose of representa-
tion, and should not constrain the ordering of activities. For this reason, we consider 
it important to model the individual behaviour of each activity in order to study the 
overall and complete behaviour of the operational planning process. The execution of 
individual activities in the process model would then generate the overall behaviour 
for analysis. One of the objectives was to investigate possible execution sequences of 
activities in the JMAP in order to determine the most efficient allocation of staff re-
sources. 
We consider that each activity in the JMAP can be characterised with six attributes 
(see Fig.2): Input Information, Output Information, Prior Activities, Required Staff, 
Desired Staff, and Duration.  If information is obtained on all six attributes for each 
activity in the JMAP, a CPN model can then be constructed and populated. The rest 
of this section briefly describes these attributes. 
 
Figure 2: An activity in the JMAP. 
    Input Information must be available before the activity can occur, while Output 
Information is produced at the conclusion of the activity.  Information is usually in 
the form of an electronic document (i.e., Word, Excel, or PowerPoint files) or hand-
written notes, but may also be passed verbally. The output information of one activity 
may become input information of another activity, introducing a dependency between 
activities in the JMAP. Prior Activities are activities that must be completed before 
the activity can occur. Prior activities are another mechanism for modelling depend-
ency between activities, as it is sometimes difficult to represent these dependencies 
through the input/output mechanism. 
The Required Staff must be available before the activity can occur.  This is defined 
by a set of conditions {c1,…,cN}, where condition ci = (ni , {si1,…,sim}) is satisfied if 
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ni or more staff officers are available from the set {si1,…,sim}.  It is a precondition for 
an activity to start that all such conditions {c1,…,cN} for the activity are satisfied. The 
Desired Staff set can provide assistance in the activity or benefit from attending the 
activity.  Desired staff officers attend the activity if they are available, but do not 
prevent the activity from occurring.  
Duration is the expected length of the activity in minutes.  This deterministic time 
is based on the available documentation and estimates from DJFHQ staff officers 
based on domain knowledge and experience. 
3   Overview of the CPN Model 
This section describes the hierarchical CPN model that has been constructed using the 
approach described in Section 2. Figure 3 shows the hierarchy page of the CPN 
model. Each node in Figure 3 represents a page (module) in the CPN model.  An arc 
going from a higher-level page to a lower-level page indicates that the higher-level 
page contains a substitution transition that has the lower-level page as its associated 
subpage. The immediate subpages of the JMAP page represent the five steps of the 
JMAP as shown in Figure 1. Subpages representing the JMAP steps are divided into 
subpages representing the activities constituting the steps. These activities are 
grouped according to the logical structure of the JMAP as described in [1]. Represen-
tative pages of the CPN model will be described in the following sections, and are 
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Figure 3: The hierarchy page. 
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3.1   The JMAP page 
The JMAP page is the highest-level page in the CPN model and is shown in Figure 4.  
On this page there are five substitution transitions (indicated by the HS tag in the 
lower right corner of the transition) corresponding to Preliminary Scoping and the 
four JMAP steps. The subpage of each substitution transition in Fig.4 is the accord-
ingly named page in Figure 3. Note that for the Decision and Execution step, the CPN 
model captures activities up to the production of plans. The process completes when a 
token of colour Plan is produced in the Planning Completed place.  
    There are six places on the JMAP page named External Information, Input Infor-
mation, Output Information, Planning Completed, Completed Activities, and Staff.  
These places hold information about the process, including what information has 
been produced (Output Information place), what information is available (Input In-
formation and External Information places), what activities have been completed 
(Completed Activities place), what staff officers are currently available (Staff place), 
and whether the process has been completed (Planning Completed place). 
Since we require some of the produced output information to be used by other ac-
tivities as input information, we define the Input Information and Output Information 
as fusion places belonging to the same fusion set. Fusion places are indicated by the 
FG tag next to the place. This implies that the places Input Information and Output 







































Figure 4: The JMAP page. 
The InfoDoc colour set is an enumerated type that represents all information that 
can be produced in the process. The Input Information, Output Information, External 
Information, and Planning Completed places have this colour set to model what in-
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formation is currently available. The InfoAct colour is an enumerated type that repre-
sents all possible activity names in the JMAP planning process. The Completed Ac-
tivities place has this colour set to store all activities that have been completed in the 
process. The StaffList colour set is a list of the Staff colour set that is an enumerated 
type representing all staff officers involved in the process. The Staff place has the 
StaffList colour set to model staff officers that are available to activities that require 
them. A list type is used on the Staff place to make it efficient to determine which of 
the desired staff officers available will participate in a given activity. We will return 
to this issue when we present the lower level pages of the model. 
Only two places on the JMAP page have non-empty initial markings: External In-
formation and Staff places. The initial marking of the External Information place is a 
set of information units provided by external sources (i.e., external HQ or processes). 
The initial marking of the Staff place (ms_to_list(Staff)) is a list of all staff officers. 
3.2   The Mission Analysis page 
Fig.5 shows the Mission Analysis step. It is the subpage of the Mission Analysis sub-
stitution transition in Fig.4. The five port places (places indicated by a  P  tag posi-
tioned next to the them) are connected to the accordingly named socket places in 
Fig.4. Port and socket places are the mechanism by which a subpage interfaces with 
the superpage containing the substitution transition. The marking of a port place is 










































Figure 5: Example of a JMAP Step page - Mission Analysis. 
The five transitions on the Mission Analysis page represent the group of activities 
that are involved in the Mission Analysis step.  These transitions are also substitution 
transitions. The MA6 Analyse CVs & Identify DEs and MA7 Draft Comd’s Guidance 
transitions are represented by activity pages, while the MA1 Review Situation, MA2-5 
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Analyse Mission Aspects, and MA8 Prepare & Deliver Brief transitions are repre-
sented by intermediate pages. 
3.3   The Draft Commander’s Guidance Page 
An example of an activity page is given in Figure 6. It is the subpage of the MA7 
Draft Comd’s Guidance substitution transition on the Mission Analysis page from 
Fig.5. All activity pages contain 9 places (5 port places and 4 ordinary places), and 2 
transitions (Start Activity and Stop Activity).  The 5 port places relate to the accord-
ingly named socket places on higher-level pages, and the 4 ordinary places (Duration, 
Activity Occurring, Required Staff and Desired Staff) represent the detailed informa-
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Figure 6: Example of an Activity page – MA7. 
Every activity in the planning process is modelled to occur in two stages. The first 
stage represents the start of an activity (transition Start Activity), and the second stage 
the termination of the activity (transition Stop Activity). Enabling of the Start Activity 
transition requires the following conditions to be satisfied. 
Firstly, necessary information from the Input Information and External Informa-
tion places must be available as per inscriptions on the arcs between these two places 
and the Start Activity transition. For this example, no external information is required, 
and hence the arc has an empty inscription. 
Secondly, necessary prior activities must have been completed. Normally, these 
activities are specified through the arc inscription between the Start Activity transition 
and the Completed Activities place. In this activity, no prior activities are specified 
other than implicit dependencies through input and output information. This arc 
therefore has an empty inscription in this case. 
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Thirdly, the required staff are available on the Staff place. The required staff are 
specified through the initial marking of the Required Staff place (JPG_Req in this 
activity) and the required inscription. The colour set of the Required Staff place is 
ReqStaffList. ReqStaffList is a list of the StaffCondition colour set, which is a product 
of two colour sets: NumberReq and StaffList.  The NumberReq colour set is an integer 
type representing the number of staff officers that are at least required. The second 
part of the product StaffList represents candidates of the required staff. The desired 
staff are specified through the initial marking of the Desired Staff place (JPG_Des in 
this activity) and the desired inscription. Obviously there need to be tokens in the 
Required Staff and Desired Staff places for Start Activity to be enabled, although 
desired staff are optional. The condition on required staff in the Staff place is ensured 
through the transition guard: checkstaffenabled(required, stafflist). This expression 
evaluates to true only if required staff is contained in the stafflist. 
     The duration of the activity is specified by the duration inscription and the initial 
marking of the Duration place. The Duration colour set is an integer type. The activ-
ity pages are the only pages that directly use the time concept of CP-nets. 
When Start Activity occurs, tokens from the Duration, Required Staff and Desired 
Staff places are consumed. Input information, external information and completed 
activities are examined, and then reproduced in their respective places. The staff list 
is taken from the Staff place, and then returned to the Staff place after the removal of 
the required and desired staff through the function removestaff(required, desired, 
stafflist). The staff officers participating in the activity are put on the output place 
Activity Occurring, and will stay there for the duration of the activity. When time has 
elapsed corresponding to the duration of the activity, the transition Stop Activity can 
occur. When this transition occurs, the officers that participated in the activity are 
returned to the Staff place, the information produced by the activity (Pro-
posed_Intent) is added to the Output Information place, and a token corresponding to 
the activity (MA7) is produced on the Completed Activities place. 
   Note that each of the Duration, Required Staff and Desired Staff places contains 
exactly one token as an initial marking and tokens are not returned to these places 
when the Start Activity transition occurs. This implies that each activity will only 
occur once which is in accordance with the planning process.  
4   Simulation 
Using the Design/CPN simulator, simulations were performed to validate the CPN 
model and to conduct initial analysis. For validation, interactive (single-step) simula-
tion was used to investigate if an execution of the model could reach the desired ter-
minal state. A desired terminal state is characterised as follows. All 77 units of infor-
mation are produced (77 tokens on Output Information/Input Information place), the 
7 units of external information are still available at the end of the process (7 tokens on 
the External Information place), all staff are returned (ordered staff list was the same 
as the initial marking on the Staff place), all activities are completed (41 tokens on the 
Completed Activities place), and a plan was produced (a token with colour Plan on 
the Planning Completed place). 
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After the model was validated, behaviours of the process were investigated 
through the use of automatic simulation and simulation reports, where all the steps 
that occurred during a simulation were recorded. The simulation report can be used to 
produce a GANTT chart. Fig.7 depicts a GANTT chart created from the simulation 
report where the execution terminated in a desired terminal state. Activities in the 
JMAP are shown on the y-axis, and time (in minutes) is on the x-axis. The process 
took 2095 minutes to complete. It can be noted that the process is very sequential in 
nature, but some activities have occurred simultaneously and out of the order of the 
JMAP steps. For example, some Preliminary Scoping activities (PS1_1, PS1_2 and 
PS2) occurred simultaneously, and some other Preliminary Scoping activities PS4 
and PS5 occurred after certain Mission Analysis activities (labels starting with MA). 
These kinds of properties make the process more flexible and therefore a plan could 
be produced quicker than a strictly sequential process that would take 2151 minutes. 
The CPN model allows activities to occur “out of sequence” according to the activity 
attributes. 















































Figure 7: GANTT chart extracted from an automatic simulation. 
We also investigated the completion time of the process when there were no re-
source requirements, i.e., the process was based solely on information flow with staff 
requirements ignored. A simulation report of this model was produced, and the corre-
sponding GANTT chart is shown in Figure 8. From the GANTT chart, we found that 
the process took 1845 minutes to complete when there are no resource constraints. A 
larger number of activities were shown to have occurred concurrently.  For example, 
certain Mission Analysis activities (MA3, MA4, MA5, and MA6) occurred in parallel. 
The simulation results suggest that one method of improving the process efficiency is 
to enable concurrent activities through de-conflicting staff requirements on activities. 
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Figure 8: GANTT chart of a process with no resource constraints. 
5 Full State Space Analysis 
The interactive and automatic simulation reported in the previous section served as a 
first step to validate the CPN model and analyse the planning process. To obtain a 
rigorous analysis of the planning process and the CPN model, state space analysis 
was applied. The full state space of the CPN model has 14783 nodes, 21690 arcs, and 
could be generated in 2 minutes and 14 seconds on a PIII Linux PC.  
    The first part of the state space analysis was based on the state space report that can 
be produced fully automatically by the Design/CPN state space tool. The state space 
report contains answers to a number of standard dynamic properties of Petri nets such 
as boundedness properties, home and liveness properties, and fairness properties. In 
the following we interpret selected results from the state space report in the context of 
the DJFHQ planning process. 
    Boundness properties. The integer bounds specify the minimal and maximal num-
ber of tokens that can reside on a given place. The multi-set bounds give information 
about the minimal and maximal numbers of tokens with a certain colour that reside on 
the place in any reachable state. The state space report specifies the integer and multi-
set bounds for each place in the CPN model. Table 1 specifies the lower and upper 
integer bounds for five places from the JMAP page, previously shown in Fig.4. 
 
Place Upper Bound Lower Bound 
External Information 7 7 
Completed Activities 41 0 
Input Information 77 0 
Output Information 77 0 
Planning Completed 1 0 
Table 1: Selected upper and lower integer bound of places. 
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    Both lower and upper integer bounds of the place External Information are 7, 
showing that there are always 7 tokens present on this place. Careful inspection of the 
upper and lower multi-set bounds (not shown) shows that the multi-set of tokens 
present on the External Information is always equal to the external information ini-
tially present when the planning process commences. This shows that the external 
information is not consumed by any activities, but only read. The upper integer bound 
of 41 for place Completed Activities shows that at most 41 activities can be com-
pleted. The 41 tokens correspond to the total number of activities present in the CPN 
model. Similarly, the upper integer bound on Input Information and Output informa-
tion corresponds to the 77 information units that can maximally be produced in the 
planning process. The upper integer bound of 1 on the Planning Completed place 
shows that there exist states in which a plan has been produced. This confirms the 
observation made during the interactive and automatic simulations of the CPN model. 
    Liveness Properties. The CPN model has 14 reachable dead states (states without 
enabled transitions). These states correspond to states in which the planning process 
has terminated. To investigate whether these states represent desired terminal states of 
the planning process, a predicate on states was written expressing that a terminal state 
is a desired terminal state if the requirements stated in the beginning of Section 4 are 
all satisfied. Applying the predicate shows that all dead states represent desired ter-
minal states of the planning process. This shows that if the planning process termi-
nates, then it terminates in the desired state.  Inspection of the dead states shows that 
the planning process may take 2141 minutes in worst case, and 2059 minutes in the 
best case. A path corresponding to an optimal schedule for the planning process can 
easily be obtained as a path in the state space from the initial state to a state where the 
planning process has terminated at time 2059. 
    Home Properties. A home space [11] is a set of states H with the property that 
from any reachable state, it is always possible to reach at least one of the states in H. 
Using the query function HomeSpace available in the Design/CPN state space tool, it 
was shown that the set of states constitute a home space. This means that the planning 
process has the property that it is always possible to terminate the process in a state 
where the plan has been produced. Generation of the strongly connected components 
graph showed that the state space is acyclic. Since the state space is also finite, this 
implies that when started, the process will eventually terminate in a state in which a 
plan has been produced. This establishes the soundness of the planning process.  
    Completion times. Another measure of interest in the analysis of the planning proc-
ess is the earliest and latest time each activity can be completed. This information can 
also be obtained from the state space. Table 2 lists these results for the activities in 
the mission analysis step of the planning process. These results were obtained by 
traversing the state space using the functions available in the Design/CPN state space 
tool for writing non-standard queries. Similar results were obtained for the activities 
in the other steps of the process, and similar results can be obtained for the best and 





Activity Min Max Activity Min Max 
MA2 28 157 MA3 65 286 
MA4 65 286 MA5 83 286 
MA6 65 268 MA7 85 286 
MA11 28 28 MA12 28 286 
MA13 56 414 MA81 277 323 
MA82 350 432 MA83 387 469 
MA84 424 506    
Table 2: Earliest and latest completion time for mission analysis activities. 
6 Sweep-Line State Space Analysis 
Full state space analysis of the DJFHQ CPN model was feasible with the available 
computing resources because the state space of the CPN model was of a moderate 
size. Since we eventually want to extend our work to cover even more complex and 
detailed business processes of the ADF, we are likely to encounter the state explosion 
problem, i.e., state space analysis will be prohibited because of the size of the state 
space. As part of the project we therefore experimented with the use of the sweep-line 
state space analysis method [3].  
   The basic idea behind the sweep-line method is to exploit a formal notion of pro-
gress present in many concurrent and distributed systems. Exploiting progress makes 
it possible to reclaim memory during state space exploration by deleting visited states 
on-the-fly.  The deletion is done such that the state space exploration will eventually 
terminate and upon termination all reachable states will have been explored exactly 
once. Below we explain the basic ideas behind the sweep-line method and show how 
the method can be applied in on-the-fly state space analysis of the DJFHQ CPN 
model. The reader is referred to [3] for a complete presentation of the sweep-line 
method.  For the experiments, we used the sweep-line library [7] available for De-
sign/CPN.  
    The sweep-line method has until now only been used on communication protocols 
[8], exploiting progress originating from internal states of protocol entities, retrans-
mission counters, and packet sequence numbers. There is however an intuitive pres-
ence of progress in many business processes from the start of the process toward the 
termination of the process when the desired outcome has been produced. The pro-
gress can, e.g., be measured in the number of completed activities, the number of 
documents produced, and the elapse of time. This kind of progress is also present in 
the DJFHQ planning process, and it is reflected in the state space of the CPN model. 
Figure 9 shows the initial fragment of the state space for the DJFHQ CPN model. The 
initial state is represented by node 1, and initially three different activities may start. 
The states have been organised into layers (separated by a horizontal line) based on 
how far the system has progressed according to the creation time of the marking 
(nodes). The creation time of a state in a timed CP-net represents the time at which 
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the system entered the corresponding state. For example, layer 0 contains the nodes 












Figure 9: Initial fragment of the state space. 
    The key observation to make is that progress in the DJFHQ CPN model manifests 
itself by the property that a state in a given layer has successor states either in the 
same layer or in some lower layer, but never in an upper layer. This is a consequence 
of the fact that the creation time in a timed CP-nets increases along an occurrence 
sequence [11]. The idea underlying the sweep-line method is to exploit such progress 
by deleting states on-the-fly during state space exploration.  
    To illustrate how the sweep-line method operates, consider Fig.9 and assume that it 
represents a snapshot taken during conventional state space exploration. Dashed 
nodes are fully processed states (i.e. states that are stored in memory and all their 
successor states have been calculated). Nodes with a thick solid black border are 
unprocessed nodes (i.e. nodes that are stored in memory, but their successor states 
have not yet been calculated). Nodes with a thin solid black border have not yet been 
calculated. 
   If the state space exploration algorithm processes states according to their creation 
time, node 7 will be the state among the unprocessed states that will be selected for 
processing next.  This will add nodes 10, 11, and 12 to the set of stored states and 
mark these as unprocessed. At this point it can be observed that it is not possible from 
any of the unprocessed states to reach one of the markings 1-9 or 15. The reason is 
these nodes represent states where the planning process has not progressed as far as in 
any of the unprocessed states. Hence, it is safe to delete these nodes, as they cannot 
possibly be needed for comparison with newly generated states when checking (dur-
ing the state space exploration) whether a state has already been visited. In a similar 
way, once all the states in the second layer have been fully processed these nodes can 
be deleted from the set of nodes stored in memory. Intuitively, one can think of a 
sweep-line as being aligned with the highest layer (seen from the top) that contains 
unprocessed states. During state space exploration, unprocessed states are selected for 
processing in a least-progress first order causing the sweep-line to move downwards. 
States will thereby be added in front of the sweep-line and deleted behind the sweep-
14
 
line. We could have subdivided each layer further by taking into account, e.g., the 
number of started and completed activities or the number of produced documents. 
    To use the sweep-line method as implemented in the library [7], a progress meas-
ure must be provided to the tool. The progress measure specifies the progress to be 
exploited by the sweep-line method, and consists of a mapping from states into pro-
gress values. The progress value of a state quantifies the progress of the system in 
that state. The progress mapping is required to preserve the reachability relation of 
the CPN model, i.e., a successor state S' of a state S is required to have the same or a 
higher progress value than S. For the CPN model of the DJFHQ planning process, we 
used a function that maps a state into its creation time. As an inherited property of 
timed CP-nets, this mapping preserves the reachability relation. 
    The peak number of states stored with the sweep-line method using a progress 
measure based on creation time is 2149 nodes. Assuming that memory consumption 
is linear in the number of states stored, this corresponds to a reduction in peak mem-
ory consumption for analysis to 11.8 %. The total time used to conduct the sweep of 
the state space was 2 minutes and 33 seconds (compared to 2 minutes and 14 seconds 
for full state space generation). Using the sweep-line method, we can investigate the 
same dynamic properties as was considered in the previous section using the query 
functions available in the sweep-line library. The main difference is that analysis is 
now done on-the-fly during the state space exploration. This is necessary since state 
information is deleted by the sweep-line method. The sweep-line method can be used 
to reason about home and liveness properties because states in a strongly connected 
component of the state space will have the same progress value and hence will be 
present in memory simultaneously before being deleted. 
7 Conclusions and Future Work 
We have presented the development of a CPN model of the DJFHQ planning process. 
The model gives a formal and graphical representation of the process. It captures 
activities in the process, and how staff and information flow between these activities.  
An important feature of the CPN model is the uniform modelling of activities which 
eased the development of the CPN model based on the JMAP and SOP documents.  
The CPN model is useful for training new staff officers, assisting the HQ in modify-
ing existing planning documentation based on the JMAP, and providing a framework 
to test variations of the JMAP and other business processes. 
Another contribution of this paper is the analysis of the DJFHQ planning process 
using simulation and state spaces. The simulation results allowed recommendations to 
be given to the DJFHQ to facilitate concurrent activities in the process, and hence an 
earlier completed plan. The state space analysis allowed the soundness of the plan-
ning process to be established together with additional quantitative properties. To 
alleviate the state explosion problem, we have reported on initial experiments with 
the application of the sweep-line method in the workflow domain. These experimen-
tal results are very encouraging for the use of the sweep-line method in this domain, 
where models typically have an inherited presence of progress that can be exploited. 
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The planned direction of this work is to extend the CPN model to represent the ex-
ternal JMAP processes and other related processes at DJFHQ that interact with the 
JMAP. Also, it would be of interest to refine the CPN model by replacing the deter-
ministic duration of activities with time intervals. The work on Interval Timed Col-
oured Petri nets and their state space analysis [2, 20] could serve as a starting point 
for this work. Recently, the JMAP process as presented in this paper has been mod-
eled and analysed usingn stochastic Petri nets [6]. Finally, we are planning activities 
where the CPN model is applied at DJFHQ for training staff, and as a tool for moni-
toring the process during a planning exercise. In such a setting, the progress of the 
planning process can be monitored at the level of the CPN model, and state space 
analysis using the current state as initial state can be used to make predications, e.g., 
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é â"~ prk\èìu"kjæ {z~)~qâi~o|  ~)â k { n)uim  eâ"á m ë kRnqà { mopxÿzpxk\èìuv â k\èem {=ê s { k ã{¿âwá n ~ u"kjmoprnqp â kmzîÃTn
~){  ~){ m { kRn)mYuwkp   â"~ n)uwkRnbé { k { ä\n áÉâi~ æ { é\s\èiè"pxk\èjî7Tnuwvm â  {=~q prn)mYn â5 u  "{ uÁæ¸p ~){=ã n
ãâi~q~){ mq â kjæ { k ã{ é { n åb{z{ knqà { \à ë mqp ã uwvDn ~ u"prkæ { }Rp ã{ muwkjænqà { V { n ~ p.k { n 5â æ { v;î
þÍà { jà ë mqp ã uwv ¿â æ { v ~ uwpxv å u ë pmPæ { \p ã n { æìpxkO-prèis ~){ ú"îLTn ãzâ kjmqpmWn§m âwá u"é â s¸nÁú 
¿{ n {z~ m â"á n ~ u ã!  mzZHæ¸px}Rpæ { æepxkin â ú#"Ãm {9ã n)p â kjm%$¬é\v âã!  m  úÁn â# ú#"'&L\vrsm(mopæ { n ~ u ã!  m
$;c\þúYuwkæÁc¸þ)*&Z ãâ k\k {=ã n { æé ëPáÉâ s ~ m å prn ã à { mu"kjæ â k {Yãz~qâ mqmqprkjèjî
þÍà {Yå u ë nqà { n ~ u"prkjm
ã u"kOjuimqm^nqà { m å prn ã à { mu"kjæìn)à {¿ã~)â m)mopxk\èpmprkæ¸p ã ugn { æAé ë n)à { u ~)~qâgå m^prkÑ-prèis ~q{ ú"î
þÍà { n ~ uwí ãLâ kÃu"vrvjn ~ u ã!  m ã uwkè â é â nqà å u ë mzî  vrnqà â s\è"à â k {^ã uwkÃk â nqp ã{ nqàjuwnbm å pn ã à
ú$¬uwkæÊu"vxm â m å prn ã à+*&Ppxm ãzâ"  â m { æ âwá n åbâ#{ v {z¿{ kRn)u ~qëìâ k { m=ZUprnpxm  uwkuwè { æOuimu
mqprk\èiv { s\k\prn=ZÍæ¸s { n â n)à { mqà â"~ n¿æ\pxmon)u"k ã{ é { n åb{z{ k,nqà { n åbâ \à ë mqp ã uwv ãzâ"  â k { kin§mzî
þÍà {5~ u"prv å u ë pm ãzâ k\k {=ã n { æen â u ãâi \s¸n {=~ }Rpuum {=~ puwv- â"~ n å à\p ã àAu"vrv âgå mn â~){ uiæ
pxk áÉâ"~) ugnqp â k áÉ~qâi m { km âi~ muwkjæÐm { kjæ âi~ æ {=~ mUn â n ~ uwpxkjm
nqà ~)â s\èiànqà { n ~ u ã!  m â"~ æ¸p ~q{9ã nqv ë
n â m å prn ã à { mzî7$u ã àm {9ã nqp â kpm {9ê s\prj { æ å pn)à â k { m { kjm â"~ uwn { u ã à { kjæ.Zin â æ { n {=ã nYnqà {
{ kRn ~ u"k ã{Ðâ"~{ï prn â"á uÃn ~ u"prk
îÁþÍà {¿â"~ æ {z~ m^m { kRnn â n ~ uwpxkjm ã u"kOé {5{ pn)à {z~ mon â  âi~ è â
áÉâ"~)å u ~ æý>éju ã! å u ~ æ\m$ugnLu5è"px} { kmq {={ æ.î
ûLp {z~ u ~§ã à\p ã uwv ãâ v â s ~q{ æV { n ~ pRk { n§mÍðúiú&ñ åY{=~q{$ã à â m { kÁuimu 5â æ { v;Zwæ\s { n â n)à { p ~ n ââ v
mqs\\ â"~ n áÉâ"~ àjp {=~ u ~)ã à\p { m=Zjmqp  s\vugnqp â k
Zuwkæ âã=ã s ~)~){ k ãz{ è ~ u"\àjm=Z { î èjî),.-jõ0/21435\ò687
ðrú#Z\ú9f>ñî-û^p {=~ u ~)ã à\p { m7u"vrv âgåY{ æÁumon ~ s ã n)s ~){ æ5æ { mqprèikUZ å à {=~q{ n)à { n â  | v { } { v¸k { n ~){:9j{9ã n)m
nqà { àju ~ æ å u ~){ vu ë"â s\n=î2þÍà { sjm {âwá àjprèià | v { } { v.k { n)mÍ {z~) pn§mé â nqà ã u"¸nqs ~ pxk\èm { } {=~ u"v
ã uim { m$é ë u5mopxk\è"v { n ~ uwkjmqpn)p â kuwkæ ~){  ~){ m { kRnqpxk\èn)à { ju ~ u ¿{ n {z~ m â"á n ~ uwpxkjmbuwkjæÃn ~ u ã! 
m {=ã n)p â kjmÍé ëâ k { \vxu ã{ îþÍà { sjm {âwá uwk â"~ æ¸prku ~)ë k { nLv { uiæ\mbn â sjk ~q{ u"æ\u"é\v { pxkRn ~ p ã ugn {
¿â æ { vmzî
þÍà {Í¿â æ { v\æ { m ãz~ pxé { æÁpxkð gñju"æ â ¸n)m7uwk¿u"æjuw¸n)pr} {Y~)â s¸n)prkjèmon ~ ugn { è ëáÉâi~ nqà { n ~ u"prkjm
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switch 1 switch 4




















-pxè"s ~){ ú*;2þÍà { n ~ u ã!  m â"á nqà {5â æ { v ~ uwpxv å u ë î
n âã p ~)ã s\vxuwn { îÍû { k ãz{ Zjnqà { é { àju>}p âi~Lâwá n ~ uwpxkjmLuiæ\uw\n)mn â v âã uwv ãzâ kjæ\pn)p â kjmzîXPu ¿{ v ë Z
ugn { u ã àm å pn ã àUZinqà { n ~ uwpxk=< m ~qâ s¸n {Pã uwké {^ã à â m { kÃu ¿â kjèm { } {z~ uwv\n ~ u ã!  m2uwkjæun ~ uwpxk
 u ëÃ{ } { k#è â éju ã! å à { kprn ã uwkjk â n ãâ kRnqpxkRs {PáÉâi~qå u ~ æ.î
 vrnqà â s\è"à#mos ~  ~ pmopxk\èugnbnqà { ä ~ mWnbè"vuwk ãz{ Zmos ã àÃé { àju>}p âi~$â"á n ~ uwpxkjm â"üH{=~ mbm { } {=~ u"v
ãâi \v {zïÁ~)â s¸n)prk\è â m)mopxé\pxvrprnqp { m=Z"æ {= u"kjæ¸pxk\ènqà { monqsæ { kRn)m2n â æ { mqpxè"k¿u ~)â s\nqpxk\èP â vxp ãë
m â n)àjugn^m)u áÉ{ n ë uwkæ â  {=~ uwnqp â kju"v ~){=ê s\p ~){z¿{ kRn)mu ~q{Pá s\vräjvxv { æ.î
> ?@A)BLÛ:CBÝÚ7ÛÙ5ÞDÍÚE	ÙFÛ=ÞBLÛ:G
þÍà {P5{ nqà â æ ~q{ m { kin { æpxkOð wñ.uwp  mYuwnYà { vr\pxk\è5u ¿â æ { v {z~ prk#æ { mqprèik\pxk\èÁuHIJLK!MONQPSRUT
V MWT:XZY\î2Tn^uimqmqs ¿{ mYn)àjugn^u@IJLK!MONQPSRUT V MWT:X  u ë é {{ pn)à {z~^âwá n)à {áÉâ vxv âgå prk\è[;
\ uI V X)]_^`TbacSdePSX Vgf Ihc IhMiTXj$¬uæ ë kju  p ã pxkRn {=~ u ã nqpxk\è { kRnqprn ë prkepm â vugnqp â k
Z { î èîrZ
u¿m {=ê s { kin)pxu"v. ~)âãz{ m)m& âi~
\ ukIhMlRhm f MOmnRUT!a@acSdePSX Vgf I!c IhMWT:Xj$;u ãzâ"¿ sjk\pn ëìâ"á$ s\nqsju"vrv ë prkRn {z~ u ã n)prkjè { kRn)p |
n)p { mzZmop  \v {âi~ uwvm â mon ~ s ã n)s ~q{ æo& Z â"~
\ ua'PSMWPZIhMORhm f MOmnRUT.$ âi~ æ\ugn§uÐn ë  { &î
Tn {= mìu ~q{Êã àju ~ u ã n {=~ pxÿ { æ é ë n)à { p ~ ]pPRhMgIóuwkjæ f JdpIhM V MlmoTdoMK:T!PSMOmnRUT:I§ZPnqàugnìu ~){
mqs\éjm {=ê s { kRn)v ë mo {=ã pä { æ.î7 â"~ prkjmon)u"k ã{ Zwn)à { ju ~ n§m âwá mop  \v { m ë mon {z mu ~q{ æ\uwn)umon ~ s ã&|
nqs ~q{ mzZ¸uwkæ¿nqà { p ~ãzâ kjmonqprnqs { kRn áÉ{ ugnqs ~q{ mYu ~q{ mWn§ugn { mYu"kjæ { v {=¿{ kRn)u ~që prkRn {z~ u ã n)p â kjmbæ {á|
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pxk\pn)p â kjmq$ ãá î$c {=ã nqp â kh\îxú#& î2þÍà {¿{ n)à â æu"vxm â pxk} â vr} { m ê sjpn { uÐ ~){=ã pxm { èis\pxæjuwk ãz{Pâ k
å à\p ã à ~qâ  {=~ n)p { mmoà â s\væé {{ï  ~){ m)m { æ.Z\uwkæpxk å à\p ã à å u ë î
 ¿â kjènqà { }gu ~ p â sjmbmo {=ã pä ã ugn)p â kmon ë v { m=Zinqà { ]eRUJ!]pTRhMOcSrsJSR V TdoMWTat$ âi~ P0u V JSXZPSM Vgf &
uwkæ f JdpIhMlRhm f M Vwv Tt$ âi~ X.J#a*T^xrsJR V T:d[MiT!ap& â k { mu ~){¿â monqv ë sjm { æ.Z7uwkæÑà {z~){åY{ mqàju"vrv
áÉâ¸ã sjm â kÓn)à {  ~qâ  {=~ n ëR|â"~ p { kRn { æ â k {#å à\p ã à,pm ~q{ v { }guwkRn¿uwn¿nqà { é { è"pxk\k\pxk\è âwá nqà {
mq {9ã prä ã uwnqp â kn)uim   îLTlkAuwk ë#ã u"m { Z-ð "ñ7uiæ¸} â¸ã uwn { mÍnqàjuwnu}Rpmqsjuwv ~q{ m { kRn)ugn)p â kìmoà â s\væ
é {  ~qâ }pæ { æOn â à { vx ~q{ u"æ¸pxk\è#nqà {¿áÉâi~q u"v$mo {=ã pä ã ugn)p â kUZu"kjæÑuwvm â n)àjugn ãzâ"¿¿{ kRn)m
mqà â s\væé { sjm { æUZ { î èjîxZn â u ã=ãâi uwk ë¿áÉâ"~) s\vu { î
yqzS{o|~}'z !_{[zSg}_0}0|Q}*g'n0l{[ þÍà { m {z u"kin)p ã m âwá ]eRUJ!]pTRhMOcSrsJSR V TdoMWTaIO]pT fV r
 f PM V JdÊpmPéju"mqp ã uwvxv ë æ { äjk { æOu"m áÉâ vxv âgå m0;.Hqu ¿â æ { v7é { v â k\èRmn â nqà { m {z uwkRn)p ã m âwá u
 ~)â  {z~ n ëR|Åâi~ p { kRn { æÁmq {9ã prä ã uwnqp â k¿p á u"kjæ â kjv ë p á uwvxv áÉâi~q s\vu {Íâwá nqà { mo {=ã pä ã ugn)p â ku ~){
}guwvxpxæ â kprnYjî
þÍà {¿{ n)à â æ â v â èip ã uwvDpxæ { u"mmqs\\ â"~ nqpxk\è5nqàjpxmLmq {=ã prä ã ugnqp â kmon ë v { u ~){ ;
M2pT V MWT:X V Ia*T:I f R Vg T!aPM8P f T:RhMWP V dXZJSXZT:d[M V d V MgIZa*T v T^`J!]eXZT:d[M  cTu:]eRUT:I!I V dPS^w^
V MlIAORUT^`T v PSd[Mh]eRJ]oT:RhM V ThImI V d.IT:d[MiTd f T:IQ]_RUJ v#V a*T!a  cZMwoTQK:JRhX.P^ V IhX K:JRhX%mn^P*TL
 âi~O{ u ã àÔm â"á n å u ~q{ prn {= Znqà { ]eRJ]oT:RhMOcSrsJSR V TdoMWT!aÔmq {9ã prä ã uwnqp â k n {9ã à\k\p ê s { ZÐpxm
è"px} { kUZ7é ë  ~)â }pxæ\prk\èenqà { uwéjmon ~ u ã nÐmWn ~ s ã nqs ~q{âwá nqà {ãâi~q~){ mq â kjæ¸pxk\èemq {9ã prä ã uwnqp â kjm
n â è { nqà {=~å pn)ànqà {~){ vugn { æ#}pxmqsju"vU ~){ m { kRn)uwnqp â kuwkjæ ãzâ"~)~q{ mo â kjæ\prk\è áÉâ"~) uwv
mq {=ã prä |
ã uwnqp â kUî
þÍà { n)u ~ è { n7vxu"k\è"sju"è { m-u ~q{ pxk\pn)pxu"vrv ë ò^ô-õzöð hgñÅZgn)à { ` â"¿¿â k  vxè { é ~ u"p ã c {=ã pä ã u |
nqp â kAS
uwkjè"sju"è { ZuwkjæÑò^ô-õzö"÷qøDù.öjðrú=hgñÅZDuwk {zï n { kmop â keæ { mopxè"k { æ áÉâi~ nqà { æ ë kju  p ã m ë m |
n {= mbmq {=ã prä ã ugnqp â ké ë è"px}prk\è5uÃò^ô-õzö5}p {zå n â S¸þS$Zin)à { S
u"é { v { æþ ~ u"kjmqpn)p â kS â è"p ã
$oðrú"Z  ñw&îYS¸þS$Zjuwkjæn)àRsmò^ôõ=öw÷)øDùDöjZ¸pméju"m { æ â kn)à { pæ { u5n)àjugnPu¿æ ë kju  p ã m ë mWn {z
pm ãâ kjmqpxæ {=~q{ æìu"mPu^`P  T^`T!aMlRPSdpI V M V JSdAIhc IhMiTX$¬mqà â"~ nqv ë ^MgI#&ZHu"kjæn)àjugnPn â mq {=ã p áÉë pn
â k { àu"mn â mq {9ã p áÉë n)à { vxu"é { vxm=ZUn)à { mon)ugn { mu"kjæAnqà { n ~ u"kjmoprnqp â km â"á mqs ã àÑum ë mon {z î
_ {9ã uwvxvDnqàugn^uwkA^xMlIpmLuÐn ~ px\v { $L[MWPSMWThh4P  T^h&Z å à {=~q{  ¡eMiPMiT¢£P  T:^n¢t[MWPSMWT&î
cs\éjm {=ê s { kRn åYâi~U  ð ¸ZDdZe">ñ-mqà âgåb{ ænqàugnLn)à\pxm ¿{ nqà â æ ãzâ s\væìuwvm â é { sm { æ å pn)à
â n)à {z~ n)u ~ è { n2vxu"k\è"sju"è { mzZ { î èîrZR[^]eS$î  vn)à â s\èiàÃ[^]eSepxm2k â nYu áÉâi~q uwvjvxu"k\è"sju"è { Zgnqà {
áÉâ"~) uwvxv ë è ~)â s\kæ { æ5uw\ ~qâ u ã à5sjm { æ5nqà {=~q{Lãzâ k} {=ë m2u ê sjpn { m ë mon {= uwnqp ã æ { } { v â  5{ kRn
áÉâ"~ nqà { æ { m ã~ pr¸n)p â kUZu"kjæ âwáLãâ s ~ m { Z  `bS  u ë é { sjm { æÊn â æ { m ã~ pré { m âi¿{âwá nqà {
 ~)â  {z~ nqp { m=î
Tlk¿nqà {^áÉâ vxv âgå pxk\èZ åY{LáÉâã sjm â kÃmop  \v { m ë mon {= mpn {z mYmqpxk ã{ n)à {zë u ~){ sjm { æ5pxknqà {
ä ~ mWnmon {  å à { kÊu"\\v ë pxk\è â s ~¿{ nqà â æ.îcRn ~ s ã nqs ~){ æÊm ë mon {= m å pxvrv2é { æ¸pm ã sjmqm { æApxk
nqà {ãâ k ã vxsjmop â k#uwkjæuiæ\æ ~){ m)m { æÃpxk á s ~ n)à {z~Låbâ"~  î
¤¥s¦ §¨U©«ª8¬L­¯®'°®'±n­4©
®
û {=~q{ nqà {5åbâ"~ æ+Ihc I!MWTX æ { k â n { muæ ë kju  p ã m ë mWn {zÕâwá uwk ë  pxkjæ.ZUu"kjæem â{ } â vx}prkjè
å prnqàn)p ¿{ Z å pn)à â s¸n2uwk ë u"m)mqs  ¸nqp â kÁu"é â s¸n â nqà {=~ uimo {=ã n)m âwá prn)mé { àju>}p â s ~ î
þÍàsjm-pn
 u ë é { u ãzâ"¿ s\kjp ã ugnqpxk\è¸ý>k â kjæ { n {z~) prk\pmonqp ã ýgm {=ê s { kRnqpuwvÉýî)îzî ~qâ¸ãz{ m)mzZDu ~){ u ã nqpx} { ý
ju ~ u"vrv { vÉý ãzâ k ã s ~q~){ kRnýgæ¸pmWn ~ pxé\s¸n { æý¸îqî=îbm ë mWn {z ZRé\s¸nLuwvm â uwku"è { kin â"~ uwku"è { kin§mYm ë m |
n {= î  I V X]e^T8I!c IhMWT:X pmum ë mon {= å prnqà â s¸nYu"k ë prkRn {=~ kuwv ãzâ"  â k { kRn§m ãââ  {z~ ugn)prkjè
n â è { nqà {=~ î
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cp  jv { m ë mWn {z m$u ~q{ m {z{ k áÉâ"~) u"vrv ë uim^`P  T^`T!a²MlRPSdpI V M V JSd@Ihc I!MWTXI&î7þÍà { mon)ugn { m â"á
uwk^MgI ¿â æ { vrpxk\èumop  \v { m ë mon {=(~){  ~){ m { kRnLn)à {Á~){ v { }gu"kinPprkRn {=~q¿{ æ¸pxuwn { moprnqsjuwnqp â kjm
pxkenqà { vxp áÉ{5â"á nqà { m ë mWn {z ZUuwkjæ { u ã àen ~ uwkmoprnqp â kt³µ´¶g¶ D³0· ~){  ~){ m { kRn§mLn)à { P V ^ V Mlc â"ánqà { m ë mWn {z pxkÁn)à { mon)uwn { ýgmqpn)sjugn)p â k²³ âwá{ } â vr}pxk\èLn â n)à { mWn§ugn { ýgmqpn)sjugn)p â k²³#·l¸gnqà { vuwé { v
¹ ãâ kin§uwpxkjmpxk áÉâ"~) ugn)p â k â kAn)à {ãzâ kjæ¸prnqp â km â kÊnqà {{ï n {=~ kju"v { k}p ~)â k 5{ kRn áÉâi~ nqàjpxm
uwéjprvxpn ë n â é {9ãâi5{{züH{9ã nqpx} { Z\uwkjæ â knqà { n ~ uwkjm áÉâ"~) ugnqp â kprkjæ\s ã{ æ â kn)à\pm { k}p ~)â k |
¿{ kRnÍé ë n)à {P{zï¸{=ã s\nqp â k â"á nqà { n ~ uwkmoprnqp â kUZRpÅî { îrZprn á s\vxv ë æ { m ã~ pré { m$nqà { pxkRn {z~ u ã nqp â k â"á
nqà { m ë mon {zå pn)àn)à {{ï n {z~ kjuwv { kR}p ~qâ k ¿{ kRnLæ¸s ~ prkjèÐn)à\pmÍn ~ uwkjmqprnqp â kUî
þ â æ { mqpxè"k {üD{=ã nqpx} { u"kjæÃmqp  \v { mq {=ã prä ã ugnqp â k ¿{ nqà â æ\m=ZRnqà { vxu"é { vxmYu ~){ u"m)mos 5{ æ
n â àju>} { n)à { mon)uwkæ\u ~ æ áÉâ"~)Kâ"á u^m { n âwá T^`T:XZTdoMWPSRhc V doMWT:RUP f M V JSdoI&Z å à {z~){{ u ã à { v {=¿{ k |
n)u ~që prkRn {=~ u ã n)p â kApxkRnqs\prnqpx} { v ëÑãâi~q~){ mq â kjæ\mPn â u"k { v {z¿{ kRn)u ~që $nqàugnÁpmzZk â n á s ~ n)à {z~
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J  sjmon^uw\ { u ~ prk f JSd_agî
I +JK I 4+)L5 $n ~ u"kjmoprnqp â k  ~)â  {z~ n ë &ÐT á n)à {ìâ ém {=~ } { æ,}>u"vrs {ã àuwk\è { mæ¸s ~ pxk\èÑnqà {
â¸ã=ã s ~)~q{ k ã{â"á uAn ~ uwkmoprnqp â kUZÍuwkæ,m â"¿{{ v {z¿{ kRn§u ~)ë prkRn {z~ u ã n)p â kjm¿é { v â k\èÊn â
n)à { n ~ u"kjmoprnqp â k#vuwé { vÅZ¸nqà { kìm âi5{ãzâ kjæ\pn)p â k â k#m â s ~)ãz{ u"kjæn)u ~ è { nLmWn§ugn { m=Z â væ
u"kjæ#k {zå }guwvxs { mà â væ\mº$Ék {=å }gu"vrs { mu ~){ æ { k â n { æ å prnqàìuZ· & î
&%.IJp$PSRl#&NM v È o£¡T V È ZUî=îzî=Z£T VPO '£p|£|Q}}'£}æIJ»·O$UPRl0&QM v <«p v ÈSRM v <«p f JSdea*$ v È Z v <iZ PRl#&
 I 4 $L5T= 1 ,T45? $¬mon)uwn {  ~)â  {z~ n ë &$T á umon)ugn { mquwnqpmWä { mm â"¿{ãâ kæ¸pn)p â kUZ¸n)à { k#nqà {â é |
m {z~ } { æO}gu"vrs {å pxvxv ã àju"k\è { prkÑn)à {¿á s¸n)s ~q{ îX â n { n)àjugnÐprkÊnqà { m {  ~qâ  {=~ n)p { mºg
o_ 'p0}  u ë é {~){ jvxu ã{ æé ë l{[}*p#}u"kjæ}UAe}_0BE9C9góé ë }UD»iî
&% f JSd_a$ v È Z v <"Z PRl#&¡pIJo$UPSRO0&NM v È p v ÈSRM v < 0'}Ägp_æ*p#}b}Ae}Ä_B£ 9C92 IJp$PSRl#&QM v <
-pxè"s ~){ "p;$cRn§ugn {â éjm {z~ } {z~ $WIJ'& ã{ vrvUm ã à {z u
þÍà {ãzâ kjmonqprnqs { kRn áÉ{ ugn)s ~){ mu ~){ nqà {{ v {=¿{ kRn)u ~që pxkRn {=~ u ã nqp â kmuwkjænqà { mWn§ugn { æ { m ã~ pr |
nqp â k áÉ{ ugnqs ~q{ m)$ â éjm {=~ } {z~ m âi~$ãâ kjmon ~ s ã n â"~ m&î  n2nqàjpxmä ~ monmWn§uwè {âwáD5â æ { vjæ { mopxè"kUZ"nqà {
 ~)â  {z~ n ëR|Åâi~ p { kRn { æÐu"\ ~)â u ã à5pm âwá n { k ¿â"~){L~){ v { }guwkRn=Zinqàsjm åb{ k {z{ æÃmon)ugn {^â éjm {=~ } {z~ m
n â mon)u ~ n å prnqàUî
þÍà { \à ë mqp ã uwv7m ë mon {= pxm  u"æ {Áâwá n ~ u ã!  m {9ã n)p â kjmzZ.m å pn ã à { mPé { n åb{z{ kOn ~ u ã!  m {=ã&|
nqp â kmzZ>uwkjæn ~ u"prkmzî-þÍàRsmzZÄIhMiPMiTJ  ITR v TR!IYmqà â s\væ ~)â }pxæ { pxk áÉâi~q ugn)p â k â kn)à { vu ë"â s\n
âwá n ~ u ã!  mzZRpÅî { î å à\p ã àn ~ u ã!  m {=ã nqp â kjmÍu ~){Pãzâ kRnqpxè"s â sjm=Z å àjp ã à â k { mÍu ~){Pãâ k\k {9ã n { æÃé ë
m å pn ã à { m=Z å à { nqà {=~ un ~ u"prkApxm ~q{ m { kRn â kÊun ~ u ã!  ZUu"kjæ.Z å à { kAnqà\pmpxmnqà {ã uim { ZUpxk
å à\p ã àæ¸p ~q{9ã n)p â kpnÍpxm$n ~ u>} { vrpxk\è$Énqà\pm  u ë é {^{ï  ~){ m)m { æ¿pxkÃ}gu ~ p â sjm å u ë mzZ { î èjî-à {z~){ Z
ã v â¸ã! å pxm {Pâi~ uwkRnqp ã v â¸ã! å pxm { &î
þÍà { T:^T:XZT:d[MiPRhc V doMWT:RP f M V JdpIZ$nqàugnLu ~){ uimqm â¸ã pugn { æ å prnqàu¿mWn§ugn {ã àju"k\è {âwá nqà {
m ë mon {= &Pu ~q{ un ~ uwpxkÊn ~ u ã!  m {=ã nqp â k ã àjuwkjè { Z ¿â }pxk\è { prnqà {=~ æ¸p ~q{9ã nqv ë é { n åb{z{ k ãzâ k |
nqpxè"s â sjmÍm {=ã n)p â kjm â"~ é { n åb{z{ k#m {9ã n)p â kjm ãâ kjk {=ã n { æé ë u¿m å prn ã àUî7Tnpmu"æ  prnon { æÃn)àjugn
nqà {  â mqpn)p â k â"á un ~ u ã!  m {9ã nqp â kpxmYä ï¸{ æk$¬mqp ã-V & Z\uwkænqàugnbnqà {  â n { kRnqpuwv ãâ k\k {=ã nqp â kjm
nqàugn ã u"kÁé {b{ mWn§uwé\vxpmoà { æé ë uPè"px} { k5m å prn ã à5u ~){ u"vxm â ä ï{ æ.Z"u"kjæn)à\pxm å pxvxvRé {Í~q{9j{=ã n { æ
pxkn)à { mon)ugn {â éjm {z~ } {=~ mY ~)â  {z~ nqp { m=î
þÍà {¿~q{9ê s\p ~){ æ a*PMiPI!MORhm f MlmnRUT:IÐu ~q{5â é¸n§uwpxk { æOnqà ~qâ s\è"àOnqà { æ\uwn)un ë  { mPsm { æOé ë
nqà { mon)uwn {Êâ éjm {z~ } {=~ mÃu"kjæn)à {Ñ{ v {z¿{ kRn§u ~)ë pxkRn {=~ u ã nqp â kmzîXWPs\prn {Êâ é}p â sjmqv ë Z^m âi¿{
æ\uwn)un ë  { pmk {z{ æ { æen â~q{záÉ{z~ n â n ~ u ã!  m {9ã n)p â kjmzZ.u"kjæn â m å pn ã à { m=îcprk ã{ nqà {=ë u ~){
kju 5{ æÊprkÓ-pxè"s ~){ ú$ÉpÅî { îrZ-n)à {  â mqmqpxé\v { }>u"vrs { mu ~q{.  k âgå kóuwkjæÑpxkóu ê s\prn { vxp  prn { æ





























pxè"s ~q{ d;þÍà { æjugn)u¿mon ~ s ã n)s ~){ m=î
áÉâ"~ n ~ uwpxkæ\p ~){=ã nqp â kjm=Z9uimUmqà âgå kPpxk-prèis ~){ dî
ß {  ~){ m { kRnUà {=~q{ u"vxm â nqà {Yãâ"~)~){ mq â kjæ¸pxk\è
ò^ôõ=ömq {9ã prä ã uwnqp â k áÉâ"~ n)à { m { æ\uwn)u å à {=~q{ n)à { n ë  { kju ¿{ pm$mqp  \v ëáÉâ vrv âgåY{ æ5é ë nqà {
{ ks ¿{=~ uwnqp â k âwá pn§m â mqmqpxé\v { }gu"vrs { mº$ å à\p ã àeu ~){ãâ kjmWn§uwkRn)m â"á n)à\pmÍn ë  { & îYþÍà { %lzS}}
ãâ kjmon ~ s ã nprkmos ~){ mPn)àjugnk â  ~)â  {z~ n ë~q{ vxuwn { m.$ { î èjîxZ {=ê sjuwn { m!&Lnqà { m { }guwvxs { m=Z
m â n)àjugn
nqà {zë u ~){ uwvxvPæ\p üD{z~){ kRn=î þÍà { 0{[z  ãâ kjmWn ~ s ã npmsjm { æà {=~q{ n âç{zï  ~q{ mqmÃnqàjuwn#uwk ë








[N V M f ;;M I!N V M f EyzÄIhN V M f |zÄIhN V M f zÄIhN V M f ^z f RUJ I!I V dÄ
%Oz }}b»|~}

pRUP V d V RUT f M V Jdk;;M f ^J fut N V ITzoPdoM Vgf ^J fut N V IT
%Oz }}b»|~}

pRUP V díRUT:I:Td f T;`;vM d_JSd_TqzS#{[z#Z$	
nRUP V d V RUT f M V JSd»&
}£
þÍà { m { æ\uwn)u å pxvrvUé {~){:9j{9ã n { æ { prnqà {=~ pxkn)à { kju ¿{ m â"á mon)uwn { m^uwkjæn ~ uwkmoprnqp â kjm â"á
nqà { V { n ~ pDk { n9Z â"~ uim ãâ v â s ~ m â"á n â* "{ kjm=î
þÍà { IhMWPSMWTZJ  IT:R v T:R!I¿u ~){Ðã à â m { kem â u"m^n â  ~qâ }pæ {{ k â s\èiàìprk áÉâi~q uwnqp â k â kìnqà {
mon)ugn {Lâwá n)à {^¿â æ { v { æÃm ë mon {= î2 â"~$â s ~${zï u  \v { Z â éjm {z~ } {=~ mu ~q{ k {z{ æ { æ¿n â æ { m ãz~ pxé {
nqà { n ~ u ã!  m {=ã n)p â kjmvu ë"â s\n=ZUu"m åb{ vxvu"mn)à {  ~){ m { k ãz{¿âwá un ~ u"prk å pn)àÑpn§mn ~ u>} { v7æ\p |
~){=ã n)p â k$¬-prèis ~){n & îþÍà {ndjh	``)cdfec  ~){ æ¸p ã uwn { pmsjm { æ#n â{ï  ~){ m)m å à { kn åbâ n ~ u ã! 
m {=ã n)p â kjmUu ~q{ æ¸p ~){=ã n)v ëãâ k\k {9ã n { æ.Z>uwkjæpxk å à\p ã àn ~ uwpxkæ¸p ~){=ã nqp â kUî-þÍà { ³0 _Pedj+c	  ~){ æ |
p ã ugn { pm$sjm { æ5n âÁ{zï  ~q{ mqm å à { kn åbâ vxpxmon)m âwá n ~ u ã!  m {9ã n)p â kjm$u ~q{^ãzâ k\k {=ã n { æ¿n)à ~)â s\èià¿u
m å pn ã àUZiu"kjæ¿prk å àjp ã à¿n ~ u"prkæ¸p ~q{9ã n)p â kUî-þÍà { m {Lâ éjm {z~ } {=~ m$ dfh	``)c	dec	 uwkjæ³0 _Pedj+c	 &
u ~){ ä ï¸{ æ â k ã{ n)à {~ uwpxv å u ë n â  â v â è ë pm.ä ï{ æ.îþÍàjpxm.pmUk â nUn)à {$ã uim {-áÉâi~)eg[^]U_P` +[	c ³ c`e
å à\p ã à ~q{9j{=ã n)mPuÃmoprnqsugnqp â kenqàjuwn { } â vx} { m å pn)àìnqp ¿{ Z.uwkjæ#n)àjugnæ {  { kæ\m â knqà { prkjp |
nqpuwvHmWn§ugn { u"m åY{ vrvHu"m2n)à { à\pmon â"~)ë5âwá.{ v {z¿{ kRn§u ~)ë pxkin {z~ u ã nqp â kjm2v { uiæ¸pxk\èn â nqà {ã s ~)~q{ kRn







switched(List[TrackSection], List[TrackSection], Switch, TrainDirection)






changeTrackSec(TrainTrack, TrainTrack, History) : State
-prèis ~){K ;þÍà { n ~ uwpxk { v {=¿{ kRn)u ~që pxkRn {=~ u ã nqp â kmbu"kjæmWn§ugn {â éjm {z~ } {z~ m=î
0|Q}5krm\kKM
0{[z  eMiPMiT'¸
{o| V d V M V P^;neMiPMiT'¸+ þÍà {z~){ pxmLu"kpxk\prnqpuwv
mon)uwn { å à\p ã à å prvxvUé {á s ~ n)à {z~ æ { m ã~ pré { æpxkn)à { c {9ã nqp â k
}£
0|Q}poj5kqqlMÔc\þ  þæ'£}
!»|Q} V IhMiJRhc;`;vM V d V M V PS^"z  $& V IhMWJSRhc[¸:[MWPSMWT &h¸
{o| ^P IhM¡;U V IhMiJRhc² [MWPSMWT'¸
ApnzS ; V IhMiJRhco¸Iq;p[MWPSMWT*¸
D=g{56 
^`PSI!M0$ V d V M V PS^g&M V d V M V P^W¸
^`PSI!M0$O)I#&M I*¸
}£
þÍà { T:^`TXZT:d[MiPRhc V d[MiTRUP f M V JSdoI {ï  ~){ m)m$nqà {Pá u ã nYn)àjugnLun ~ u"prk ã àjuwkjè { mn ~ u ã!  m {=ã&|
nqp â k+$¬-pxè"s ~){n &î
)¥l¼ k½o¾¿ªº­=½n±p¨L­£®
 k ãz{ nqà { u ~ n)muwkæ ãâ kmWn)pn)s { kRn áÉ{ uwnqs ~){ m âwá nqà { m ë mWn {z u ~){ mo {=ã pä { æ.Z-pn§m ~)â  |
{z~ nqp { m^moà â s\væé {{zï  ~q{ mqm { æUîY â vrv âgå pxk\è¿nqà {Á5{ nqà â æeæ { m ã~ pré { æ#pxkOc {=ã nqp â keh\î h\Zjnqà {
 ~)â  {z~ n ëìã{ vxvm âwá -pxè"s ~){ #mqà â sjvxæAé { äjvxv { æ.îcpxk ã{ nqà {z~){ pm â k\v ëeâ k {Ð{ v {=¿{ kRn)u ~që
pxkin {z~ u ã nqp â kUZRnqà {~q{ vxuwnqp â kjmqà\pxé { n åb{z{ kn åbâ¿{ v {z¿{ kRn§u ~)ë prkRn {=~ u ã n)p â kjmbpxmLm   prj { æ.î
yqzS{o|~}'z #g}.{[æ+#n0}{+70}Äz	A[}Äz
=E45?GFH # $¬mon)uwn {  ~)â  {z~ n ë &7û {=~q{åb{{ï  ~){ m)m7nqà {~q{ mos\vrn)m âwá.â éjm {z~ }gugn)p â kjmzî-þÍà {  ~)â  |
{=~ n)p { m â k dfh	``)c	dec	 u"kjæk³0 _Pedj+c æ â k â n ã àju"k\è { uwkjæ {zï  ~q{ mqmLnqà {Ð~ u"prv å u ë
n â  â v â è ë î2þÍà {  ~)â  {z~ nqp { m â k eg[^]_P`  [^c ³ c`e }>u ~qëå pn)àn)à { mon)ugn { î
djh	``)cdfec $Cú*T%n ]`eg_Pd ¹ h^dj   _ ³ c &
djh	``)cdfec $C²nTÃú* d ¹ h^d0   _ ³ c &
î=îzî
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³0 _Pedj+c	 $U$&¡ Y ú*>ú#&:>ÁhÄ&h!³j _@ed0 ú' d ¹ h^dj   _ ³ c &
³0 _Pedj+c	 $U$Cú#&h#$CÐhp>ÁoT%*&: d ¹ h^dj   _ ³ c &
³0 _Pedj+c	 $U$CÐh'&h#$Cú*T¡ Y ú#&: ]`eg_gd ¹ h^dj   _ ³ c &
³0 _Pedj+c	 $U$CÐhp>ÁoT%*&:0$&Ãú#&:³0 _Pedj ú* ]U`eg_gd ¹ h^dj   _ ³ c &
î=îzî
eg[^]_P`  [^c ³ c0`e $&Ãú' `)h	`)c  _P`_Peg_g] ¹ &î=îzî
I +JK I 4+)L5 $n ~ u"kjmoprnqp â k  ~)â  {z~ n ë &  m ¿{ kin)p â k { æ u"é â } { Znqà\pm ãzâ k ãz{z~ kjm â k\v ë
eg[^]_P`  [^c ³ c0`eYå à\p ã à}gu ~ p { m å à { kuÐn ~ u ã!  m {9ã n)p â k ã àju"k\è {Kdj+]`£¢cY\[^]dj  ¡ c	d
â¸ã=ã s ~ mzî
&% eg[^]_@` +[^c ³ c`e $ Y ¡¤W YQi ¤s  &¥ eg[^]_P`  [^c ³ c0`e $ Y ¡[Ì `)h	`)c   &¥ dj+]`£¢cY\[^]dj  ¡ c	d $.¦ Y ¡¤L YNi ¤§ºj¦ Y ¡[Ì `)h	`)c §º  &'n||Q}£}
0'} $ YQi ¤ RM `)h	`)c &¥ eg[^]_P`  [^c ³ c0`e $ Y ¡E·¤  `)h	`)c   ·`&}¥eg[^]U_P` +[	c ³ c`e $ Y ¡¿·Ì  YNi ¤L  · &
å à {z~){Z ·Uæ { k â n { m   d0 ]`£¢c0YN[	]dj  ¡ c	d $¦ Y ¡ ¤  YQi ¤ §º0¦ Y ¡ Ì  `)h	`)c §º  &
 I 4 $L5T= 1 ,T45? $¬mon)uwn {  ~)â  {z~ n ë &bþÍà\pm ~)â  {z~ n ë pmk â n ~){ v { }guwkRnà {=~q{ î
yqzS{o|~}'z #g}.{[ 0'}}9g}6 }_#nz g_#}'zSp*0l{[ dj+]`£¢cY\[^]dj  ¡ cd
	 "!$# $Én ~ uwkjmqprnqp â kÓ ~)â  {z~ n ë &  n ~ u ã!  m {9ã nqp â k ã àjuwk\è { pmÐæ { äjk { æ å à { kçnqà {
n åbâ n ~ u ã!  m {9ã nqp â kmu ~q{Oãzâ k\k {=ã n { æ â"~ Hqm å pn ã à { æpYjZ å à { kGnqà {=~q{ pmuÓn ~ uwpxk
n ~ u>} { vxprkjèÁpxkn)à { $ ãzâ k\k {9ã n)p â k âi~ m å prn ã à[&bæ¸p ~q{9ã n)p â kpxkn)à { ä ~ mWnÍn ~ u ã!  m {=ã nqp â kUZ
u"kjæ#k â n ~ uwpxkpxk#nqà { m {=ãzâ kjæ â k { î
&%$ djh	``)cdfec $ Y ¡ ¤  Y ¡ Ì  YNi ¤ &)¨© ³j ;¡ _Pedj ³U e o³j _Pd0Eec	 $s$0j0 Y ¡¤sj0jÜ&h0$.j0 Y ¡[Ìjj0 &:³0 YQi ¤i&s&¥A$ YNi ÌQM `)h	`)c &
'£} d0 ]`£¢c0YN[	]dj  ¡ c	d $¦ YNi ¤L Y ¡¤§º0¦ YNi Ì Y ¡[ÌK§º  &'n||Q}£
)+*-,.	 "!$# $n ~ uwkmoprnqp â kÊ ~)â  {z~ n ë &  á n {z~ u#n ~ u ã!  m {=ã n)p â k âã=ã s ~)~){ æ.Z.n)à { n ~ uwpxkÊpxm
pxk#nqà { n§u ~ è { nbn ~ u ã!  m {9ã n)p â kUî
&% dj+]U`£¢cY\[^]dj  ¡ c	d $.¦ YQi ¤s Y ¡¤§º0¦ YNi ÌS Y ¡[Ì§º  &ª'n||Q}£+'£}
$ YNi ·Ì M YNi ¤l&
1 "	 23)45,# $¬vxu"é { v ~qâ  {=~ n ë &þÍà\pmL ~qâ  {=~ n ë moà â s\væ {ï  ~){ m)m å à { kOmqp  s\vn§uwk {=â sjm
n ~ u"prk5n ~ u ã!  m {9ã nqp â k ã àju"k\è { m2moà â s\væÁk â n â¸ãzã s ~ î7cprk ã{ nqà { prk áÉâi~q uwnqp â k â k5nqà {
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Abstract
Computer aided analysis is necessary to improve the understanding of the complex biochemical
processes. The often used kinetic models in biochemistry are based on differential equations. The results
of such a kinetic model are often non-reliable on account of unreliable data or of inconsistencies in the
used model. Therefore, other supplementary methods are indispensable. A detailed qualitative analysis
should be done, before a quantitative (kinetic) analysis is made. This paper extends and refines the
construction strategy of a coloured Petri net model of a metabolic network at a steady state, previously
introduced in [11]. In a steady state the internal compounds’ concentrations are constant and therefore
bounded. Each chemical reaction is typically active at steady state. Therefore, its naturally to demand
a bounded and live model. A systematic procedure, exploiting the place transition nets’ T-invariants
to construct an behavioural equivalent bounded and live coloured net, is presented. The application of
P-invariant or model checking analysis techniques of such a model results in usable information, which
are helpful for model validation.
Keywords:coloured Petri net, T-invariant, P-invariant, metabolic pathway, glycolysis pathway
1 Introduction
Due to the rapidly growing amount of biologically experimental possibilities and the related amount of
created experimental data, it is mandatory to transmit data in simple, analysable, and possibly validated
models. Therefore, bioscientists need practicable, theoretically well-founded methods to construct, prove,
analyse, and simulate a model, which is based on experimental data.
Today, there exist many quantitative models, which typically employ differential equations. Such models
need kinetic parameters to describe and analyse a biochemical system. A restriction on hand of these models
is often the imperfect and imprecise knowledge of the kinetic parameters, because up to now it is difficult
to observe the processes in a cell at molecular level in vivo. Contrary, a qualitative analysis offers the
possibilities of a structural analysis based only on information of the simple, atomic chemical reactions and
their stoichiometric parameters. A qualitative analysis can be used for an intermediate validation of the given
model structure.
Many different approaches for qualitative or quantitative analysis methods have been developed. For
example, a graph theoretical approach is described in [7]. A mathematical approach is introduced in [22],
computing a set of generating vectors that describe the conical steady-state solution space for flux distribu-
tions in a metabolic network, the so-called extreme pathways. But only Petri nets have been applied for both
kinds of analysis. For example, quantitative Petri net models are introduced in [8] and [6], qualitative Petri
net models are described in [18], [12], [10] and [15], using place/transition nets, and in [11] and [21], using
coloured Petri nets.
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In the latter papers the feasibility is examined to construct a coloured Petri net model of the glycolysis and
the pentose-phosphate pathways in an erythrocyte cell. A deep understanding of the given network is used
for a construction by handof an environment for the modelled reaction chains. An experimental software
package, called SY written by H. Genrich [4], was used to improve and validate the model stepwise. The
work done by Voss et al. and Genrich was the starting point for the current paper. An extended, more
general model of the glycolysis serves as case study. Starting from unbounded and live place/transition net
a behavioural equivalent bounded and live coloured Petri net will be constructed.
The contributions of this paper are the following: (1) The basis of modelling relative reaction rates,
which are necessary to get a bounded system model, is the dynamic conflict avoidance principle. Two
systematic, but different dynamic conflict avoidance principles are introduced to get a bounded and not live
coloured Petri net, the so-called core model. (2) The core model is extended to a system model, which
contains additionally an environment behaviour. An automatic way to construct a similar environment as
the environment, constructed by Voss et al. by hand, is introduced, exploiting the place/transition nets’ T-
invariants to construct a behavioural equivalent bounded and live coloured net, the so-called system model.
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with place/transition (P/T) nets and coloured Petri nets (CPN).
Otherwise, related literature is recommended [20], [13], and [14].
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the essential biochemical and Petri net terms and
concepts are recalled. In section three the motivation to combine place/transition nets and coloured Petri
nets is described. The used case study - an extended glycolysis - is introduced in section four. Section five
presents two modelling strategies to get a coloured Petri net core model and compares them shortly. Addi-
tionally, some possible problems during the construction are explained. Section six introduces an automatic
algorithm to compute an environment to extend the coloured Petri net core model and reach the aim of a
bounded and live model. Finally, conclusions are given in section nine.
2 Biochemical and Petri Net Prerequisites
Metabolic networks are one of the main types of molecular biological networks. The termm tabolismrefers
to the processes, which acquire and utilize energy (e.g. in form of ADP and ATP) and small building units
(e.g. R5P). In general, a metabolic network consists of many interconnected atomic reactions. An atomic
chemical reaction is described by its input compounds (also called educts), its output compounds, and the
stoichiometric relations between them. Ametabolic pathwayis defined by its set of involved reactions and its
input and output compounds. The educts, the intermediates, and the products are calledmetabolites. Accord-
ing to the applied abstraction level, different specifications of an atomic reaction can be used. An observed
metabolic pathway is characterized by a set ofexternalandinternalmetabolites. An external metabolite is a
substance, which can be supplied and removed to/from the model/pathway. A suppliable external metabolite
is calledsourceand a removable external metabolite is calledsink. All other metabolites are internal and
can only be transformed into another internal or external metabolite(s). The so-calledubiquitousmolecules
are an exception. Those are the small molecules like H2O, NADH, ADP, and CO2 found in sufficiently large
amounts in all organisms. These metabolites can be treated as external or as internal metabolites, depending
on the desired environment behaviour. For ease of distinction, Voss et al. named the remaining substances
primary [21].
The regulation of the reaction rates of a reaction is controlled by one or more enzymes. In a qualitative
model it is assumed that the system is in asteady state. A steady state is a special system state, in which all
internal substance’ concentrations are constant. The total production rate of each internal metabolite is equal
to its total consumption rate at a steady state. Therefore, the enzyme regulation is not explicit considered in
a qualitative analysis. For this reason, only the set of atomic reactions with their stoichiometric parameter
are necessary to construct an analysable qualitative model and to perform a qualitative analysis.
Reaction Types
There exist three types of chemical reactions. The three types result in three different model components of
an atomic reaction, shown in the glycolysis model later.
The classical, not reversible chemical reaction is named asirreversible reaction.
Two reactions are hidden behind the so-calledreversible reaction. They are two complementary reactions
catalyzed by the same enzymes, but often located in different compartments of a cell. The point is that, if
they are in the same compartment, only one of them is thermodynamically preferred on account of the
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surrounding irreversible reactions.Equilibrium reactionsare similar to reversible reactions. The difference
is that both reactions may be active at the same time and at the same location of a cell.
These three reaction types are important for a correct quantitative analysis. The equilibrium and re-
versible reactions have different effects on the dynamic behaviour of the model. The behaviour of a re-
versible reaction is mostly similar to the behaviour of an irreversible reaction. But in biochemical context
both reactions are often not distinguished. A reason may be the assumption that an equilibrium reaction can
also be considered as irreversible reaction, if it is enclosed by irreversible reactions.
How to represent Metabolic Networks with Petri nets?
Metabolites are modelled as places and by convention the primary metabolites are represented by a larger
place and the ubiquitous molecules with a smaller one. Chemical reactions are modelled as transitions and
the stoichiometric relations as weighted arcs between places and transitions. The token of a net represents
a unit of the corresponding metabolite of the given place. Reddy et al., Koch et al., and Heiner et al. have
applied these simple transformation rules on biochemical systems to get P/T nets.
Some Petri Net Properties and their Biochemical Interpretation
The invariant analysis of Petri nets plays a special role in biochemical context. Only positive invariants
are considered. The positiveplace-invariant(P-invariant) is defined by the integer solution vectorsy (place
vector) of the equationy ·C = 0,y > 0, wherebyC is the (PxT) incidence matrix. The symbol> means that
no component of the vector is smaller than zero and at least one component of the vector is greater than zero.
In biochemical context the mass conservation law is represented by a P-invariant. The mass conservation
law states that the mass of an isolated system will always remain constant, regardless of the processes acting
inside the system. The amount of tokens on a place states for the mass of the corresponding metabolite.
Today, great attention in biochemistry lies on the minimal positivetransition-invariants(T-invariant) in
the Petri net theory, elementary modes in biochemistry, respectively. T-invariants are defined by the positive
integer solution vectorsx (transition vector) of the equationC · x = 0,x > 0. The P- resp. T-invariantz is
calledminimal, if there exists no P- resp. T-invariantw = 0 with supp(w) ⊂ supp(z), wherebysupp(x)
(read as support of x) describes the set of non-zero components inx, and the largest common divisor of all
components ofx is equal to one. A T-invariant gives structural insights in the represented pathway. The
following definition of minimal biochemical pathways corresponds to the minimal T-invariant of Petri nets.
Elementary modeshave been defined as the minimal set of enzymes that could operate at steady state.
These modes can be calculated using the convex analysis with special conditions. A tool, which is able to
calculate elementary modes, is METATOOL, which is described by Pfeiffer et al. in [16].
In the following, only minimal T-invariants are considered. In metabolic Petri net models T-invariants
(elementary modes) can be classified into two groups and for each group two types.
• Trivial T-invariant
– Environment T-invariant
If the environment strategy of type I is used, explained below, a trivial T-invariant exists for each
pair of supply and removal transitions of a ubiquitous compound.
– Reaction T-invariant
A trivial T-invariant exists for each equilibrium reaction. These invariants are internal cycles. In
a place/transition nets, a trivial T-invariant exists also for a reversible reaction.
• Non-Trivial T-invariant
– IO T-invariant
An IO T-invariant describes the exchange fluxes from one or more primary source metabolites to
one or more primary sink metabolites.
– Internal T-invariant
An internal T-invariant represents an internal cycle within the modelled system. Reaction T-
invariants are special internal T-Invariants.
The following additionally introduced notions are essential for this paper. Amarking of a Petri net
assigns a multi-set of tokens to each place. Each marking represents a system state of the net. A marking,
which is reachable from the initial marking, is calleddead marking, if no transition is enabled.
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Informally, astructural conflictis present, if at least two transitions exist, which have at least one com-
mon pre-place. Adynamic conflictis present, if a marking, reachable from the initial marking that realizes
the structural conflict, exist. Acritical dynamic conflictis informally defined as a dynamic conflict, whereby
at least one alternative solution can be result in a dead marking. An example is shown in figure 2.
3 Modelling Aspects
A direct modelling of the given set of reactions yields normally a bounded, not reversible and not live Petri
net. It is calledcore model. The core model is place-bordered, because each pathway starts and ends with a
set of metabolites. This model is not sufficient for a detailed analysis. So, an extension of the core model by
an environment is necessary. The extended model is calledsystem model.
With the knowledge about sources and sinks it is possible to extend the core model by an environment.
Such an environment is only used to increase the set of useable results by applying of Petri net analysis
possibilities, for example reachability graph/occurrence graph analysis and/or model checking techniques.
Two useful types of environments are introduced.
Environment Type I
The simplest model of an environment is a transition bordered Petri net with an empty marking. This
means that for each primary source a pre-transition without pre-places and for each primary sink a post-
transition without post-places are added. It is assumed that each ubiquitous compound is a source anda sink.
Reproducing the empty marking of the core model is the reason for this assumption, which is equal to the
assumption that all supplied molecules must be, possibly in another form, be removed. An unbounded and
possibly live Petri net model is the result of this modelling. The liveness property depends on the source/sink
specification of the primary metabolites and the modelled pathways. If no diseases are modelled, which is
currently done, then the net must be live for the empty initial marking, otherwise the selected reactions
and source/sink specifications are unfavourably chosen. For example, no molecule can be transformed into
another without a foregoing supply of them.
The resulting model can be analysed by calculation of T-invariants, whereas the T-invariants can be
classified by four types, which were previously described. Each calculated EA-T-invariant is expected to
reproduce the empty marking. No useable result is produced by applying of P-invariant and other extensive
analysis methods (e. g. model checking), because the resulting model is always unbounded. Some isolated
case studies can be found in [12], [10] and [19]. To fill the lack of P-invariant analysis the second type of
environment was developed.
Environment Type II
On account of the inspection of metabolic networks at a steady state the intermediates’ concentrations are
constant and therefore bounded. For this reason the aim of the second environment type is to get a bounded
and live Petri net model, which is behavioural equivalent to the model with environment type I. The net
with environment type II is behavioural equivalent to a P/T net with environment I of the same considered
metabolic network, if the T-invariants/elementary modes (without border transitions) of the P/T net are also
included in the coloured net, but on account of the environment type possibly in a summarized form. To
reach the aim of a bounded and live model without an explicit enzyme control, it is necessary to limit the
amount of supplied metabolites and to include relative reaction rates in an arbitrary way in the model. The
relative reaction rates are used to avoid dead markings, which can arise through the restriction of the amount
of supplied source molecules and through an unfavourable solved dynamic conflict. An example is given
in figure 2. To avoid dynamic conflicts in a compact description, coloured Petri nets are used for this case
study.
The environment is used to conserve the steady state. Unfortunately, through this type of environment
it is possible that only one minimal T-invariant, a summarized version of all IO-T-invariants of the system
model with environment type I, exists within a coloured Petri net.
The first attempt by using coloured Petri nets was made by Voss et al. [21]. The construction of the
environment was made stepwise and by hand with much knowledge about the modelled system. In this
paper an automated calculation of the environment of type II is shown by using knowledge from a P/T net
system model with environment type I.
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The resulting model can now be analysed by P-invariant, model checking or other analysis techniques
that require a finite state space or the boundness property. The results of the analysis are useful for model
validation and naturally these results increase the knowledge about the considered system.
Combination of Place/Transition Nets and Coloured Petri Nets
In this paper a combination of analysis, simulation and modelling techniques of coloured and P/T Petri
nets is used to get a new coloured model, which fulfils the requirements of quantitative and qualitative
analysis. Only a small subset of the coloured net possibilities, provided by Design/CPN [1], is necessary for
a qualitative modelling and analysis of a metabolic network. Only properties or features of coloured Petri
nets, especially of Design/CPN, are used, which enables an unfolding to a P/T net.
The place transition nets’ T-invariants are exploited to construct a behavioural equivalent bounded and
live coloured net. The behavioural equivalence has no relation to an (un-) folding process.
It is well known that an equivalence relation ((un-) folding) exists between coloured and P/T nets. On
account of the equivalence of the P/T nets and coloured Petri nets, each of the described environment types
can be expressed with both net classes. But the combination of the advantages of both classes makes a
modelling and validation easier.
The tool Design/CPN [1] is used to construct the coloured Petri nets and the tool PED [3] is used to
construct the P/T nets.
Useful Properties of Both Net Classes
An advantage of the P/T nets is the possibility to calculate invariants in a simple way. INA, which can be
found in [2], is such a calculation tool.
Compactness is one of the great advantages of coloured Petri nets. Compactness means that a smaller
net for the same content as for P/T nets is reachable, if coloured Petri nets are used. Especially, for the later
presented biochemical models it gets a clearer model. For example, after an unfolding of the coloured net,
additional transitions or places in a P/T model may exist for each token colour. For this reason a coloured
Petri net is longer human readable as a P/T net by increasing the net size.
The possibility to execute code, which is able to modify the state of the net, or a time concept are
examples of some extensions of coloured Petri nets, provided by Design/CPN. These possibilities will not
be explained in detail now, but these are the reasons why a coloured net can be used for quantitative analysis
and simulation. It is a great advantage, if the fundamental model/data structure must not be changed for
quantitative and qualitative analysis.
Another disadvantage of P/T nets are shown in [19]. It was shown that for P/T nets not every possible
P-invariant is biochemically interpretable by using the direct mapping from the reaction formulas to the P/T
net. Each P-invariant of a biochemical coloured Petri net model must be biochemically interpretable, if
additional knowledge about metabolite conservations are used during the modelling process. The modelling
of such knowledge is very easy and without adding new places or transitions realizable in contrast to a P/T
net. For example, the conservation of the ADP-part of ATP can be very easy expressed by a special arc
inscription to/from a ubiquitous compound. The figure 1 shows an example reaction with such conservation
knowledge. The constant value P and the other arc inscriptions are used to distinguish the transport of
molecules. Hence, a P-invariant for ATP and ADP should be exists by using this additional knowledge about
conservations.
Until now, a disadvantage of coloured Petri nets is the absence of some analysis tools, which are able to
calculate P- or T- invariants. First attempts to verify P- and T-invariants of coloured Petri nets was made by
Genrich, with an experimental software package (called SY), and Voss et al. [21]. It should be noticed that
only a verification of an expected T- or P-invariant could be realized. No calculation of a T- or P-invariant is
possible with SY.
It should be noticed that a T-invariant of a P/T net contains only an amount of occurrences of transitions.
A T-invariant of a coloured net contains additionally information about binding elements (a concrete variable
- value assignment) for a transition. To distinguish between them, a T-invariant (P/T) stands for a T-invariant
in a P/T net and a T-invariant (CPN) stands for a T-invariant in a coloured net.
The construction of a bounded and live coloured Petri net using two different methods will be demon-
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Figure 1: An irreversible Reaction expressed by a CPN
reaction hk:Gluc+ADP→G6P+ATP+H
4 Case Study Glycolysis
The glycolysis is one of the main metabolic processes in human cells. In this paper we use the following
selected pathways, which are described in standard biochemistry books, for a case study.
GP
hk: Gluc + ATP→ G6P + ADP + H
pgi: G6P→ F6P
pfk: F6P + ATP→ FBP + ADP + H
al: FBP→ DHAP + GAP
tpi: DHAP↔ GAP
gapA: GAP + Pi + NAD→ NADH + H + BPS
pgk: BPS + ADP→ PG3 + ATP
bpgm: BPS→ DPG + H
bpgp: DPG + H2O→ PG3 + Pi
gpm: PG3→ 2PG
eno: 2PG→ H2O + PEP
pyk: PEP + ADP + H→ ATP + Pyr
ldh: Pyr + H + NADH↔ Lac + NAD
F1PP
scrK: Fruc + ATP→ F1P + ADP + H
f1pa: F1P→ DHAP + GA
tk: GA + ATP→ GAP + ADP + H
F6PP
hk2: Fruc + ATP→ F6P + ADP + H
GGIP




g6pdh: G6P + NADP→ 6PL + NADPH + H
6pgl: 6PL + H2O→ 6GP + H
6pgd: 6GP + NADP→ NADPH + CO2 + Ru5P
rpi: Ru5P↔ R5P
rpe: Ru5P↔ Xu5P
tkt: Xu5P + R5P↔ GAP + S7P
tal: GAP + S7P↔ F6P + E4P
tkt2: Xu5P + E4P↔ GAP + F6P
Table 1: Formulas of Atomic Reactions, the Modelling Basis
The considered pathways are the glycolysis pathway (GP), the pentose-phosphate-pathway (PPP), the
fructose-1-phosphate-pathway (F1PP), the fructose-6-phosphate-pathway (F6PP), and the galactose-glucose
interconversion pathway (GGIP). Fructose (Fruc), galactose (Galac), and their pathways interact with the
glycolysis. All the individual reactions take place in the cytoplasm of a cell. Glucose-6-phosphate and/or
fructose-6-phosphate are intermediate products of all described pathways. The described pathways start
always with glucose (Gluc), fructose (Fruc) or galactose (Galac). Reaction products are lactate (Lac), pyru-
vate (Pyr) and Ribose-5-phosphate (R5P). The gluconeogenesis - the nearly inversion of the glycolysis - is
not modelled, because some reactions of them do not take place in the cytoplasm of a cell. Moreover, the
gluconeogenesis is only active in liver cells. [5] serves as biochemical reference for this paper. The table 1
shows the considered set of atomic reactions. Some simple sequences will be later summarized.
5 Modelling Strategies of the Core Model
Two steps are necessary to get a system model. The first one is to construct a core model with all biochemical
information, which are available. The second step is to calculate an environment for a core model. A third
verification step, using the notions of effects and defects, can be additionally made to get a stronger confi-
dence with the system model (not shown). In this section two systematic methods of modelling metabolic
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networks to get a core model are introduced and discussed. Before doing this a short description of the
problems is given, which arise by the limitation of source metabolites.
To get a live model it is necessary to avoid each possible dead marking under the prerequisites that the
source metabolites are bounded. However, the general behaviour, represented by the T-invariants of the P/T
net with environment I, must be conserved. Two strategies to construct a core model are introduced by
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Figure 2: P/T Nets with Environment Types I (a) and II (b)
a) The general behaviour is defined by the T-invariants: T1 = {suA, r1, r2, reC}; T2 = {2*suA, 2*r1, 2*r3, t4, reE}. The net is live and
unbounded.
b) A behavioural equivalence is not reached on account of a critical dynamic conflict between r2 and r3 by marking (3*B). E. g. the
occurrence sequence o1 = (r1, r1, r1, r3, r2, r2) yields in a dead marking. Therefore, the net is bounded and not live. The T-invariant
T3 is the summarized version of the IO-T-invariants T1 and T2. T3 = {s2, 3*r1, r2, 2*r3, r4, s1}
The figure 2 shows two short P/T nets with two different environment types to demonstrate the problem
of unmeant dead markings. The point is that the general behaviour of the net b) must be the same as the
behaviour of the net a). But the P/T net b) contains at least one dead marking.
There exist two techniques to model relative reaction rates and thereby avoid dead markings. Thefirst
techniqueis to change the firing rule and to use information about the relative reaction rates. E. g. a time
concept can be used to model the given relative reaction rates. Thesecond techniqueis to avoid critical
dynamic conflicts and use an initial marking of the net, which contains indirectly information about relative
reaction rates. This technique is demonstrated in this paper. The construction of a core model is described
in this chapter and the calculation of an initial marking is described in the next chapter. The first technique
is not considered in this paper, but additional information can be found in [17].
Dynamic conflict detection is very expensive, but a dynamic conflict can only be realized on a structural
conflict. For this reason no dynamic conflict is calculated, but each structural conflict is intensive considered.
Each outgoing arc of a conflict place will be coloured to avoid a dynamic conflict. It should be noticed that
only conflict places are considered, which represent primary metabolites. It exist no dynamic conflict at a
ubiquitous compound, because it is assumed that the ubiquitous compounds are available in high enough
concentrations. Anymore, the primary metabolites determine the main pathways. All arc inscriptions from
and to ubiquitous places contain only special token colours with a given multiplicity, which represent con-
servations of molecules.
Voss et al. have constructed a CPN model avoiding dynamic conflicts. A coloured Petri net with conflict
avoidance has the same structure as the P/T net b) in figure 2, but some additional inscriptions, especially the
arc inscriptions, are used. The CPN model is very compact and easy to read in contrast to a P/T net, which
would be the result of an unfolding process of the CPN model.
By using different token colours, a dynamic conflict can be avoided. A token colour has to represent
the information about the pathway on which the token has to go along. This strategy is not biochemically
motivated, because there exist no difference of the same molecule. But in biochemical context alternative
paths result often in different overall reactions and in different relative reaction rates, which allow us to
discriminate molecules of the same type.
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The following two core models are constructed by hand, but systematically. Therefore, an algorithm
is easy to imagine for an automatic construction. The first one is the application of the method used by
Voss et al. in [21]. The second one uses additional information about T-invariants to reduce the effort of
construction. The conflict avoidance principle plays a large role during the construction. A calculation of
the environment is performed, later in this paper.
Conventions
First, a reduction of each sequence is done. A sequence results in no significant structural information. See
abbreviations for the reduced sequences.
Secondly, the following naming conventions are used to obtain clarity. Each occurrence of a logical place
(or fusion place) must have its own unique name (prerequisite of Design/CPN). Use the fusion set name with
an appended "_x", whereby x is the x-th occurrence of a place in a fusion set, as the name for a place.
Thirdly, by a reversible or equilibrium reaction the transition, which represents the main reaction direc-
tion, becomes the enzyme name, which catalyzes the reaction. The other direction becomes the same name
with the suffix "_rev". If more than one reaction (different educts, products) is catalyzed by one enzyme,
then an additional identifier must be used. The different reaction rates are the biochemical interpretation of
the different names.
Fourthly, Design/CPN does not allow place or transition names, which start with another character as a
letter. Therefore, another abbreviation as regular must be sometimes used (e. g. 3PG→ PG3).
Fifthly, transitions, which have no relation to an IO T-invariant and which are a part of a reversible reac-
tion, are removed. Those transitions have no contribution to the observed system. Therefore, the transitions
ldh_revandrpi_revare removed.
Sixthly, each place of the coloured net has the same standard colour setCS. A restriction of token colours
is indirectly given by the surrounding arc inscriptions of a place.
Variant I
The main construction principle of a core model, exploiting the P/T net with environment I, is the conflict
avoidance principle, used by Voss et al. Much knowledge about the modelled system is necessary. It is only
a principle and not a rule, because some non-critical dynamic conflicts must not be avoided. Look at figure
4 at placeGAP. The conflict between the transitiont pi_rev and all other post-transitions ofGAPmust not
avoided, because it exists an internal T-invariant (t pi_rev andt pi), which reproduces the same marking as it
was beforet pi_revhas been occurred.
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A7,A8,A9,A10];
color E1 = subset CS with [A29,A210,A39,A310,A9,A8];
color E2 = subset CS with [A27,A28,A37,A38,A7,A8];
color E3 = subset CS with [A27,A29,A37,A39,A7,A9];
color F = subset CS with [A7,A8,A9,A10, A5];
color G = subset CS with [A6, A7,A8,A9,A10 ,A5];
color K = subset CS with [A5,A6,A7,A8,A9,A10];
color C1 = subset CS with [A1,A5,A7,A8,A9,A10,
A27,A28,A29,A210, A37,A38,A39,A310];
var b:B;var d:D;var i:I;var e:E;var f:F;var g:G;var k:K;
var a2:A2; var a3:A3;var e1:E1;var e2:E2; var e3:E3;var c1:C1;
Table 2: Declarations of Coloured Petri Net Core Model, Variant I
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A token colour by this variant of modelling represents the sink as target and the back end of the path,
on which has to go on the net. For each involved arc of a conflict a separate token colour should be used.
To assure this, variables with disjoint ranges must be used. In this paper only variables are used to resolve
the conflicts. The figure 4 shows the resulting model, using only the conflict avoidance principle, and the
figure 2 shows the corresponding global declarations of the net.
General Procedure - short abstract form
• First, each structural conflict must be determined and all primary paths are temporary coloured by the
same token colour.
• Secondly, determine all primary pathsw, starting backwards from a conflict placep to the source
places, to get the set of token coloursoldTC, which can arrive the conflict placep. Introduce new
token coloursnewTCfor each output arc of the conflict place. Combine each token colour ofnewTC
with each ofoldTC and change the arc inscription along the pathsw. For each successor path of
the outgoing arc of conflict placep write the token colour, which corresponds to outgoing arc, until
another conflict place or a sink is reached.
• Thirdly, repeat step 2 for each conflict.
Descriptions/Exceptions
Fifteen token colours are used to avoid all critical dynamic conflicts. An example of conflict solving follows.
The lower part of the model fromBPSto pyruvate and lactate is observed. It is easy to see that fromBPS
to Pyr two paths exist. EachPyr can be transformed intoLac. For this reason there exist four possible
paths in the lower part. Two paths transformBPSto Pyr and two paths transformBPSto Lac. Four colours
are needed for this part. Therefore, each token that reachBPSmust also represent one of the four paths in
the lower part. For example,A2 represents the path through6pdh, rpe, tkt, tal, tkt2, p f k and would be
represented by one token colour, if the lower part would not be exist. But with the lower part the token colour
A2 must be extended with the information about the four sub-paths, represented by an appended constant.
A special operation for this model is done. The placeGAPl oc corresponds to no fusion set, although all
tokens on this place represent aGAPmolecule like the other places in the fusion setGAP. If GAPl oc would
be correspond to the fusion setGAP, it would be possible that the token on this place are consumed bygapA
before the transitiontal has occurred. If so, it is possible that not enough tokens (GAP) are available to
transform all metabolites of the pentose-phosphate pathway (no occurrence oftal) into pyruvate or lactate.
This problem can be classified. It exists, if an intermediate product occurs more than once in the partial net















Figure 3: Pattern of a conflict within a minimal T-invariant.
The transitions t1, t2, t3, t4 are a part of a minimal T-invariant. If the transition t1 occurs, then it exist a
dynamic conflict between t2 and t4. If t4 occurs before t2 occurs and both belong to the same minimal
T-invariant, then a dead marking is possible. Otherwise, the occurrence sequence t1, t2, t3, t4 is harmless.
The problem (the conflict) can be avoided as shown with a special local place. A transition in relation to
their guard is able to transform a token from one colour to another colour. This can also be used to avoid such
problems. But this solution is not adequate enough and much more complex as a solution with a local place.
Voss et al. have an easier model, which does contain such a problem within the easiest form. It was solved
by such a transformation from only one token colour to only one another token colour. But if more token




















































































































































Figure 4: Core Model, Variant I
conflict places: Pyr, BPS, GAP, Fruc, F6P, R5P, E4P, Xu5P, Ru5P, G6P, S7P
By this variant of systematic modelling only the information of structural conflicts of the previously
constructed P/T net with environment I is used. A discrimination of the T-invariants by using the token
colours is not possible. There exists no relation between them.
Variant II
Another idea to construct a core model from a P/T net with environment I is now introduced. As previously
suggested, minimal T-invariants of a P/T model can be used to construct a coloured Petri net core model.
The construction of a P/T net is very easy and straightforward. It is a direct reflection of the atomic reactions
with their stoichiometric parameter. The resulting P/T model must now be extended by the environment of
type I. Hence, a T-invariant analysis is now possible. The calculated non-trivial minimal T-invariants (P/T)
represent the general behaviour and the basic structure of the modelled system. These T-invariants are used to
construct a core model without critical dynamic conflicts. It should be noticed that the T-invariant calculation
depends on the source/sink specification. Therefore, for the given case study all ubiquitous molecules are not
observed during the calculation of minimal T-invariants, because elsewhere much more invariants, but with
no more new structural information, would be calculated. In other words a sensible selection of minimal
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T-invariants (elementary modes) in relation to the biochemical context is done. The tool INA [2] calculates
40 minimal T-invariants, whereby 8 minimal T-invariants are trivial (reversible or equilibrium reactions).
After inspection of these T-invariants it was realized that the transitionsldh_revandrpi_revonly occur in a


















































































































































Figure 5: Core Model, Variant II
The basic idea is that a direct relation must be exists between the token colour and a T-invariant. A
token colour corresponds only to one minimal IO-T-invariant. For this reason almost each conflict can be
avoided, because each token denotes its pathway from a source to a sink. The following selected example,
the minimal IO-T-invariant38 demonstrates an exception.
t38 = {3*hk, 3*g6pdh, 2*rpe, 1*rpi, 1*tkt, 1*tal, 1*tkt2, 2* pfk, 2*tpi, 5*gapA, 5*bpgm, 5*gpm}
After occurring of three times ofhkandg6pdh, Ru5P contains three tokens. Now a critical dynamic conflict
exists betweenrpi andrpewithin the partial virtual net representation of the T-invariantt38, containing only
nodes that correspond to the given T-invariant. To avoid such a conflict, more token colours must be used to
set the path, on which token colour belongs to. This is done by using colourC38A andC38B for the given
example. Both colours belong to the given T-invariant, but each of them corresponds to a specific path within
the partial virtual net representation. Only such conflicts must be resolved under the assumption that a token
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colour exists for each minimal T-invariant. Therefore, the most effort of search a pathway from a conflict
place backward to a source is avoided.
The figure 5 shows the resulting model of the current modelling strategy. The corresponding declarations
can be found in table 3. Omit the arc inscriptions without multiplicity and we get the corresponding P/T
net without an environment. In such a coloured Petri net an equilibrium reaction must result in the same
arc inscriptions (same token colours) at both corresponding transitions (pi, t pi_rev and pgm, pgm_rev).
Otherwise no equilibrium of such a reaction can be reached. A reversible reaction must result into two
transitions with different arc inscriptions (different token colours), because the transitions correspond to
different T-invariants.





color X1 = subset CS with[C9,C16,C23,C24,C25,C27A,C27B,C26,C33A,C33B,
C34A,C34B,C35A,C35B,C36A,C36B];( * galK ** )
color X2 = subset CS with[C10,C15,C18,C19,C20,C21,C22A,C22B,C37A,C37B,
C38A,C38B,C39A,C39B,C40A,C40B];( * hk * )
color X3 = subset CS with[C17B,C28,C29,C30,C31,C32A,C32B];( * hk2 * )
color X4 = subset CS with[C11,C12,C13,C14,C15,C16,C17A];( * scrK * )
color X5 = subset CS with[C9,C10,C33A,C33B,C34A,C34B,C35A,C35B,C36A,
C36B,C37A,C37B,C38A,C38B,C39A,C39B,C40A,C40B];( * g6pdh * )
color X6 = subset CS with[C18,C19,C20,C21,C22A,C23,C24,C25,C26,C27A,
C28,C29,C30,C31, C32A,C33A,C33B,C34A,C34B,C35A,C35B,
C36A,C36B,C37A,C37B,C38A,C38B,C39A,C39B,C40A,C40B];
( * pfk * )
color X7 = subset CS with[C15,C16,C17B,C22B,C27B,C32B];
( * tkt2_rev von F6P * )
color X8 = subset CS with[C9,C10,C15,C16,C17B,C22B,C27B,C32B,C33B,C34B,
C35B ,C36B,C37B,C38B,C39B,C40B];( * rpi * )
color X9 = subset CS with[C15,C16,C18,C19,C20,C21,C22A,C22B,C23,C24,
C25,C26,C27A,C27B];( * pgi * )
color X10 = subset CS with[C15,C16,C17A,C22A,C27A,C32A];
( * tkt2_rev von GAP * )
color X11 = subset CS with[C33A,C34A,C35A,C36A,C37A,C38A,C39A,C40A];
( * rpe * )
color X12 = subset CS with[C33B,C34B,C35B ,C36B,C37B,C38B,C39B,C40B];
( * tkt * )
color Y = subset CS with[C13,C14,C20,C21,C25,C26,C30,C31,C35A,C36A,
C39A,C40A,C35B,C36B,C39B,C40B,C11,C12,C18,C19,C23,C24,
C28,C29,C33A,C34A,C37A,C38A,C33B,C34B,C37B,C38B];
( * gapA = Y1 & Y2* )
color Y1 = subset CS with[C13,C14,C20,C21,C25,C26,C30,C31,C35A,C36A,
C39A,C40A,C35B,C36B,C39B,C40B];( * pgK* )
color Y2 = subset CS with[C11,C12,C18,C19,C23,C24,C28,C29,C33A,C34A,
C37A,C38A,C33B,C34B,C37B,C38B];( * bpgm* )
color Y3 = subset CS with[C11,C13,C18,C20,C23,C25,C28,C30,C33A,C35A,
C37A,C39A,C33B,C35B,C37B,C39B];( * ldh * )
var x1:X1;var x2:X2;var x3:X3;var x4:X4;var x5:X5;var x6:X6;var x7:X7;
var x8:X8;var x9:X9;var x10:X10;var x11:X11;var x12:X12;
var y1:Y1;var y2:Y2;var y3:Y3;
var x:CS; var y:Y;
Table 3: Declarations of Coloured Petri Net Core Model, Variant II
Conventions
For this model the following additional conventions are made. First, each token colour contains the identifier
(integer number) of the corresponding minimal T-invariant. Secondly, if more than one token colour is
necessary, then they will be discriminated by a non-numeric suffix
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General Procedure - short abstract form
• First, a simple and straightforward construction of a P/T net with environment type I must be done.
After them, a calculation of minimal T-invariants must be performed.
• Secondly, for each transition/reaction collect the minimal T-invariants identifiers, which contains this
transition. Create a variable on the corresponding arcs of the transition, which range represents the
collected T-invariant identifiers. Examples of the resulting colours are shown in table 3. On account
of the restriction of variables no additional guards are necessary.
• Thirdly, it is necessary to compute structural conflicts of a P/T net representation of each minimal
T-invariant. This can be easy done by using INA. For each detected conflict within a T-invariant avoid
them by adding new token colours to the coloured core model. This can be done by using the conflict
avoidance method of variant I, but only within the P/T net representation of a T-invariant. The T-
invariants 17, 22, 27, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, and 40 are examples of such conflicts (to save
paper space not shown). Much of the conflicts are at the same place, whereby the effort is very small
in difference to the conflict solving by variant I.
Additionally, this modelling strategy in comparison to variant I is faster. The model can be automated
constructed, if the set of atomic reactions and the source/sink specification are given. The same problem
pattern as described and shown by variant I at the local placeGAP_loc appears in the current model, too.
A verification of the dynamic conflict avoidance in the both constructed core models can additionally be
realized. Let us consider the simple conflict at the placeBPS. There exist two post-arcs with the variablesy1
andy2 as arc inscriptions. The potential dynamic conflict in relation to a P/T net is avoided, if the following
condition is fulfilled.y1∩y2≡ /0 (intersection of the ranges of the variables is empty)
Generalized it may be said, if the intersection of all colour sets of outgoing arcs of a place is equal to the
empty set, then no dynamic conflict exists at this place. Now, we have two core models, which are bounded,
but not live. The next section introduces an algorithm, which results can be used to get an environment of
type II for each of the core model.
6 Computation of the Environment
To get a bounded model, it is necessary to limit the arbitrary supply of metabolites, which is not fulfilled
by the environments of type I. This can be done by replacing the supplying and removing border transitions
of environments I by two transitions, each for one task (supplying or removing). The figure 6 illustrates a
transformation from a P/T net to a coloured net. The environment contains only two additional transitions, a
start and a stop transition1, and one additional place. The additional place "env" contains maximal one token.
In relation with the start/stop transition it is used to get an empty core model within the system model. If
the place "env" contains a token, no other token is in the net. The start transition supplies all necessary
metabolites and the stop transitions removes all produced or transformed metabolites.
Starting from a core model and the information about T-invariants (P/T), a marking can be calculated,
which contains the information how much metabolites and ubiquitous molecules must be supplied to realize
an elementary mode. Such a marking should be called start marking. If all problematic conflicts are avoided
in the core model, then each start marking is transformed by occurrence of the corresponding T-invariant
(P/T) without border transitions into the so-called end marking. These marking pair is used to determine
the arc inscriptions of the start and stop transitions. At this point a new so-called selection parameter is
introduced. A selection parameter corresponds to one minimal T-invariant (naming convention:t extended
with T-invariant number) and enables us to specify how often a T-invariant should occur by multiplying the
start/stop marking with the selection parameter. An example is shown in figure 6. The calculation of such
markings and the transformation into arc expressions are automatic.
By using each T-invariant of the P/T net with environment I, it is possible to select each non-negative
integer linear combination of the minimal T-invariants for a simulation or analysis of a system model. If
only one T-invariant (P/T) is selected (ti = 1; tj = 0; j6= i), then the resulting T-invariant (CPN) is equivalent
to the corresponding T-invariant of the P/T net.




(*global Colour Set Definition*)
color CS = with F1 | F2 | P | Z;
var x:CS;
(*a value for each min T-invariant*)
val t1 = 1;
val t2 = 1;
(*declaration of values of arc 
inscription*)
val e1 = (t1*1)‘F1++ (t2*2)‘F2;
val e2 = (t2*2)‘P;
val e3 = (t1)‘F1;
val e4 = (t2*1)‘F2;



























P/T net with environment I CPN with environment II
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Figure 6: Example P/T Net with Environment I, which is Transformed into a CPN with Environment II
P/T net invariants: T1 = suA, r1, r3, reD; T2 = suB, r2, r3, reD corresponding CPN invariant: T3 = s2, r1, r2, 1*r3(x=F1), 2*r3(x=F2),
s1 The calculated start and stop marking for each T-invariant are direct transformed into arc inscriptions of the start or stop transitions.
For each T-invariant (P/T) exists a selection parameter (t1 and t2), which indicates how often a T-Invariant must be occur. With a
modification of the constant values t1 and t2, each minimal IO-T-invariant can be separately activated.
start marking for t1of CPN core model = A:1* F1; stop marking for t1 = D: 1*F1
start marking for t2 of CPN core model = B:1* F2, E1:3*P; stop marking for t2 = D: 2*F2, E2:2*P
Computation
To get a bounded model, which allows the selection of elementary modes, only the core model, the
source/sink specification, and the previously calculated IO-T-invariants (P/T) are necessary. If the core
model of variant II is used, these data are completely available. Under the assumption that each critical
conflict is avoided and no disease is modelled, it is possible to calculate a start and stop marking for each
IO-T-invariant.
The given abstract algorithm, shown in table 4, is similar to a construction algorithm of a run of a single
T-invariant (P/T), but the current algorithm has no initial marking as prerequisite. Instead, the source/sink
specification is used to identify, on which places a token can be added or removed. The algorithm simulates
each T-invariant and memorizes each supplied and produced token separately. During the simulation, each
transition of the given T-invariant (P/T) has to occur in relation to its partial order and its weight, whereby
each possible binding element of the transition is considered. The calculation is finite, because the given
T-invariant is finite.
Results
Using the described algorithm for the computation of start/stop marking pairs for the core models (variant I
and II), a transformation into arc inscriptions is also performed. Up to now the graphical representation of
the environment, shown in figure 7, must be additionally constructed by hand up to now.
The core model must be only extended by the graphical representation of the environment and the cal-
culated declaration must be added to the global declaration node. To save paper space, only two example
declarations for the model of variant II are shown in table 5. Two different types are shown.pre1 corre-
sponds to a primary metabolite andpre2 corresponds to a ubiquitous molecule, which pre- and post-arcs
have always the same colour.
On account of the knowledge of the modelled system some new questions are recognized. The cal-
culated markings realize a corresponding T-invariant, but an IO-T-invariant has often more than one inter-
leaving sequence. Therefore, is it possible to calculate a start and stop marking under the assumptions that
no potentially concurrency is limited (maximal concurrency) or that the concurrency is maximal limited
(minimal concurrency)? These markings can be biochemically useful. For the current case study only the
concentrations of the ubiquitous molecules have an influence to minimal or maximal concurrency.
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Input:
tInv : TInvariant; P/T net invariant without border transitions (tn)
cpn: coloured Petri net; core model
sources: set of places;
sinks: set of places;
Output:
(pre : marking; post: marking; ) pre => start marking;post => stop marking
Initialisation:
post= /0; pre= /0;
tn : transition; current considered transition
prePostTN: PrePostMarkings; set of marking pairs (pre, post) of a tn
lastStep: PrePostMarkings;lastStep= /0; set of marking pairs, before a tn occur
currentStep: PrePostMarkings;currentStep= onlySources; marking pairs, after a tn occured
onlySources -> special initialisation
pet : list of Transitions; possibly enabled transitions
pet= possibleExtensions( /0); which tn will be enabled
pet= pet∩ tInv; observe only net representation of current T-inv.
pet= removeNotSufficientMarkedTN(pet, post); remove tn, which are not enabled by post marking
Main Procedure without Error/Dead Marking Detection/Handling:





for (inti = 0; i < prePostTN.length; i ++) do prove each tn colour
for (int j = 0; j < lastStep.length; j ++) do prove each last marking pair
if (lastStep[ j].getPost().covers(prePostTN[i].getPre())) is current tn colour enabled
using only source spec. and last marking pair
then simulate occurrence of tn
pre : marking; post: marking;
pre= lastStep[ j].pre∪ (prePostTN[i].pre\ (prePostTN[i].pre∩ lastStep[ j].post));
post= prePostTn[i].post∪ (lastStep[ j].post\ (prePostTN[i].pre∩ lastStep[ j].post));





tInv.occurOnce(tn); modify T-invariant to memorize, which part is not currently considered
pet= pet∪possibleExtensions(tn); pet= pet∩ tInv;
pet= removeNotSufficientMarkedTN(pet,currentStep);
od
(pre, post) = getMarkingPair(currentStep);
Table 4: Abstract Algorithm to Get Environment Type II
Existing Problems
On account of a bug of the used Design/CPN tool or CPN/Tools, respectively, a construction of the occur-
rence graph was not possible up to now. Therefore, the expected liveness property could not be proved. The
problem, described by a smaller example, was reported to the "CPNTools-support".
Using the effect and defect notions is another way to increase the confidence in the constructed model
(not shown here). By using the defect calculation, it was verified that the net is bounded. Furthermore,
it could be a T-vector constructed (for each system model), which is a covering T-invariant of the system
model.
The introduced modelling techniques to get a system model with environment type II work fine for all
known case studies. But an artificial example can be constructed, whereby the modelling techniques do not

















































Figure 7: Environment of Both System Models
(the differences lie on the definition of the values on the arcs)
val pre1 = (1 * t9)‘C9++ (4 * t16)‘C16++ (1 * t23)‘C23++ (1 * t24)‘C24++
(1 * t25)‘C25++ (1 * t26)‘C26++ (1 * t27)‘C27A++ (4 * t27)‘C27B++
(1 * t33)‘C33B++ (2 * t33)‘C33A++ (1 * t34)‘C34B++ (2 * t34)‘C34A++
(1 * t35)‘C35B++ (2 * t35)‘C35A++ (1 * t36)‘C36B++ (2 * t36)‘C36A;
( * Galac * )
val pre2 = (2 * t9 + 2 * t10 + 6 * t33 + 6 * t34 + 6 * t35 + 6 * t36 + 6 * t37 +
6* t38 + 6 * t39 + 6 * t40)‘NP;( * NADP 1)
Table 5: Declaration Part of the System Model, Variant II
7 Conclusions
Starting with a P/T net and its minimal T-invariants, a behavioural equivalent bounded and live coloured
Petri net was constructed. The construction of the coloured net was divided into two separate steps. First,
the core model was derived. After that, an automatic calculation of an environment to extend the core
model to a system model was performed. The system models of variant I and II represent the same T-
invariants/elementary modes as the P/T model with environment type I.
It was shown that a combination of the analysis techniques of P/T nets and coloured Petri nets can be used
to get a more useful and sensible model of a metabolic network. The constructed coloured Petri net models
are bounded and live. Therefore, we are now able to get new insights into the modelled pathway using
additional qualitative analysis techniques, for example model checking or P-invariant analysis. Moreover,
by using extensions of the coloured Petri net tool Design/CPN, we are able to perform a quantitative analysis
of a qualitatively analysed model without changing the model class.
The construction of a core model must now be implemented. An additional feature of the implementation
would be an extraction of pathways from a database [9]. Moreover, a main problem is the selection of the set
of atomic reactions, the specification of source and sink metabolites, and in relation to them the treatment of
the ubiquitous molecules. The elementary modes/minimal T-invariants depend on this specification. It has
to be scrutinized in more detail, how the treatments of the ubiquitous molecules have an influence on the
elementary modes. But this is a task for biochemists.
Additional case studies should be performed to increase the confidence in the application of Petri nets in
biochemistry and modelling technique presented is this paper.
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Abbreviations
Metabolites / Compounds
(chemical formulas from [5] and [22])
2PG 2-Phosphoglycerate C3H4O7P Galac Galactose C6H12O6
6GP 6-Phosphogluconate C6H10O10PGAP Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate
6PL 6-phosphoglucono-δ lactone C3H5O6P
C6H9O9P Gluc Glucose C6H12O6
BPS 1,3-Biphosphoglycerate C3H4O10P2H Hydrogen Ion H
CO2 Carbon Dioxide CO2 H2O Water H2O
DHAP Dihydroxyacetone phosphate Lac Lactate C3H5O3
C3H5O6P
DPG 2,3-Biphosphoglycerate C3H3O10P2PEP Phosphoenolpyruvate C3H2O6P
E4P Erythrose-4-phosphate C4H7O7P PG3 3-Phosphoglycerate C3H4O7P
F1P Fructose-1-phosphate C6H11O9P Pi Orthophosphate, ionic form
F6P Fructose-6-phosphate C6H11O9P HO4P
FBP Fructose-1,6-biphosphate C6H10O12P2Pyr Pyruvate C3H3O3
Fruc Fructose C6H12O6 R5P Ribose-5-phosphate C5H9O8P
G1P Glucose-1-phosphate C6H11O9P Ru5P Ribulose-5-phosphate C5H9O8P
G6P Glucose-6-phosphate C6H11O9P S7P Sedoheptulose-5-phosphate
GA Glyceraldehyde C3H6O3 C7H13O10P
Galac1P Galactose-1-phosphate C6H11O9PXu5P Xylulose-5-phosphate C5H9O8P
ADP Adenosine diphosphate C10H13N5O10P2
ATP Adenosine triphosphate C10H13N5O13P3
NAD Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide, oxidized form C21H28N7O14P2
NADH Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide, reduced form C21H29N7O14P2
NADP Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate, oxidized form C21H29N7O17P3
NADPH Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate, reduced form C21H30N7O17P3
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Correspondence between Petri net transitions, abbreviations, and enzymatic reactions
Tn-name enzyme name reduced sequences / included reactions
hk Hexokinase
pgi Phosphoglucose isomerase
pfk Phosphofructokinase al Aldolase
tpi Triose phosphate isomerase
gapA GAP dehydrogenase
pgK Phosphoglycerate kinase
bpgm Bisphosphoglycerate mutase bpgp Bisphosphoglycerate phosphatase
gpm Phosphoglycerate mutase eno Enolase
pyk Pyruvate kinase
ldh Lactate dehydrogenase
scrK Fructokinase f1pa Fructose 1-phosphate aldolase
tk Triose kinase
hk2 Hexokinase
galK Galactokinase gal Galactose 1-phosphate uridyl transferase,
UDP-Galactose 4-epimerase
pgm Phosphoglucomutase
g6pdh Glucose 6-phosphate 6pgl Lactonase
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Abstract
Event detection is the rst and the most important step for Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rule execution in active
database systems. Composite event detection is not easy for most existing active database systems. In this paper, a
Conditional Colored Petri Net model (CCPN) is proposed for composite events specication and detection. Composite
events are detected by checking composite transition enabling and verifying the temporal condition attached on the
transition. On the other hand, rule execution are realized by verifying rule transition enabling and verifying the rule
condition attached on the transition. In this way, both composite event detection and ECA rule execution are integrated
in the same CCPN model. Furthermore, examples and implementation issues are discussed. Comparisons show that
CCPN is a general model for active database system, and it can be used as an independent engine in many active
database systems.
Keywords: active database system, Petri nets, ECA rules, composite events.
I. INTRODUCTION
Rules are used in active database systems to monitor situations of interest and to trigger a timely response when these
situations occur. They can enforce integrity constraints, compute derived data, control data access, gather statistics and
much more. The most general form of these rules is the so-called ECA (Event-Condition-Action) rules. An ECA rule
has three basic parts that are event, condition and action. The condition of a rule is evaluated whenever its triggering
event occurs. If the condition is satised, the specied action will be executed. One rule may trigger or activate
another one, and rule behavior depends on both the database transactions and its rule interrelations. By investigating
rule interrelations and database state one can analyze rule base properties such as termination, conuence, etc..
Since the event part is what really triggers a rule, event specication and detection is very important in active
database systems. Generally events are classied into primitive events and composite (or complex) events. Primitive
event may be modication or retrieval operations provided by the database manipulation language of the underlying
database system, such as insert, update, delete, abort a transaction, etc. To react on more complicated situations
composite events are introduced. Composite events are dened from primitive ones by using event operators such as
disjunction, sequencing, conjunction, etc.. Some existing active database systems have considered composite events,
and corresponding syntax and semantics were dened [13], [10], [9], [7], [8], [5]. However, most of them are
application dependent which means that their semantics are private, and cannot be migrated to other systems. On the
other hand, not all types of composite events were considered.
Petri nets are a good modeling technique for describing logic relations. A modied colored Petri nets model CCPN
(Conditional Colored Petri Nets) was proposed in our early publications for revealing ECA rule structure and their
interrelation [2]. And database states may be abstract as tokens of the Petri net model. The CCPN can not only
model interactions between ECA rules, but also can demonstrate dynamic triggering and activation behavior through
its ring mechanism [2], [3], [4]. However, only conjunction and disjunction composite events were considered in
that work. In this paper, we want to report our advance on specifying composite events with our CCPN model.
There is little result on using Petri nets to specify composite events. To the best of our knowledge, SAMOS is the
unique existing active database system that uses Petri nets as event detector [7]. In SAMOS, a colored-Petri-net-liked
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model was dened for composite event specication. In order to achieve a correct model of a composite event, many
additional places and transitions have to be used to represent the temporal information. Reference [11] is another
interesting relational research although it is about network management systems rather than active database systems.
In [11] colored Petri nets are used to specify the dependence between events. But, their models are much larger than
those in [7] since they have to put extra structure to express temporal relations between primitive events. Our CCPN
model will overcome the disadvantage of using redundant structure to specify temporal relation between primitive
events since these information can be considered as a condition on transitions.
The paper is organized as following: Section II introduces basic concepts of active database systems and events
in ECA rules. CCPN model is dened in Section III. Composite event specications are described in Section IV. A
software tool ECAPNSim (ECA-Petri Nets Simulator) is developed based on CCPN in Section V. Finally, section VI
gives comparisons and conclusion.
II. EVENTS IN ACTIVE DATABASE SYSTEMS
ECA rules are not only used in active database systems, but also in other active systems such as network management
systems, workow management systems, etc.. In this paper we only consider ECA rules in active database systems.
A. ECA rules
An active database management system (ADBMS) integrates event-based rule processing in traditional database
functionality. Active database consists of a normal (passive) database and an active rule base. The most popular active
rules is so-called event-condition-action (ECA) rules (or trigger), which species an action to be executed upon the
occurrence of one or more events when a condition holds. Generally, an ECA rule is dened as ON event IF condition
THEN action. Figure 1 shows a simple architectural view of an active database system [11]. The events corresponding
to update operations on the database performed by user transactions and other events (such as method execution,
time) are reported to the event detector. If a rule res, the C-A part may be executed as database transactions, if C
and A contain database operations. Various transactions models for rule execution have been proposed, that deal with
the coupling and synchronization of user-invoked transactions and system-triggered rules. For example, the triggering
and triggered transaction can be coupled as immediate, deferred and separate. In the immediate coupling mode the
red rule is executed immediately as a subtransaction of the top level transaction of the triggering transaction. If
multiple rules re and there is an imposed order, then all the rules are executed in that order, otherwise, in arbitrary
order. The rules in the deferred mode are scheduled to be executed at the end of the transaction, but before the commit
point (integrity constraints are normally executed in deferred mode). The rules in the separate mode coupling are
executed in a totally separate top level transaction.
ECA rules have an explicit event part. It determines when a rule is executed, what condition acts as lter, which
action is internal or external. In almost all existing ADBMS, active rule processing syntax can be classied into two
models: knowledge model and execution model. Knowledge model indicates active rules and essentially supports the
description of active functionality. The features dealt with this model often have a direct representation within the
syntax of rule language [6]. An example of an event may be "update of amount on BONUS" or "insert on SALES";
A condition can be a predicate on database state or query. One or more application procedure-calls (or method-
invocations) can also be conditions. For example, "BONUS_amount > 100". An action can contain many cases, such
as data modication and retrieval in relational DBMSs, transaction operations (for example commit and abort), method
invocation in OODBMSs, procedure calls in relational DBMSs, and rule operations. For example, "update EMP set
rank = update.rank+1 where emp_id = update.emp_id".
Execution model of ECA rules species how a set of rules is treated at runtime, and it is closely related to aspects
of the underlying DBMS (e.g., data model, transaction manage). See reference [6] for more details.
Let´s see an example of ECA rules in active database system.
Example 1: The database is based on the following tables:





















Fig. 1. A simple architectural view of execution of ECA rules
BONUS(emp_id, amount)
SALES(emp_id, month, number)
The rule base contains 4 rules, which are described in text as following:
Rule 1: When an employee's bonus is increased by more than 100, then the employee's rank is increased by 1.
Rule 2: When an employee's rank is updated, then increased by 1, then the employee's bonus is increased by 10
times the new rank
Rule 3: When an employee posts sales greater than 50 and its rank lower than 15; his bonus is decreased by 100:
Rule 4: When an employee's rank reaches 15, increases the employee's salary by 10%:
In order to see the rule relation clearly, we analyze the EVENT, CONDITION and ACTION parts of these rules,
and rewrite them in ON-IF-THEN style as following:
Rule 1:
ON update of amount on BONUS
IF BONUS_amount > 100
THEN update EMP set rank = update.rank+1 where emp_id = update.emp_id;
Rule 2:
ON update of rank on EMP
IF EMP_rank > 5
THEN update BONUS set mount = old.amount+rank*10 where emp_id = update.emp_id;
Rule 3:
ON insert on SALES
IF SALES_number > 50
THEN update EMP set rank = old.rank+1 where emp_id = insert.emp_id;
Rule 4:
ON update of rank on EMP
IF rank = 15
THEN update EMP set salary = old.salary*1.1 where emp_id = insert.emp_id;
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B. Events in active database systems
The event determines a great width the expressive power of the rule mechanism of an active database. In their
more general form they includes database event (such as insert, delete and update),control events (such as begin
transaction, commit and abort), temporal events which perhaps are absolute or relative, periodic or aperiodic, and
user dened events. Primitive events can be combined by a event algebra which includes operators for sequence,
disjunction, conjunction, negation, history, closure, etc. An event typically can start more than one rule, and an event
can also take part in various event compositions.
An event is an occurrence in the database, and application's environment. An event occurs at a point in time
where time is modeled as a discrete sequence of points. The following primitive events are generally supported in an
ADBMS:
 Events relating to database manipulation operations such as retrieve, insert, delete, modication;
 Transaction events;
 Explicit time events such as 14:00, Nov. 27, 5 minute.
 Method or procedure execution events which may be signalled at the beginning or end of the execution of a
method.
 External events raised from outside the database environment. Examples of such events are (abstract) events
raised from an application, events dened by a user, events reported from a sensor, etc.
An event may have typed formal arguments which are bound to actual values when the event is detected. For
example, the insert event may have as arguments the name of the relation and the inserted tuple. These attributes can
then be passed to the condition or the action part of the ECA rule. A rule may be red as soon as a single basic
event happens. But this is not sufcient for many applications, where complex sequences of events may need to be
detected for rule ring. Complex sequences of interrelated events form what is called a composite event (also known
as event pattern). A composite event refers to primitive or other composite events occurring at time points other than
the time when the specied composite event happens. Composite events are specied using a composite event algebra
which allows one to relate events occurring at different time points. For example, selling events of a stock, where the
maximum values of the sell price of the stock are sampled at the end of every 30 minute intervals every day from
9AM to 5PM.
The range of event operators varies from system to system. The most common composite events are eight [6] [5]:
1) Disjunction (e1 or e2 ): this composite event occurs when either e1 or e2 has occurred;
2) Conjunction (e1 and e2 ): this composite event occurs when both e1 and e2 have occurred in any order;
3) Sequence (seq(e1 , e2 ) ): this composite event occurs when event e1 occurs before e2;
4) Simultaneous (sim(e1 , e2 )): this composite event occurs when events e1 and e2 occur at the same time;
5) History (times(n, e1)): this composite event is signaled when event e1 occurs n times during the time interval
Int;
6) Negation (not e1 in Int): this composite event detects the nonoccurrence of the event e1 in time interval Int;
7) Closure (closure e1 in Int): this composite event is raised only once the rst time event e1 is signaled, regardless
of later occurrences of e in the time interval Int;
8) ANY (ANY(m,e1 ,e2 ,. . . ,en )): this composite event is raised when m of n different events e1; e2; : : : ; en have
occurred, where m  n.
Rule rings in response to the occurrence of a single primitive event, where the events are only database update
events, are supported in commercial systems such as Sybase, Oracle, and DB2. The SQL3 standard denes a
triggering mechanism where a rule is red in response to a single primitive database operation event. A number
of composite event specication languages have been proposed by researchers: ODE[9], SAMOS[7] , Snoop[8], EPL
[14], CEDAR[11], NAOs [10], Chimera [13]. However, composite events handling presents challenges in terms of










(a). PN structure of an ECA rule
with one primitive event
event 1 event 2
action
condition
ON event 1 AND event 2
IF condition
THEN action
(b). PN structure of an ECA rule
with AND composite events
Fig. 2. Intuitive PN interpretation of ECA rules
III. CONDITIONAL COLORED PETRI NETS
Petri Nets are a graphical and mathematical tool for modeling concurrent, asynchronous, distributed, parallel,
indeterministic, and/or stochastic systems. As a member of Petri nets family, colored Petri net (CPN) is widely used
in industrial applications since they combine the strengths of ordinary Petri nets with the strengths of a high-level
programming language. Petri nets provide the primitives for process interaction, while the programming language
provides the primitives for the denition of data types and the manipulations of data values. CPN has an intuitive
graphical representation which is appealing to human beings.
Let´s see how to represent ECA rules with CPNs. In order to express clearly and exactly the three components
of an ECA rule, we need to analyze ECA rule execution again. When an ECA rule is executed, event detection is a
process to get a result 1 or 0 (corresponding the event is detected or not). Therefore, it is more convenient to model
it as a place, and the event may be modeled as a "color". If the detection result is 1, then a colored token is deposited
into this place. Furthermore, an action of a rule maybe an event of another rule (i.e., the conjunction of the set of
actions and events is not empty), modeling actions as places also obey human cognition. The condition part of an
ECA rule will be evaluated after event detection, so it is like a guard of a transition. Here, we call this transition a
conditional transition in order to emphasize the importance of conditions. If there are tokens in each input place, then
the transition is enabled, and if its condition is evaluated TRUE, then the transition is rable. Above idea may be
explained intuitively as shown in Figure 2-(a) and Figure 2-(b). In Figure 2-(a), rule is mapped into a transition, event
and action are mapped into input and output places of the transition. Finally condition is attached to the transition as
a guard. In Figure 2-(b), event is a AND composite event, so both event 1 and event 2 are mapped into input places
of the rule transition.
Based on above analysis, we developed a Conditional Colored Petri Net (CCPN) to model, simulate and analyze
ECA rule execution. Furthermore, an interface ECAPNSim was developed to implement CCPN.
A. CCPN Structure
As shown in Figure 2-(a), a simple ECA rule with only one primitive event may be modeled as a CPN. But for
complicated composite events, basic elements of CPN are not sufcient. For example, composite events sequence
(seq(e1; e2)), times (Times(e; Int)) cannot be modeled by an ordinary CPN directly. For this reason, we dened
some new elements on CPN specially to characterize ECA rules features. Figure 3 shows a list of all CCPN elements.
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Fig. 3. CCPN elements
IN CCPN, places are classied into primitive, virtual, copy and composite places. Primitive and composite places
map primitive and composite events; A virtual place is used for OR composite events; Copy places are used when
one event trigger more than one rule, we make copies of the event so that when the event is detect all rules triggered
by this event can be enabled. Transitions are classied into rule, composite, and copy transitions. A rule transition is a
map of a rule, Composite transitions are used to generate composite events from primitive events, and copy transitions
are used to generate copies of events (maybe primitive or composite events). Arcs are classied into normal arcs and
inhibitor arcs. Inhibitor arcs are used for negation composite events.
Now we give a formal denition of CCPN. Conditional colored Petri nets is a modied colored Petri nets. It is
based on a mathematical concept multi-set that used in reference [12].




m(s)0s. By SMS we denote the set of all multi-sets over S. The non-negative integers fm(s) j s 2 Sg are
the coefcients of the multi-set. s 2 m iff m(s) 6= 0.
Some other notations of CPN such as element of a type, T; type of a variableType(v), the boolean type B will be
used in this paper.
Denition 2: A conditional colored Petri net (CCPN) is a 11-tuple
CCPN = f; P; T;A;N;C;Con;Action;D;  ; Ig
where
(1)  is a nite set of non-empty types, called color sets.
(2) P is a nite set of places. For better graphical representation, P is divided into four subsets, i.e.,
P = Ppri [ Pcom [ Pvir [ Pcop
where Ppri, Pcom, Pvir and Pcop are sets of primitive, composite, virtual and copy places.
(3) T is a nite set of transitions. T is divided into three subsets, i.e.,
T = Trule [ Tcopy [ Tcomp [ Ttime
where Trule; Tcopy , Tcomp and Ttime are sets of rule, copy, composite and time transitions.
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(4) A is a nite set of arcs such that
P \ T = P \A = T \A = :
A = Ainh[ Anor, where Ainh and Anor represent the sets of inhibitor and normal arcs respectively.
(5) N is a node function. It is dened from A to P  T [ T  P .
(6) C is a color function. It is dened from P to :
(7) Con is a condition function. It is dened from either Trule or Tcomp into expressions such that
8t 2 Trule : [Type(Con(t)) = B]
where Con function evaluates the rule condition;
8t 2 Tcomp : [Type(Con(t)) = B]
where Con function evaluates the temporal condition.
(8) Action is an action function. It is dened from Trule into expressions such that:
8t 2 Trule; p 2 t : [Type(Action(t)) = C(p)MS ]
(9) D is a time interval function. It is dened from Tcomp to a time interval [d1; d2]; where t 2 Tcomp; and
d1; d2 are the initial and nal interval time, respectively.
(10)  is a time stamp function. It is dened from M(p) to f0g [ R+, which assign each token in place p
a time stamp corresponding to natural clock with the form year : month : day   hour : minute : second.
For example, a token has time stamp 2003 : 11 : 10  11 : 16 : 46.
(11) I is an initialization function. It is dened from P into closed expressions such that
8p 2 P : [Type(I(p)) = (C(p)MS ; (C(p)MS)]
B. CCPN Execution
In CCPN, a transition is rstly veried if it is enabled, then is veried if it is rable, then make token transition.
The following denitions specify enabling, ring conditions of a transition.
Denition 3: In CCPN, a token element is a 4-tuple (p; c; data; timestamp) where p 2 P , c 2 C(p) tells the
color, data is the color information corresponding the color structure of c, and timestamp species the natural time
when the token is deposited into place p. The set of all token element is denoted by TE. A marking is a multi-set
over TE. The initial marking M0 is the marking which is obtained by evaluating the initialization expressions:
8(p; c; data; 0) 2 TE :M0(p; c; data; 0) = (I(p))(c; ):
The sets of all markings is denoted by M .
Here we introduce a new notation NColor(p) is the number of token colors in place p. If p 2 Pvir, then tokens in
p may possess various colors that take from its antecedent places. If p 2 Ppri [ Pcom [ Pcop, then all tokens in p
have the same color.
Denition 4: A transition t 2 T is enabled at a marking M iff
1): 8p 2 t : jM(p)j = 0; type(t) = Negation
2): 8p 2 t : jM(p)j  1; else
Denition 5: When a transition t 2 T is enabled, enabled function Cenabled is dened from P T into expressions
such that:
8t 2 T; p 2 t : [Type(Cenabled(p; t)) = C(p)MS ]
When transition t is enabled, an enabled function Cenabled is dened to specify what token elements transition t
is enabled about. In CCPN, a copy transition is rable if it is enabled. But, enabled composite transitions and rule
transitions re conditionally. A composite transition res once it is enabled and the temporal condition is satised.
And a rule transition res once it is enabled and the rule condition is satised.
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Denition 6: When a transition t 2 Tcomp is enabled composition function Ccomposition is dened from T  P
into expressions such that
Type(Ccomposition(t; po)) = Type(t)(C(pk)MS)
where pk 2 t; and po 2 t.
Denition 7: A transition t 2 T res iff
(i) 8t 2 Trule; t is enabled and Type(Con(t)) = true.
(ii) 8t 2 Tcopy; t is enabled
(iii) 8t 2 Tcomp; t is enabled, and 8p 2 t;
D(t) = [d1(t); d2(t)] : [d1(t)  (M(p))  d2(t)]
Denition 8: (token transition) When a transition t is enabled in a marking M1, and it res, marking M1 changes
to marking M2, dened by
(i) if t 2 Trule, 8p 2 P :
M2(p) =M1(p)  Cenabled(p; t) +Action(t; p)
(ii) if t 2 Tcopy , p1 2 t; p2 2 t :
M2(p1) = M1(p1)  Cenabled(p1; t)
M2(p2) = M1(p2) + Cenabled(p1; t)
(iii) if t 2 Tcomp; p1 2 t; p2 2 t :
a) if Type(t) = Negation;
M2(p1) = M1(p1)
M2(p2) = M1(p2) + Ccomposition(t; p2)
b) else,
M2(p1) = M1(p1)  Cenabled(p1; t)
M2(p2) = M1(p2) + Ccomposition(t; p2)
When a transition is enabled, it is not to say it always res, i.e., it may re or not re. If it doesn't re, we
eliminate the tokens that make the transition enabled in order to utilize the memory efciently, .
Denition 9: When a transition t 2 Trule[Tcomp is enabled at a markingM1, but not res because Type(Con(t)) =
false, marking change still exists, new marking M2 is dened as following:
8p 2 P :M2(p) =M1(p)  Cenabled(p; t)
M1[t M2 means that M2 is directly reachable from M1 after transition t res.
IV. COMPOSITE EVENT SPECIFICATION WITH CCPN
Both events and actions of ECA rules in an active database can be translated into CCPN places. A primitive event
is modeled directly by a place , Composite events, unlike primitive events, can't be modeled as just one place, since
composite events are created by the occurrence (or not occurrence in the case of negation composite event) of two
or more primitive or composite events, then a composite event needs a CCPN structure to generate a place for it. In
references [11], [7], such CPN structures are used to detect composite events.
In this section we will illustrate CCPN modeling by all composite events. The 8 composite events considered here
are conjunction, disjunction, negation, sequence, simultaneous, closure, history, and any. ec represents a composite
event, e1; e2; : : : ; en represent primitive or composite events that are composition elements of the composite event.
Conjunction: Figure 4-(a) shows the CCPN of the expression ec = e1 ^ e2. The composite event ec happens when












Color ec : ~e1 in [d1, d2]
T1
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Fig. 4. CCPN structures of composite events
when tokens are available at the places marked as e1 and e2, that is when e1 and e2 occur. When T1 res the
corresponding token at the place e1 and e2 are removed and placed in the virtual place marked as ec.
Disjunction: Figure 4-(b) shows the CCPN of the expression ec = e1 _ e2. The composite event ec happens when
e1 or e2 happens. Since T1 and T2 are copy transitions, T1 or T2 res when a token is available at the place marked
as e1 or e2, that is when e1 or e2 occurs. When T1 (T2) res the corresponding token at the place e1 (e2) is removed
and placed in the virtual place marked as ec accumulating token come from all OR branch.
Negation: Figure 4-(c) shows the CCPN of the expression ec = e1 in [d1; d2]. The composite event ec happens
when e1 does not happen. In this CCPN, N(e1; T1) 2 Ainh; D(T1) = [d1; d2]; T ype(Con(T1)) = TRUE. So the
composite transition T1 res when no token is available at the place marked as e1 in time interval (d1; d2), that is
when e1 does not occur during the time interval [d1; d2]. When T1 res the corresponding token at the place e1 is
removed and placed in the composite place marked as ec.
Sequence: Figure 5-(a) shows the CCPN of the expression ec = seq(e1; e2). The composite event ec happens when
e1 and e2 happen in sequence. In this CCPN, D(T1) = ( 1;1); Con(T1) = f(e1) < (e2)g. So the composite
transition T1 res when tokens are available at the places marked as e1 and e2 and Type(Con(T1)) = TRUE, that
is when both e1 and e2 occur and e1 occurs before e2. When T1 res the corresponding tokens at the places e1 and
e2 are removed and placed in the composite place marked as ec:
Simultaneous: Figure 5-(b) shows the CCPN of the expression ec = sim(e1; e2). The composite event ec happens
when e1 and e2 happen simultaneously. We note that this CCPN structure is the same as that of sequence composite
event, the only difference is the condition restraint on the composite transition T1, that is Con(T1) = f(e1) =
(e2)g: So the composite transition T1 res when tokens are available at the places marked as e1 and e2 and
Type(Con(T1)) = TRUE, that is when e1 and e2 occur simultaneously. When T1 res the corresponding tokens
at the places e1 and e2 are removed and placed in the composite place marked as ec:
Closure: Figure 5-(c) shows the CCPN of the expression ec = e1 in [d1; d2]. The composite event ec happens
when both e1 and e2 happen. In this CCPN, D(T1) = [d1; d2]; Con(T1) = f(e1) 2 [d1; d2]g, e2 is a time point
indicator, e2 has a token when the o'clock is at the end of interval [d1; d2]. T2 is a time transition, it res when
the o'clock is at the time point it is specied. So the composite transition T1 res when tokens are available at the
places marked as e1 and e2 and Type(Con(T1)) = TRUE, that is when both e1 and e2 occur regardless how many
time e1 has happened. When T1 res the corresponding tokens at the places e1 and e2 are removed and placed in
the composite place marked as ec:
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Fig. 5. CCPN structures of composite events
ec happens when e1 happens at least n times during the time interval [d1; d2]. In this CCPN, D(T1) = [d1; d2];
T ype(Con(T1)) = TRUE, w(e1; T1) = n. So the composite transition T1 res when more than n tokens with
timestamp in the time interval [d1; d2] are available at the places marked as e1. When T1 res the corresponding
tokens at the place e1 is removed and placed in the composite place marked as ec:
ANY: Figure 6-(b) shows the CCPN of the expression ec = ANY (m; e1; e2; : : : ; en), where m < n. The composite
event ec happens when any m events of e1, e2; : : : ; en happen. In this CCPN, transitions T1; T2; :::; Tn are copy
transitions, T0 is a composite transition, e0 is a place accumulating tokens of happened events, w(e0; T0) = m means
that the necessary condition to enable T0 is place e0 has at least m tokens. Furthermore, Con(T0) = fNcol or  mg,
so the composite transition T0 res when there are more than m tokens available at the place marked as e0, and they
take at least m different colors. When T0 res the corresponding tokens at the place e0 are removed and placed in
the composite place marked as ec:
Modeling ECA rules with CCPN
ECA rules can be easily modeled by CCPN by the following way:
 Events and actions are modeled by places which are inputs and outputs of a transition;
 ECA rules themselves are mapped into transitions, conditions are attached to transitions.
 Rule ring corresponds to transition ring.
However, composite events detection is much more complicated than primitive events. Composite events in ECA
rules have to be converted into CCPN structures mention in above section rather than into simple places. After creating
events ECA rules can be converted into CCPN. The conversion algorithm from ECA rules to CCPN is showed in
Figure 7.
Example 2: An example is illustrated with three active rules, where composite events are the event part of ECA
rule. The rules are as follows:
Rule 1: When an employee's record is added into database or his salary is updated. if new salary is bigger than the
manager's salary, then the employee's salary will be decreased, and the new salary will be the 20% of the manager's
salary.

















Fig. 6. CCPN structures of composite events
Rule 3: When there weren't records added into the sales table in a working day, then notify to the manager about
the sales.
e0, e1 and e2 are used to represent instructions insert employee, update employee's salary, insert sales respectively.
The above three text rules can be written in ON event IF condition THEN action form as following:
Rule 1:
on or(e0; e1)
if employe.salay > manager.salary








then notify to manager
There are three composite events in this example. They are or(e0; e1), and(e1; e2), and not(e2):ECAPNSim will
produce the three rules into a CCPN automatically as shown in Figure 8. In Figure 8, places named with letter
"E#" represents primitive events, and places named with "EC#" denotes composite events. Transitions T2, and T3 are
composite transitions corresponding to the event part of Rule2 and Rule3, and transitions T5, T6, and T7 are rule
transitions corresponding to Rule1, Rule2 and Rule3. Places E9 and E10 represent action parts of the rules.
From this CCPN model, it is not difcult to observe that the number of places is not as many as the sum of the
number of events and actions. This is because many events and actions are the same database operations.
V. ECA-PN SIMULATOR DEVELOPMENT
ECA-PN Simulator (ECAPNSim) was developed based on CCPN model in order to provide active behavior to


















Create transition t1∈ Tcomp;
Connect t1 with p1;
k = 1;















Connect p3 with t1




Create transition t1∈ Trule;
t1 = RULE[j].condition









Connect t1 with p2;
j++;
Save action place in p2
Fig. 7. CCPN conversion algorithm
ECAPNSim has been enhanced by adding new components such as composite events, termination analyzer, etc..
ECAPNSim is developed in Java, under MAC OS X Server. It is used as a layer between users and a passive
database. ECAPNSim provides active behavior to traditional databases, i.e., a traditional passive database can work as
an active one by communicate with ECAPNSim. For example, a postgres version 7.1 can work as an active postgres
by connecting with CCPN through JDBC driver instead of utilizing the TRIGGER SEMANTICS. Firstly, ECAPNSim
detects EVENT from database on its state modications, then executes the simulator; Secondly, if some rules re
on the detected EVENT, ECAPNSim sends ACTION of the red rules to the database; Thirdly, database makes
an operation according to the action provided by ECAPNSim. We will illustrate our results with an active postgres




Fig. 8. CCPN model of Example 2
Figure 9 is the object model of composite events implementation in CCPN. Class Rule is a main class which has
composition associations with the classes Table, Event, Condition, and Action. Class Rule represents an instance to
store an ECA rule description, thus it must have the three elements of ECA rule form: an event, a condition, and an
action part. Furthermore, Class Rule knows the table denition where the event shall occurr. Class Table has objects
of Class Fields, which are used to dene elds and eld data types dened in the table. Class Event has an instance
object Class Interval. Objects of Class Interval store the time interval inside specied by the event.
Class Rule objects are taken by the conversion algorithm to create CCPN model, therefore Classes Place, Transition,
InputArc, OutputArc, and Token are used to describe the CCPN structure created from the Class Rule objects. Class
Token is a composition of Classes Place and Transition, since Token objects are held by Place objects, and when a
transition is enabled, it analyzes the token information, then the Token object must be part of the Transition object.
A. ECAPNSim architecture
ECAPNSim consists of two building blocks: ECAPNSim Kernel and ECAPNSim tools environment, see Figure10.
ECAPNSim Kernel provides an active functionality to the passive database. ECAPNSim kernel consists of CCPN
Rule Manager, CCPN rule base, Composite Event Detector, and the Rule Execution Component.
 CCPN Rule Manager. When an event is detected by the Composite Event Detector, CCPN rule manager
veries wether this event belongs to event set of CCPN, which is monitored in CCPN base. When an event of an
existing rule is detected, CCPN evaluates ECA rule, whose conditional part is stored in the CCPN transition. The
evaluation is made by the Condition Evaluator. If the evaluation of conditional part is true, CCPN rule manager sends
information of ECA rule action to rule execution component. Then action information is retrieved from CCPN rule
base.
 Composite Event Detector. Primitive and composite events are monitored by this component. First, primitive
and composite events dened by ECA rules developer are converted into CCPN structures, then they are stored in
the CCPN base. Composite events recognized by composite event detector are conjunction, disjunction, negation,
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Fig. 11. Buildtime tools
that occur in the database, and verify each one with primitives events via CCPN base or composes composite events.
When an important event (primitive or composite) is raised, composite event detector sends a event-detected signal
to CCPN manager.
 Rule Execution Component. When an ECA rule event is detected by Event Detector, Rule Execution
component evaluates conditional part and stores them in a CCPN transition. If the evaluation is true, action part is
performed by rule execution component, and an instruction will be sent to database.
 CCPN Base. In ECAPNSim, ECA rules are dened by ECA rule editor. After ECA rules are converted into
a CCPN, CCPN is saved into CCPN base as places, transitions and arcs. CCPN rule base is used by CCPN manager
which follows ECA rule denition (event detection, condition evaluation, and action execution).
B. ECAPNSim Tools
ECAPNSim has a set of tools used by the ECA rules developer. Tools environment is made of ECA rule editor,
analyzer of no-termination problem, converter of ECA rules to CCPN, CCPN visualizer/editor and explanation
components, termination analyzer and runtime tools. Build-time tools are shown in gure 11. Termination analyzer
engine can check no-termination problem in CCPN rule base.
Relationships among ECA rules are depicted in the CCPN model, thus it is a trivial task to detect a cyclic path
visually. However, termination analyzer engine need to know the relationships among CCPN elements. Incidence
Matrix can be applied to analyze Petri Net, where the connections between places and transitions are transformed
into matrix. We use incidence matrix to nd cyclic paths in CCPN. Paths in incidence matrix are described as ordered
pair sequence. For each ordered pair sequence, Cyclic path detector compares every ordered pair with everyone in
the sequence, and if there is any ordered pair duplicated in the sequence, then there exists a cyclic path. If there is
not any ordered pair duplicated in the ordered pair sequence, then, the sequence path has an initial and a nal node.



































Fig. 12. Runtime tools
there is, at least, one CCPN input place whose token information resulting from a red rule, then ring rules in this
cyclic path can nish. For the limitation of space, termination analysis will be reported in another paper.
Cyclic paths which cannot nish are drawn with different colors and are shown in CCPN editor/visualizer. ECA
rules developer can edit CCPN rule base to avoid the no-termination problem. To dene ECA rules, ECAPNSim
provides an ECA rule editor. Every ECA rule should be written according to general form of ECA rules, i.e., ON
event IF condition THEN action. After ECA rule base is well written, as syntactically as semantically, ECA-CCPN
converter begins to convert ECA rule denitions into a graphical structure. At runtime, ECAPNSim can be executed
in two modes: Simulation mode and Real mode, see Figure 12. ECA rules developer can verify CCPN behavior in
Simulation Mode before its installation over the database, for avoiding inconsistencies.
VI. AN ACTIVE POSTGRES DATABASE SYSTEM
In this section, we use postgres to show how it is transformed into an active database via ECAPNSim. Our objective
is to make postgres active with ECAPNSim instead of using TRIGGER semantics inside postgres system. Example
1 in Section 2 will be used to illustrate results. Originally, data stored in tables EMP, BONUS and SALES are shown
in Figure 13, Figure 14 and Figure 15.
The rules are rstly translated into ON...IF...THEN... style (see the last part of section 2), and are saved in a text
le paper.eca. Now we use the Import item of File menu in ECAPNSim to convert it into a CCPN as shown in
Figure 17. However, Figure 17 has only the structure of rule interaction, there is no dynamic information of the whole
active database system.
In fact, both the database and ECAPNSim can work independently, but they cannot work together as an active
database. In order to let users work on ECAPNSim easily and directly, an additional window, called Console is
developed as an user interface. Users can work on the database through Console instead of working directly on the
database. Any SQL instruction on the database can be operated through Console window, see Figure 16.
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Fig. 13. Original data in table EMP
Fig. 14. Original data in table BONUS
In this example, we input a SQL instruction through the Console, which updates BONUS_amount whose emp_id
is 3 from 90 to 200, see Figure 16. When this instruction is received by Console, it is transmitted to both the database
and Event Detector of ECAPNSim. The Event Detector checks the database status, and you will nd that the third
record of column amount of tale BONUS has been modied (see Figure 18). If it is conrmed as an event of a rule
in the rule base, the corresponding place of the event in CCPN, named update_BONUS_amount, is deposited a token
(as shown in Figure 17). The token information can be seen on the right side of the window Token Properties when
the user make a "click" on the place.
When the place update_BONUS_amount has tokens, transition T10 is enabled. The condition attached to transition
T10 (IF update.BONUS_amount-old.BONUS_amount> 100) is evaluated true since update.BONUS_amount-old.BONUS_amount
=110>100. Now T10 res, the token in place update_BONUS_amount is removed, and a token with color EMP_rank=4+1=5
Fig. 15. Original data in table SALES
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Fig. 16. An update instruction in Console window of ECAPNSim
Fig. 17. A token information with color set amount=200 where emp_id=3 is deposited to the place update_BONUS_amount.
is deposited to the place update_EMP_rank (the downstream place of transition T10). Meanwhile, the action is
transmitted to the database. If you check the database status, you will nd that column rank of the last record has
been modied to 5 (see Figure 19).
Until now only the place update_EMP_rank in the CCPN model has token, so transition copy is enabled. According
to Denition 5, it res immediately. Then the token in the place update_EMP_rank is removed and two places copy
of update_EMP_rank have one same token. So transitions T11 and T14 are enabled. The condition evaluation process
are repeated until no transition can re, and ECAPNSim stops.
From this example, we see that ECAPNSim is easy to connect with postgres. In fact, ECAPNSim can connect
with many traditional relational database systems. We have made test successfully on Oracle, Progress, Access too,
the results showed that ECAPNSim can be used as an engine of active database.
VII. CONCLUSION
Here we just make a simple comparison with two other relevant works, one is the CPN model in [7], the other
is that in [11]. For example, composite event Sequence: seq(e1 , e2 ) is represented by the CPN in [7] as shown in
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Fig. 18. The database status of table BONUS after an instruction from Console "update BONUS set amount=200 where emp_id=3"
Fig. 19. The database status of table EMP after carrying out an action from ECAPNSim "update EMP set rank = update.rank+1
where emp_id = update.emp_id"
Figure 20-(a) , by the CPN in [11] as shown in Figure 20-(b), and our model is shown as Figure 5-(a). It is not
difcult to see that our model has the following advantage than the CPN models in the other two relational works:
1) The model structure is simple. There are only three places and one transition in our model, but the other two
models use much more places and transitions since additional places and transitions have to be used to represent
the order of condition attached to the two primitive events.
2) Our model depicts the composite and event-condition-action relationship intuitively and clearly. In our model,
transitions correspond to a composite event or a rule. But, these relations are hidden in net structure in the
other two models.
3) It is easy to verify the correctness of our model. The mapping from rules to CCPN is direct, EVENT part
are modeled as input places, ACTION part is modeled as out places, and composite conditions are attached to
the corresponding composite transition. But, in the other two models, one has to use techniques and additional
axillary places to represent the composite condition. However, the correctness of the obtained model cannot be
guaranteed.
4) CCPN model is a timed model, i.e., time are integrated into the model, so it is suitable for real-time database
too. The other two models are logic, time information were not considered.
5) CCPN is implemented easily based on object oriented programming. The other two models didn't discuss
implementation issues.
Although CCPN has advantages on modeling ECA rules, it cannot be applied to any area that CPN can be applied.
The disadvantages of CCPN are as following:
1) CCPN is not a normal CPN although it takes some concepts of CPN. Tokens in CCPN take information, but










Fig. 20. CPN models of Sequence(e1,e2). (a) CPN model in [7]; (b) CPN model in [11]
output transitions. Therefore, CCPN model semantics is less than CPN´s.
2) Up to now, CCPN is developed specially for modeling ECA rules. We haven't investigate if it is suitable for
other systems. So its application areas are not as widely as CPN.
As a conclusion, CCPN is a good model for modeling, analyzing and simulation of active database systems. It
may be used as an active engine of database system, but not dependent on the database. We have experimented
ECAPNSim successfully on ORACLE, Postgres, Progress, Access. Our future work is applying CCPN on workow
systems.
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Abstract. Model checking and simulation tools based on the colored
Petri nets formalism spend a significant amount of time in performing
enabling tests. This consists in taking into account the color mappings
of the net to determine valid transitions variables assignments at a given
marking. This work proposes an algorithm for the enabling test problem.
It implements the relations of conflict and causality between transitions
to efficiently maintain a set of enabled transitions. This set is updated
during the search algorithm according to the transitions fired (or un-
fired). However, in most cases this approach is not sufficient to compute
the set of enabled transition bindings, and has to be followed by a unifi-
cation algorithm. This is the objective of the second part of this work.
1 Introduction
Colored nets provide model designers with the ability to express complex syn-
chronizations patterns. The price to pay is that the analysis and simulation of
such nets can be a difficult task. The possibility to unfold the net to directly
analyze the unfolded ordinary net still exists but such an unfolding is not always
possible because of large or even infinite color domains.
The firing rule of colored nets is made difficult by the management of colors of
the net. When checking whether a transition is firable or not at a given mark-
ing, one has to find an assignment for the variables instantiated by the transition
which respects the firing rule. This process is known under the term of enabling
test.
A trivial solution is to check all the possible assignments and keep only the valid
ones. This is only efficient if a large number of transitions instances is enabled
at a marking. However, in most cases, this solution is not satisfactory.
We propose in this work an algorithm to deal with the enabling test problem.
It includes two main features. Firstly, it implements the relations of conflict and
causality (introduced by Haddad and Dutheillet in [1–3]) to manage a set of
enabled transitions. This set is updated according to the fired (or unfired) tran-
sitions by the solving of some constraints systems. Secondly, as this approach
is not always sufficient, we present in the second part of this work a unification
algorithm inspired from the work of Mäkelä [14].
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This work is organized as follows. Section 2 recalls some basic definitions on
Petri nets and Colored Petri nets. Section 3 makes an informal presentation of
the algorithm we propose. Section 4 recalls the concepts of conflict and causality.
In Section 5 we detail an implementation of the conflict and causality relations.
A unification algorithm is proposed in Section 6. A set of experimental results
are presented in Section 7 to show the efficiency of our algorithm. At last Section
8 concludes our work.
2 Basic definitions
We recall here some basic definitions on ordinary Petri nets and Colored Petri
nets. We also present the sub class of colored nets studied in this work.
Petri nets
Definition 1 (Petri net). A Petri net is a tuple 〈P, T, W−, W+, m0〉 where P
is a finite set of places; T is a finite set of transitions such that P ∩ T = ∅; W−
and W+, the backward and forward incidence matrixes are mappings from P ×T
to N; and m0 is a mapping from P to N. The incidence matrix W is defined by
W = W+ − W−.
The definition of extended conflict and causality relations is based on the exis-
tence of some particular flows.
Definition 2 (Flow). Let 〈P, T, W−, W+, m0〉 be a Petri net. A vector f ∈ ZP
is a flow if it fulfills tf.W = 0; a positive flow if it fulfills ∀p ∈ P, f(p) ≥ 0; a
binary positive flow if it fulfills ∀p ∈ P, Σp∈P (f(p).m0(p)) = 1.
In the remainder, if f is a flow, we note ||f || = {p ∈ P | f(p) = 0}.
Colored Petri nets Analysis of colored Petri nets is based on multi-sets han-
dling. Intuitively, a multi-set is a set which can contain several occurrences of
the same item.
Definition 3 (Multi-set). Let s be a set. A multi-set over s is a function from
s to N. Bag(s) is the set of multi-sets over s.
Multi-sets are usually noted as a linear combination of items. For instance, the
multi-set m = 4.a + 2.b + c over the set {a, b, c, d} is the multi-set containing 4
occurrences of element a, 2 occurrences of element b, and 1 occurrence of element
c. It is defined by m(a) = 4, m(b) = 2, m(c) = 1 and m(d) = 0. m(a) is called
the multiplicity of item a. 0 is the empty multi-set, i.e., ∀e ∈ E, 0(e) = 0.
The following operations may be defined for multi-sets :
Definition 4. If S is a set and a and b are two elements of Bag(S) then :
a + b =
∑
x∈S(a(x) + b(x)).x
a − b = ∑x∈S max(0, a(x) − b(x)).x
a ∩ b = ∑x∈S min(a(x), b(x)).x
a ≥ b ⇔ ∀x ∈ S, a(x) ≥ b(x)
a > b ⇔ a ≥ b ∧ ∃x ∈ S | a(x) > b(x)
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In colored Petri nets [10], tokens contained in places have colors, and places
and transitions have color domains. Markings of colored nets associate to each
place of the net a multi-set over its color domain.
Definition 5 (Colored Petri net). A colored Petri net is a tuple
〈P, T, C, W−, W+, φ, m0〉 where P is a finite set of places; T is a finite set of
transitions such that P ∩ T = ∅; C : (P ∪ T ) → ω is a color domain mapping;
ω is a finite set of finite and non empty sets; W− and W+ associate to each
couple (p, t) ∈ P × T a mapping from C(t) to Bag(C(p)); m0 associates to each
p ∈ P an element of Bag(C(p)); and φ associates to each t ∈ T a guard, i.e., a
mapping from C(t) to B, the set of booleans.
The set of input (resp. output) places of a transition t is the set •t = {p ∈
P | W−(p, t) > 0} (resp. t• = {p ∈ P | W+(p, t) > 0}). Similarly, the set of
input (resp. output) transitions of a place p is the set •p = {t ∈ T | W+(p, t) > 0}
(resp. p• = {t ∈ T | W−(p, t) > 0}). These definitions are extended to set of
places and transitions, i.e., for P ′ ⊆ P, •P ′ = ∪p∈P ′•p. In the remainder a
place (p, c) with p ∈ P and c ∈ C(p) is called an instance of p. This also holds
for transitions though the term binding is also used for transitions. The set of
markings of a colored net N noted MN is the set of mappings from P which
map each place p to an element of Bag(C(p)).
Definition 6 (Colored firing rule). Let N be a colored net and m ∈ MN . A
transition t ∈ T is firable at m with color ct (denoted by m[(t, ct)〉) if and only
if : φ(t)(ct) ∧ ∀p ∈ P, m(p) ≥ W−(p, t)(ct). The marking m′ obtained is defined
by : ∀p ∈ P, m′(p) = m(p) + W (p, t)(ct). In this case, we note m[(t, ct)〉m′.
The set of transitions enabled at a marking m is the set En(m). Reach(N) ⊆
MN , the set of reachable markings of N is recursively defined as {m0} ∪ {m ∈
MN | ∃m′ ∈ Reach(N), t ∈ T, ct ∈ C(t) | m′[(t, ct)〉m′}.
The definition of some operations on color mappings may be useful. We first
extend mappings from C to Bag(C′) to mappings from Bag(C) to Bag(C′) by
the following rules :
– f(λ.c) = λ.f(c)
– f(c1 + c2) = f(c1) + f(c2)
Definition 7. If f is a mapping from Bag(C′′) to Bag(C′), and g is a mapping
from Bag(C) to Bag(C′′) then f ◦ g is a mapping from Bag(C) to Bag(C′)
defined by ∀c ∈ C, c′ ∈ C′, (f ◦ g)(c)(c′) = ∑c′′∈C′′ f(c′′)(c′).g(c)(c′′).
Definition 8. If f is a mapping from Bag(C) to Bag(C′), then tf is a mapping
from Bag(C′) to Bag(C) defined by ∀c ∈ C, c′ ∈ C′, tf(c′)(c) = f(c)(c′).
Colored positive flows are defined below.
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Definition 9 (Colored positive flow). Let 〈P, T, C, W−, W+, φ, m0〉 be a col-
ored Petri net. A positive flow f with color domain C(f) is a vector over P ,
noted as the formal sum f = Σp∈P fp.p such that ∀p ∈ P, fp is a mapping from
Bag(C(p)) to Bag(C(f)) and such that ∀t ∈ T, Σp∈P f(p) ◦ W (p, t) = 0. A col-
ored positive flow is a colored binary positive flow if
∀cf ∈ C(f), Σp∈P fp(m0(p))(cf ) = 1.
In the next sections we will often refer to the unfolded net of the colored
Petri net. It is defined below.
Definition 10 (Unfolded net). Let N = 〈P, T, C, W−, W+, φ, m0〉 be a col-
ored Petri net : Nu = 〈Pu, Tu, W−u, W+u, m0u〉, the unfolded net of N is the
Petri net defined by :
– Pu = {(p, cp) | p ∈ P, cp ∈ C(p)}
– Tu = {(t, ct) | t ∈ T, ct ∈ C(t) ∧ φ(t)(ct)}
– ∀(p, cp) ∈ Pu, (t, ct) ∈ Tu, W−u((p, cp), (t, ct)) = W−(p, t)(ct)(cp)
– ∀(p, cp) ∈ Pu, (t, ct) ∈ Tu, W+u((p, cp), (t, ct)) = W+(p, t)(ct)(cp)
– ∀(p, cp) ∈ Pu, m0u((p, cp)) = m0(p)(cp)
A sub class of Colored Petri nets In the sub class under study, color domains
are cartesian products of basic finite sets called color classes. Color mappings
are linear combinations of simpler mappings called tuples. Tuples are cartesian
products of simple expressions. Three kinds of expressions are allowed : a variable
X of the corresponding transition, a constant, and any user defined mapping f
which parameters are valid expressions. At last, a guard can be any boolean
expression.
Example 1. X, 3, f(X) are valid expressions.
〈X, 3, f(X, Y )〉 is a tuple.
2.〈X, 3, f(X, Y )〉 + 3.〈5, X, g(Y )〉 is a color mapping.
In our sense, this class of colored nets can cover a large range of practical
models. However, it could be considered in future works to enrich it with the
following features :
– broadcast mapping of well formed nets
– guarded tuples, e.g., [X > Y ]〈X, Y 〉
– variable multiplicity tuples, e.g., X.〈X, Y, 0〉
The definition of an enabling test algorithm highly depends on the class of
colored nets considered. Numerous works exploit the good structuring of color
mappings of well formed nets to define specific optimizations techniques : [5],
[8], [18]. For instance, Illié and Rojas use the reversibility of well formed color
mappings to find transitions instances linked to a marked place. The type of
nets we consider, though inspired from well formed nets, has a major difference
with these ones. Indeed, the possibility to allow any user defined mapping in
arc expressions disable the reversiblity of color mappings. Thus, our class seems
closer to the algebraic nets used by Mäkelä [14], even if it does not include all
its features such as variable multiplicity arcs.
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3 Informal presentation of the algorithm
Let us consider a colored net. At a given marking m the set of enabled bindings
is En(m). The firing of a transition (t, c) of En(m) leads to a new marking m′.
If we compare En(m) with En(m′) we can make the following observations :
– Only the instances in conflict with (t, c), i.e. which need tokens consumed by
this one are in En(m) but not in En(m′). These are instances of transitions
which belong to the set (•t)•.
– Instances (t′, c′) which are in En(m′) but not in En(m) are such that
t′ ∈ (t•)•. Indeed, the newly enabled transitions needed tokens produced by
(t, c).
On the basis of this locality principle, we can reasonably think that these
two sets are quite close. The algorithm we propose is based on this simple obser-
vation. Basically, instead of recomputing at each encountered marking the set
of enabled bindings, we maintain a set of enabled bindings which is updated ac-
cording to the transitions fired (or unfired) during the search algorithm. Figure
1 presents a basic depth first search algorithm based on this principle. This one
operates on a global set of reached markings reached initialized to the empty
set, and the set of enabled transitions enabled initialized to En(m0). Procedure
fire (respectively unfire) updates m by firing (unfiring) (t, c) and updates the
set enabled. To achieve this, it proceeds in two steps. Firstly, it removes the in-
stances disabled by (t, c). Seconly, it adds the instances which have been enabled
by inspecting the tokens produced by the firing.
To manage these two steps we use the relations of conflict and causality. These
concepts are recalled in the next section.
Note. Unfiring an instance (t, c) raises no difficulty. It is equivalent to firing
an instance (t′, c) such that C(t′) = C(t), ∀p ∈ P, W−(p, t′) = W+(p, t) and
W+(p, t′) = W−(p, t).
dfs (in out marking m)
1 if m /∈ reached then
2 reached ← reached ∪ {m}
3 for (t, c) ∈ enabled do
4 fire((t, c), m)
5 dfs(m)
6 unfire((t, c), m)
7 endfor
8 endif
fire (in transition binding (t, c), in out marking m)
1 remove disabled(m, (t, c), enabled)
2 add enabled(m, (t, c), enabled)
3 m ← m[(t, c)〉
Fig. 1. A depth first search algorithm
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4 Conflict and causality relations
Causality and conflict relations can be used to update the set of enabled transi-
tions. The first one is helpful to determine instances disabled by a firing whereas
the second one is useful to check instances enabled by a firing. We also propose
to refine these relations by taking into account the flows of the net. For each
relation we first give an “ordinary version” of it, i.e., defined on ordinary Petri
nets after generalizing it to colored Petri nets. To achieve this, we first have to
give some definitions and notations on powersets.
Definition 11. If S is a set, then P(S), the powerset of S is the set of sub sets
of S, i.e., s ∈ P(S) ⇔ s ⊆ S.
Definition 12. Let f ∈ S → Bag(S′). f ∈ S → P(S′) is defined by
∀s ∈ S, f(s) = {s′ ∈ S′ | f(s)(s′) > 0}.
A function from S to P(S′) can be extended to a function from P(S) to
P(S′) by the following rule : f({c1, c2}) = f(c1) ∪ f(c2). Transpositions and
composition of functions on powersets can now be defined.
Definition 13. Let f ∈ P(S) → P(S′). tf ∈ P(S′) → P(S) is defined by :
s ∈ tf(s′) ⇔ s′ ∈ f(s)
Definition 14. Let f ∈ P(S′′) → P(S′) and g ∈ P(S) → P(S′′). f ◦ g ∈
P(S) → P(S′) is defined by : (f ◦ g)(s) = f(g(x))(s)
4.1 Conflict relation
Two transitions t and t′ are in conflict if there is a reachable marking in which
both are firable and the firing of t disables the firing of t′. This is given by the
relation CO.
Definition 15 (Conflict relation). Let N = 〈P, T, W−, W+, m0〉 be a Petri
net. The ordinary conflict relation CO ⊆ T × T is defined by
(t, t′) ∈ CO ⇔ ∃m ∈ Reach(N) | m[t〉m′ ∧ m[t′〉 ∧ ¬m′[t′〉
As this definition requires the generation of the reachability set of N it has no
practical interest. To approximate this relation we define the relation of ordinary
structural conflict which only relies on the structure of the net. A transition t
may disable another transition t′ only if they share a same input place p such
that t decreases the marking of p. We can easily prove that CO ⊆ SCO.
Definition 16 (Structural conflict relation). Let
N = 〈P, T, W−, W+, m0〉 be a Petri net. The ordinary structural conflict relation
SCO ⊆ T × T is defined by
(t, t′) ∈ SCO ⇔ ∃p ∈ •t′ | W (p, t) < 0
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Thus, it holds that the only transitions t′ disabled by the firing of a transition
t are such that (t, t′) ∈ SCO. We can go a step further and give a more accurate
approximation of CO if we have some knowledge of the flows of the net. Indeed,
if a binary positive flow covers both p and q respectively inputs of t and t′, we
can state that t cannot disable t′ since t and t′ cannot be concurrently enabled.
This is given by the relation ESCO defined below. Once again, it trivially holds
that CO ⊆ ESCO ⊆ SCO.
Definition 17 (Extended structural conflict relation). Let
N = 〈P, T, W−, W+, m0〉 be a Petri net. The ordinary extended structural con-
flict relation ESCO ⊆ T × T is defined by
(t, t′) ∈ ESCO ⇔ (t, t′) ∈ SCO∧
f ∈ F, (p, q) ∈ (•t) × (•t′) | p = q ∧ {p, q} ⊆ ||f ||
where F is the set of binary positive flows of N .
We recall now the colored version of the structural conflict relation which
has been given by Dutheillet and Haddad in [3].
Definition 18 (Colored structural conflict relation). Let
N = 〈P, T, C, W−, W+, φ, m0〉 be a colored Petri net and t, t′ ∈ T . The colored
structural conflict relation CSCO(t, t′) ⊆ C(t) × C(t′) is defined by
(c, c′) ∈ CSCO(t, t′) ⇔ c′ ∈
⋃
p∈P
tW−(p, t′) ◦ (W−(p, t) − W+(p, t))(c)
The mapping (W−(p, t) − W+(p, t)) gives the instances (p, cp) which marking
is decreased by the firing of (t, c). By composing this mapping with tW−(p, t′)
we obtain the instances (t′, c′) which need these tokens to be firable. Thus the
“unfolding” of relation CSCO(t, t′) produces the set of couples (c, c′) such that
((t, c), (t′, c′)) belong to the relation SCO in the unfolded net.
Generalizing the extended conflict relation does not raise any difficulty. The
problem is that it is currently admitted that the computation of flows of colored
Petri net is a difficult task. However, we believe that the model designer can
provide a model checking tool with some basic flows of the net which correspond
to the modeled entities (e.g., process, critical sections). The colored extended
structural conflict relation CESCO is given below.
Definition 19 (Colored extended structural conflict relation). Let
N = 〈P, T, C, W−, W+, φ, m0〉 be a colored Petri net and t, t′ ∈ T . The colored
extended structural conflict relation CESCO(t, t′) ⊆ C(t) × C(t′) is defined by
(c, c′) ∈ CESCO(t, t′) ⇔ (c, c′) ∈ CSCO(t, t′) ∧
f ∈ F, (p, q) ∈ (•t) × (•t′) | p = q ∧ c′ ∈ tW−(q, t′) ◦ tf(q) ◦ f(p) ◦ W−(p, t)(c)
where F is the set of colored binary positive flows of N .
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By composing W−(p, t) with f(p) we obtain the instances (f, cf ) of flow f
which cover (p, cp). A third composition with tf(q) gives us the instances (q, cq)
also covered by (f, cf ). Finally, the composition of this mapping with tW−(q, t′)
produces the instances (t′, c′) that are in mutual exclusion with (t, c).
Example 2. An example of extended structural conflict is given on figure 2. We
easily see that (t, c) is in conflict with (t′, c′) by place (r, cr). Let us suppose
now that a binary positive flow covers both (p, cp) and (q, cq). With the help
of this flow we can state that (t′, c′) will not be disabled by (t, c) as these two














(p, cp)(r, cr)(q, cq)
Fig. 2. An illustration of the extended structural conflict relation
4.2 Causality relation
Two transitions t and t′ are causally connected if there is a reachable marking
m in which t is enabled, t′ is disabled and the firing of t enables t′.
Definition 20 (Causality relation). Let N = 〈P, T, W−, W+, m0〉 be a Petri
net. The ordinary causality relation CA ⊆ T × T is defined by
(t, t′) ∈ CA ⇔ ∃m ∈ Reach(N) | m[t〉m′ ∧ ¬m[t′〉 ∧ m′[t′〉
As for the conflict relation, the structure of the net can help us to approximate
this relation by the structural causality relation SCA. Trivially, we have CA ⊆
SCA.
Definition 21 (Structural causality relation). Let N = 〈P, T, W−, W+, m0〉
be a Petri net. The ordinary causality relation CA ⊆ T × T is defined by
(t, t′) ∈ SCA ⇔ ∃p ∈ •t′ | W (p, t) > 0
Once again we can make use of place flows to give a more accurate approxi-
mation of the causality relation. If a binary positive flow covers a place p output
of t and a place q input of t′ then we can statically determine that t′ is not
causally connected to t. We use the term of extended causality to define this
relation.
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Definition 22 (Extended structural causality relation). Let
N = 〈P, T, W−, W+, m0〉 be a Petri net. The ordinary extended structural causal-
ity relation ESCA ⊆ T × T is defined by
(t, t′) ∈ ESCA ⇔ (t, t′) ∈ SCA∧
f ∈ F, (p, q) ∈ (t•) × (•t′) | p = q ∧ {p, q} ⊆ ||f ||
where F is the set of binary positive flows of N .
We recall now the colored version of [3] of structural causality relation, and
we define the colored extended causality relation.
Definition 23 (Colored structural causality relation). Let
N = 〈P, T, C, W−, W+, φ, m0〉 be a colored Petri net and t, t′ ∈ T . The colored
structural causality relation CSCA(t, t′) ⊆ C(t) × C(t′) is defined by
(c, c′) ∈ CSCA(t, t′) ⇔ c′ ∈
⋃
p∈P
tW−(p, t′) ◦ (W+(p, t) − W−(p, t))(c)
Definition 24 (Colored extended structural causality relation). Let
N = 〈P, T, C, W−, W+, φ, m0〉 be a colored Petri net and t, t′ ∈ T . The colored
extended structural causality relation CESCA(t, t′) ⊆ C(t) ×C(t′) is defined by
(c, c′) ∈ CESCA(t, t′) ⇔ (c, c′) ∈ CSCA(t, t′) ∧
f ∈ F, (p, q) ∈ (t•) × (•t′) | p = q ∧ c′ ∈ tW−(q, t′) ◦ tf(q) ◦ f(p) ◦ W+(p, t)(c)
where F is the set of colored binary positive flows of N .
Example 3. Figure 3 illustrates the notions of causality and extended causality.
By place (r, cr), (t′, c′) is causally connected to (t, c), i.e. the firing of transition
(t, c) can potentially enable (t′, c′). Suppose now that a binary positive flow
covers both (p, cp) and (q, cq). With the help of this flow we can statically state
that (t′, c′) cannot be enabled by (t, c) as this one puts a token in (p, cp) (and

















Fig. 3. An illustration of the extended causality conflict relation
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5 Implementing conflict and causality relations
The idea of exploiting the locality principle of Petri nets in order to efficiently
manage a set of enabled transitions is not new and has been investigated by
Gaeta [18], Mortensen [12], and Haagh and Hansen [21] to get an efficient simu-
lation engine. Gaeta’s algorithm also relies on the relations of conflict and causal-
ity. However, his implementation proceeds transitions instance by instance which
is equivalent to unfold the net. In our sense, this solution is not satisfactory for
large color domains. In this section we focus on a way to detect such instances
without enumerating them.
In a previous work [19] we have presented a general framework based on an initial
work of Brgan and Poitrenaud [17]. The basic idea is to study the dependencies
between places and transitions of the net at a symbolic level instead of unfolding
the net. For that we translate color mappings into equivalent constraints systems
which can be built and reduced before the state space generation and repeat-
edly solved during the search (or simulation) algorithm to identify disabled and
enabled transitions.
5.1 Translating color mappings to constraints systems
If f is a color mapping (as it is defined in section 2) from C to Bag(C′), then the
mapping f can be translated into an equivalent constraints system. For instance
if we consider the mapping f = 2.〈X, Y, 0, X + 1〉 + 3.〈Y, X, g(X), 2〉, the items
〈a, b, c, d〉 which belong to the image of 〈x, y〉 by f satisfy the following constraint
[a = x] ∧ [b = y] ∧ [c = 0] ∧ [d = x + 1]
∨
[a = y] ∧ [b = x] ∧ [c = g(x)] ∧ [d = 2]
By this way, each basic mapping operation such as composition, or transpo-
sition can be translated into a constraints system. For space constraints, we do
not give here these systems, but we invite the reader to refer to [19].
5.2 Implementing conflict relation
To implement conflict relation between transitions, we build (and simplify) for
each couple of transitions (t, t′) such that t′ ∈ (•t)• the constraints system cor-
responding to CSCO(t, t′) (or CESCO(t, t′) if the flows of the net are known).
During the search algorithm, each time (t, c) is fired we remove from the set
of enabled transitions the set of instances (t′, c′) such that c and c′ satisfy the
constraints system.
Let us see with an example (figure 4) how we proceed. Suppose we want to
check if a transition (t′, 〈Xt′ , Yt′〉) is disabled by the firing of (t, 〈Xt, Yt〉). We
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first suppose that no binary flow can help us in this task. The constraints system
corresponding to CSCO(t, t′) is :
(Xr = Xt ∧ Yr = Yt) ∧ ¬(Xr = Xt ∧ Yr = f(Yt)) ∧ (Xt′ = Xr ∧ Yt′ = Yr)
where Xr and Yr respectively denote the first and second components of the
color domain of r. We simplify this system in
Xt′ = Xt ∧ Yt′ = Yt ∧ Yt′ = f(Yt)
Thus, each time a transition (t, 〈Xt, Yt〉) is fired, the only instances (t′, 〈Xt′ , Yt′〉)
which can potentially be removed from the set of enabled transitions are those
which satisfy this system. If the net is safe, we can erase these transitions from
the set of enabled transitions without looking at the current marking. If it is
not the case, we have to check that these are still firable, as there may still be
enough tokens in the input places.
t′ t







Fig. 4. An illustration of the resolution of conflicts
Suppose now that we have a binary flow f covering p and q and such that
f = 〈X〉.p + · · · + 〈X〉.q, i.e., the same token cannot be at the same time in
places p and q. The system corresponding to CESCO(t, t′) is :
(Xt′ = Xt∧Yt′ = Yt∧Yt′ = f(Yt))∧¬(Xt = Xp∧Xp = Xf∧Xf = Xq∧Xt′ = Xq)
The first part of the conjunction corresponds to CSCO(t, t′). The second part is
provided by f and is reduced to Xt = Xt′ . We easily detect an inconsistency in
the system(Xt = Xt′ ∧ Xt = Xt′) and we can conclude that an instance (t′, c′)
cannot be disabled by the firing of a (t, c). Thus, each time a transition (t, c)
is fired, we do not have to look in the set of enabled transitions for a disabled
instance of t′.
Note that building CESCO is only useful when the system constructed is in-
consistent. In other cases, it may introduce useless computations, as building
CSCO is sufficient to check the disabled transitions.
5.3 Implementing causality relation
As for the conflict relation, we construct for each transitions couple (t, t′) such
that t′ ∈ (t•)• the constraints system corresponding to CESCA(t, t′). Each time
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an instance (t, c) is fired the resolution of the system gives us the set of instances
(t′, c′) which are enabled by (t, c). However, in most cases, this is not sufficient
to find a complete assignment of the variables of t′. For example let us take net
depicted on figure 5. The firing of transition t with assignment [X = x, Y = y]
could potentially enable the transition t′ with assignment [X = x, Y = y, W =
?, Z =?], but we still have to check that a token is present in place q to bind
variables W and Z. So in most cases, the causality relation only help us to find a
partial assignment for the transitions causally connected to the fired transition.








Fig. 5. An illustration of the causality
6 A unification algorithm
6.1 Principle
We present the basic idea of the unification algorithm we propose. For sake of
simplicity, we assume that every transition variable appears in its input arcs.
The algorithm starts the unification process for transition t with an empty as-
signment (X1 = ∗, . . . , Xn = ∗) (X1, . . . , Xn being the variables of t) which
mean that no variable is assigned a value, i.e., no variable is unified. The algo-
rithm iterates on all the tuples which label the input arcs of t. For each tuple it
inspects all the tokens present in the corresponding place to find the ones which
match the tuple. A token mc.〈c1, . . . , cn〉 matches the tuple mt.〈ex1, . . . , exn〉 if
the following conditions are met :
1. mc ≥ mt
2. for each i ∈ {1..n}
(a) if exi is a constant c then ci = c
(b) if exi is a variable Xj such that Xj = c (and c = ∗) then ci = c
(c) if exi is a mapping f(p1, . . . , pm) then ci = f(p1, . . . , pm)
Note that if a pi is an expression which include ununified variables then the
order of analysis of the input tuples is not valid since we cannot reverse such a
mapping.
When such a token is found, we decrement its multiplicity by the multiplicity
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of the tuple, unify each variable Xj which appear in the tuple at position i by
setting Xj = ci and pursue the unification algorithm by the analysis of the next
tuple. If it is the last tuple to be analyzed, then a valid assignment has been
found which can be added to the set of enabled transitions.
Concerning the guard evaluation, this one can be done as soon as all the vari-
ables of the transition which appear in it are unified. If it is evaluated to true,
then the algorithm can pursue normally, else the unification process is stopped
and the assignment is discarded.
Let us see with an example (figure 6) how we proceed. We assume the tuples
are scheduled as follow : 2.〈X, Y 〉, 〈Y, f(Y )〉, 〈W, 0〉, and 2.〈W, X〉.
Initially, no variable is unified : (X = ∗, Y = ∗, W = ∗).
step 1 : analysis of 2.〈X, Y 〉
We loop on each token of p. As no variable is unified, all these tokens except 〈7, 9〉
(one more token is needed) match the tuple. This gives use the following assign-
ments : (X = 8, Y = 8, W = ∗), (X = 3, Y = 4, W = ∗), (X = 2, Y = 4, W = ∗),
and (X = 4, Y = 7, W = ∗).
step 2 : analysis of 〈Y, f(Y )〉
For the four assignments previously computed we check that a token matches the
tuple 〈Y, f(Y )〉. As 2.〈8, 8〉 has been consumed by the first tuple, this token is no
more present in p and the assignment (X = 8, Y = 8, W = ∗) is discarded. Since
f(7) = 7 no token matches the tuple for the assignment (X = 4, Y = 7, W = ∗).
We discard this one too.
step 3 : analysis of 〈W, 0〉
〈3, 0〉 and 〈2, 0〉 both match the tuple. This could potentially give the four
following assignments : (X = 2, Y = 4, W = 3), (X = 3, Y = 4, W = 3),
(X = 2, Y = 4, W = 2) and (X = 3, Y = 4, W = 2). However, we notice that all
the variables which appear in the guard are now unified. As the guard expression
does not hold for the last assignment, it is discarded.
step 4 : analysis of 2.〈W, X〉
All the variables are now unified. Since a token misses in r for the assignment
(X = 3, Y = 4, W = 3), this one is discarded.
Finally the set of possible assignments is :
{(X = 2, Y = 4, W = 3), (X = 2, Y = 4, W = 2)}.
A crucial point for the performance of this algorithm is the order in which
tuples are treated. For instance, it is preferable to treat tuples in which constant
expressions appear as early as possible since the “probability” that a token
matches this tuple is low. For instance, a single token matches the tuple 〈5〉: it
is the token 〈5〉. On the other hand, if the variable X is not unified, then all the
tokens match 〈X〉. Thus, prioritizing such tuples should reduce the size of the
search tree.
In the remainder, we focus on a way to find an efficient static, i.e. done before
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Fig. 6. Illustration of the unification process
6.2 Scheduling of the input tuples of a transition
Let t be a transition, tup1, . . . , tupn be the set of tuples on the input arcs of
the transition scheduled in this manner and p1, . . . , pn be their respective cor-
responding places. We assume that the average number of tokens in the input
places of t is k. If all the tokens match the tuples during the successive steps
of the algorithm given in the previous section then all the tokens present in the
input places of t are visited at each step. Thus each token ti1 of place p1 is visited
a single time, tokens ti2 of place p2 are visited k times, and tokens tij of place
pj are visited kj−1 times. This is illustrated by figure 7. We note g11 the unique
group of tokens of place p1 visited at the first step, i.e., for the first tuple, of
the algorithm. The visit of a group gji (with i < n) involves the visit of groups
gj∗k−k+1i+1 , . . . , g
j∗k
i+1.
Our aim is now to find an efficient way to schedule the input tuples of a
transition. To achieve this, we use the method presented by Mäkelä in [14], that
is, to define a cost function which gives an accurate idea of the complexity in-
volved by a scheduling on the unification process. However, unlike Mäkelä’s cost
function, our preoccupations are double. Firstly, this scheduling must naturally
minimize the size of the search tree. Secondly, checking whether or not a token
matches a tuple can be expensive, as tuples may contain user defined mappings
which repetitive applications may substantially slow the unification algorithm.
Thus, the cost function must also try to minimize these applications. In addition,
our cost function takes into account additional considerations such as transition
guards, or data structures used to store local place markings.
The definition of our cost function is based on the five following principles :
1. Tuples in which constant expressions appear should be considered as early
as possible since the proportion of tokens which match this tuple is low.
Prioritizing such tuples should minimize the size of the generated sub trees.
2. If a variable has already been unified in a previous step, then this one should














































Fig. 7. Search tree of the unification algorithm
3. If all the variables appearing in a tuple have been unified, then this tuple
should be considered next since the search for tokens which match this tuple
can be reduced to the search of a specific element in a set. If we use balanced
trees to store the local markings of places, this search has a logarithmic
complexity.
4. The sooner the guard of the transition can be evaluated, the better it is.
Indeed, this could allow to prune a wide set of instantiations. Let us con-
sider for instance the transition on figure 8. Two different schedulings are
possible : 〈X〉, 〈Y 〉 and 〈Y 〉, 〈X〉. In the worst case, i.e., all the items of C
are in p and q, the first one will generate a search tree with |C|2 leaves (all
possible combinations will be checked), whereas the search tree of the second
scheduling will have |C × {c ∈ C|c > 10}| leaves : only the couples 〈x, y〉
such that y > 10 will be checked. Thus the search tree will be minimal.
〈Y 〉〈X〉
[Y > 10]
q : Cp : C
Fig. 8. Considering guards in the unification process
5. As stated before, the evaluation of a user defined function can substantially
slow the unification algorithm. However, if all the variables which appear in
its parameters are already unified, the function result can be computed a
single time for the whole group. As an example, let us get back to the net
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of figure 6. If the tuple 〈Y, f(Y )〉 is analyzed first, we have to call function
f for each token present in place p since Y is not unified. If we suppose now
that the tuple 2.〈X, Y 〉 is analyzed before the tuple 〈Y, f(Y )〉, Y is already
unified when 〈Y, f(Y )〉 is analyzed, so we only need to compute f(Y ) a single
time for all the tokens in place p, i.e., for the whole group.
On the basis of these five principles we propose now a cost function. The
following notations are used.
– unifiedi is the set of variables unified at level i and newi is the set of
variables unified by tupi. It is the variables which appear in tupi and which
are not in unifiedi−1. The following holds : unifiedi = unifiedi−1 ∪ newi
and unified0 = ∅.
– cf is the cost of the call to function f , i.e., the complexity of f . This pa-
rameter can be provided by the user or given an arbitrary value. A cost of 0
indicates that a call to function f has a negligible impact. In this case, the
cost function only gives an estimation on the size of the search tree.
– gfi is the set of functions which appear in tupi and such that no uninstanti-
ated variable appears in its parameter. These functions calls can be evaluated
a single time for the whole group (as stated in point 5).
– gci is the cost of group i, i.e., the cost to evaluate all the functions of gfi.
We define gci as : gci =
∑
f∈gfi cf
– tfi is the set of function which parameters include ununified variables. These
functions have to be called for each visited token (again see point 5).
– tci is the cost to check if a token of level i matches tupi. We define tci as :
tci = 1 +
∑
f∈tfi cf .
– si is the size of tupi
– ti is an estimation of the number of tokens which match tupi. It mainly
depends on the unified variables and their presence in tupi. We use the





). By this way we
prioritize tuples in which constant and unified variables appear according to
principles 1 and 2.
– ni is an estimation of the number of times a token at level i is visited by the
algorithm. It both depends on the number of times a token of the precedent
level is visited and the number of tokens which match tupi−1 : we have
n1 = 1, and ni = ni−1 × ti−1.
– var(guard) is the set of variables which appear in the guard of t.
– cg is a cost associated to t’s guard. Strong constraining guards (e.g., X = Y )
should be assigned a higher cost than less ones (e.g., X = Y ) since the set
of instances disabled by the first ones is theoretically larger. A true guard
should be assigned a value of 0. Once again, this cost parameter could be
set by the model designer.
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The cost function for level i is given below. It reflects point 3 : if all the vari-
ables are already unified, looking for a specific item in the local place marking
has a logarithmic complexity.
CFi =
{
ni × (gci + 1 + log2(k)) if newi = ∅
ni × (gci + k × tci) else





where ig is the smallest index in [1..n] such that var(guard) ⊆ unifiedig . In
other words, after the evaluation of tupj, the guard can directly be evaluated.
This is guided by principle 4.
The idea is then to select for each transition the scheduling which minimize
this cost function before the search algorithm. During the state space generation,
tuples are always processed in this order. The drawback of this method is that
it does not exploit some dynamic informations on the marking processed which
could be useful such as the number of tokens in input places. A possible opti-
mization would be to use some caching techniques as it is done in [8]. Indeed, we
can reasonably think that the unification algorithm will perform a large number
of redundant computations.
7 Experimental results
The algorithm proposed in this work has been implemented in Quasar [20], a
tool for the analysis of concurrent Ada programs based on Colored Petri nets.
The class of nets used in Quasar is the one described in section 2.
Quasar uses a well known technique which consists in generating a code which
correspond to the actual reachability analyzer. Tools that use this technique in-
clude Prod [11], Spin [6], and Maria [15]. It has been shown in [14] that this
technique greatly reduces the execution time even for small models for which we
may think that the compilation of the generated code is a too severe overhead
(which does not exist if the net is “interpreted”).
We give here some measures performed on two examples : the slotted ring
protocol taken from [16] and the distributed database management system pre-
sented by Jensen in [9]. We performed simulation experiments consisting of 106
event occurrences and recorded the execution times for different values of the
parameters of the system. All the experiments have been made on a Pentium 4,
2.5 Ghz.
The slotted ring protocol The purpose of this example is to show how the
unification process can be sped up by using balanced trees to store local place
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markings. Figure 9 reports the number of firings per second observed for two
different types of storage : linked lists and balanced trees. As, in this example,
the unification process is quite simple and often reduced to the search of a specific
token in a place, the use of balanced trees is particularly effective and we obtain

















































Fig. 9. Measures for the slotted ring protocol
The distributed database management system We show by this example
that a static scheduling of the input tuples of a transition can reduce the en-




















































Fig. 10. Measures for the distributed database management system
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scheduling, and the worst scheduling according to the cost function given in the
previous section have been reported on figure 10. For 100 process, the firing rate
for the optimal scheduling is 5 times greater than the one for the worst schedul-
ing. In addition, it appears that the optimal scheduling is for this example the
one which gives the best results.
8 Conclusion
We have presented in this work an algorithm for the enabling test problem of
colored Petri nets. This one is based on an implementation of the conflict and
causality relations to efficiently maintain a set of enabled transitions which is
updated according to the transitions fired (or unfired) during the state space
generation. To implement these relations we translate the color mappings of the
net into equivalent constraints systems before the state space generation. These
systems are repeatedly solved during the search algorithm to identify the tran-
sitions disabled or enabled by the fired transition.
As this approach is not sufficient we have also given a unification algorithm.
This one processes input arcs in a predefined static order computed statically
according to some heuristics which take into account numerous considerations.
The major drawback of this approach is that it does not consider some dynamic
informations such as the number of tokens in places. Combining our algorithm
with some dynamic policies, e.g. less different tokens first policy of Gaeta [18]
could be considered in future works.
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The enterprise class model of switched LAN in the form of a coloured Petri net is represented. The components of the 
model are switches, servers and workstations. For the evaluation of network response time a special measuring 
workstation model is proposed. It counts response times for each request and calculates the average response time. For 
the simulation of network behaviour and accumulation of statistical information, CPN Tools was applied. Hierarchical 
nets usage allows the convenient representation of an arbitrary given structure of LAN. 
 





The technology of switching [4] is prospective for bandwidth increase in local and global 
computer networks. But it is hard enough to create an adequate analytical model of a switched 
network [2]. Petri net models [5] contain facilities for precise description of network architecture 
and traffic peculiarities and allow the representation of interaction within the client-server systems. 
Early represented model [9] has been refined up to enterprise quality. CSMA (Carrier Sense 
Multiple Access) procedures are implemented. Complete full-duplex mode is simulated with 
separate input and output frame buffers. The model of switch was arranged for technological 
convenience with fusion places allowing an easy description of an arbitrary number of ports. 
Moreover, the general model was supplied with special measuring workstation model that 
calculates network response time. 
Notice that the model is represented with hierarchical coloured [3] timed [7,10] Petri nets. For 
automated composition of model and accumulation of statistical information during network 
behaviour simulation, CPN Tools [1] was used. 
In the Section 2 we consider the peculiarities of switched Ethernet LAN construction. Model of 
LAN is described in Section 3, whereas Sections 4, 5, 6 are devoted to sub models of: switch, 
server, workstation, measuring workstation. Evaluation technique is represented in Section 7 and 
Section 8 contains the discussion of models parameters.  
Results obtained may be used in real-time applications sensitive to delays, as well as at 
communication equipment, for instance, switches, development. 
 
 
2. Switched LAN 
Recently the Ethernet has become the most widespread LAN. With gigabit technology it started 
a new stage of popularity. And this is not the limit yet. Hubs are dumb passive equipment aimed 
only at the connection of devices as wires. The base element of the Local Area Network (LAN) 
Ethernet (IEEE 802.x) is a switch of frames. Logically a switch is constituted of a set of ports [6]. 
LAN segment (for example, made up via hub) or terminal equipment such as workstation or server 
may be attached to each port. The task of a switch is the forwarding of incoming frame to the port 
that the target device is connected to. The usage of a switch allows for a decrease in quantity of 
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collisions so each frame is transmitted only to the target port and results in an increased bandwidth. 
Moreover the quality of information protection rises with a reduction of ability to overhear traffic. 
The scheme of sample switched network is presented in Fig. 1. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Scheme of sample switched LAN 
 
As a rule, the Ethernet works in a full-duplex mode now, which allows simultaneous 
transmission in both directions. To determine the target port number for the incoming frame a static 
or dynamic switching table is used. This table contains the port number for each known Media 
Access Control (MAC) address. Only static switching tables will be modelled in the present paper.  
 
 
3. Model of LAN 
A model of sample LAN with topology, shown in Fig. 1, is represented in Fig. 2. Let us describe 
the model constructed. Notice that the model is represented with coloured Petri net [3] and consists 
of places, drawn as circles (ellipses), transitions, drawn as bars, and arcs. Dynamic elements of the 
model, represented by tokens, are situated in places and move as a result of the transitions’ firing.  
The elements of this model are sub models of: Switch (SWI), Server (S), Workstation (WS) and 
Measuring Workstation (MWS). Workstations WS1-WS4 are the same type exactly WS, whereas 
workstation WS5 is the type MWS. It implements the measuring of network response time. Servers 
S1 and S2 are the same type exactly S. Hubs are a passive equipment and have not an independent 
model representation. The function of hubs is modelled by common use of the corresponding places 
p*in and p*out by all the attached devices. The model does not represent the collisions.  Problems 
of the Collision Detection (CD) were studied in [11]. 
Each server and workstation has it’s own MAC address represented in places aS*, aWS*. A 
switch has separate places for input (p*in) and output (p*out) frames for each port. It represents the 
full-duplex mode of work. Bidirected arcs are used to model the carrier detection procedures. One 




Fig. 2. Model of sample LAN 
 
 
color mac = INT timed; 
color portnum = INT; 
color nfrm = INT; 
color sfrm = product nfrm * INT timed; 
color frm = product mac * mac * nfrm timed; 
color seg = union f:frm + avail timed; 
color swi = product mac * portnum; 
color swf = product mac * mac * nfrm * portnum timed; 
color remsv = product mac * nfrm timed; 
var src, dst, target: mac; 
var port: portnum; 
var nf, rnf: nfrm; 
var t1, t2, s, q, r: INT; 
color Delta = int with 1000..2000; 
fun Delay() = Delta.ran(); 
color dex = int with 100..200; 
fun Dexec() = dex.ran(); 
color dse = int with 10..20; 
fun Dsend() = dse.ran(); 
color nse = int with 10..20; 
fun Nsend() = nse.ran(); 
fun cT()=IntInf.toInt(!CPN'Time.model_time) 
 
Fig. 3. Declarations 
 
All the declarations of colours (color), variables (var) and functions (fun) used in the model are 
represented in Fig. 3. The Ethernet MAC address is modelled with integer number (colour mac). 
The frame is represented by a triple frm, which contains source (src) and destination (dst) 
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addresses, and also a special field nfrm to enumerate the frames for the calculation of response 
time. We abstract of other fields of frame stipulated by standard of Ethernet. The colour seg 
represents unidirectional channel and may be either available for transmission (avail), or busy with 
transmission of a frame (f.frm). It is represented with a union type of colour. Notice that the 
descriptor timed is used for tokens, which take part in timed operations such as delays or 
timestamps. 
The marking of places is represented with multisets in CPN Tools. Each element belongs to a 
multiset with defined multiplicity, in other words – in a few copies. For instance, the initial marking 
of the place aWS2 is 1`4. It means that place aWS2 contains 1 token with a value of 4. The union 
of tokens is represented by a double plus sign (++). Tokens of timed colour have the form x @ t 
which means that token x may be involved only after a moment of time t. So, notation @+d is used 
to represent the delay with the interval d.  
 
 
4. Model of Switch 
Let us construct a model for a given static switching table. We consider the separate input and 
output buffers of frames for each port and common buffer of the switched frames. The model of 
switch (SWI) is presented in Fig. 4. The hosts’ disposition according to Fig. 1 was used for the 
initial marking of a switching table. 
 
 
Fig. 4. Model of switch 
 
The colour swi represents records of switching table. It maps each known MAC address (mac) to 
the number of port (nport). The colour swf describes the switched frames, waiting for output buffer 
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allocation. The field portnum stores the number of the target port. The places Port*In and 
Port*Out represent input and output buffers of the ports correspondingly. The fusion place 
SwitchTable models the switching table; each token in this place represents the record of the 
switching table. For instance, token 1`(4,2) of the initial marking means that the host with MAC 
address 4 is attached to port 2. The fusion place Buffer corresponds to the switched frames’ buffer. 
Notice that a fusion place (such as SwitchTable or Buffer) represents a set of places. The fusion 
place SwitchTable is represented with places SwTa1, SwTa2, SwTa3. The fusion place Buffer is 
represented with places Bu1, Bu2, Bu3. It allows the convenient modelling of switches with an 
arbitrary number of ports avoiding numerous cross lines. 
The transitions In* model the processing of input frames. The frame is extracted from the input 
buffer only in cases where the switching table contains a record with an address that equals to the 
destination address of the frame (dst=target); during the frame displacement the target port number 
(port) is stored in the buffer. The transitions Out* model the displacement of switched frames to 
the output ports’ buffers. The inscriptions of input arcs check the number of the port. The fixed time 
delays (@+5) are assigned to the operations of the switching and the writing of the frame to the 
output buffer.  
It is necessary to explain the CSMA procedures of LAN access in more detail. When a frame is 
extracted from the input buffer by transition In*, it is replaced with the label avail. The label avail 
indicates that the channel is free and available for transmission. Before the transition Out* sends a 
frame into a port, it analyses if the channel is available by checking the token avail. 
Notice that places Port*In and Port*Out are contact ones. They are pointed out with an I/O 
label. Contact places are used for the construction of hierarchical nets with substitution of transition. 
For example, the transition SWI in the top-level page of model (Fig. 2) is substituted by a whole net 




5. Models of Workstation and Server 
To investigate the frames’ flow transmitting through LAN and to estimate the network response 
time it is necessary to construct the models of terminal devices attached to the network. Regarding 
the peculiarity of the traffic’s form we shall separate workstations and servers. For an accepted 
degree of elaboration we consider periodically repeated requests of workstations to servers with 
random uniformly distributed delays. On reply to an accepted request a server sends a few packets 
to the address of the requested workstation. The number of packets sent and the time delays are 
uniformly distributed random values. 
 
 
Fig. 5. Model of workstation 
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A model of workstation (WS) is represented in Fig. 5. The places LANin and LANout model 
the input and output channels of the local area network correspondingly. The workstation listens to 
the network by means of transition Receive that receives frames with the destination address, which 
is equal to the own address of the workstation (dst=target) saved in the place Own. The processing 
of received frames is represented by the simple absorption of them. The workstation sends periodic 
requests to servers by means of transition Send. The servers’ addresses are held in the place 
Remote. After the sending of a request the usage of the server’s address is locked by the random 
time delay given by the function Delay(). The sending of the frame is implemented only if the LAN 
segment is free. It operates by checking place LANout for a token avail. In such a manner the 
workstation interacts with a few servers holding their addresses in the place Remote. 
Notice that the third field of frame, named nfrm, is not used by the ordinary workstation WS. 
The workstation only assigns the value of a unit to it. This field is used by a special measuring 
workstation MWS. The copies of the described model WS represent workstations WS1-WS4. To 
identify each workstation uniquely, the contact place Own is used. This place is shown also in the 
top-level page (Fig. 2) and contains the MAC address of host. 
 
 
Fig. 6. Model of server 
 
A model of server (S) is represented in Fig. 6. The listening of the network is similar to the 
model of the workstation but it is distinct in that the frame’s source address is held in the place 
Remote. The transition Exec models the execution of the workstation’s request by a server. As a 
result of the request execution the server generates a random number Nsend() of the response 
frames, which are held in the place Reply. Then these frames are transmitted into the network by 
the transition Send. Notice that the request number nf is stored in the place Remote also. It allows 
us to identify the response with the same number as the request. 
 
 
6. Model of Measuring Workstation 
A model of the measuring workstation (MWS) is represented in Fig. 7. In essence, it is an early 
considered model of workstation WS, supplied with the measuring elements (the measuring 
elements are drawn in magenta). 
Let us consider the measuring elements in more detail. Each frame of a workstation’s request is 
enumerated with a unique number contained in the place num. The time, when the request was sent, 
is stored in the place nSnd. The function cT() calculates the current value of the model’s time. The 
place nSnd stores a pair: the frame’s number nf and the time of request cT(). 
The place return stores the timestamps of all the returned frames. As the network response time 
we consider the interval of time between the sending of the request and receiving the first frame of 
response. This value is stored in place NRTs for each responded request. The transition IsFirst 
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determines the first frame of response. The inscription of the arc, connecting the transition IsFirst 
with the place NRTs, calculates the response time (t2-t1). 
A residuary part of the measuring elements calculates the average response time. The places sum 
and quant accumulate the sum of response times and the quantity of accepted responses 
correspondingly. The arrival of a new response is sensed by the place new and initiates the 




Fig. 7. Model of measuring workstation 
 
 
7. Evaluation Technique 
The model constructed was debugged and tested in a step-by-step mode of simulation. For these 
purposes the frame generated by the workstation was traced through the network to the server and 
back. Also we observed the behaviour of the model in the process of automated simulation with a 
display of net’s dynamics – in the mode of the so-called game of tokens. It allows us to estimate the 
model with a glance at the top-level page and at sub pages during simulation. 
To estimate the network response time precisely, rather huge intervals of model time are 
required. It is convenient for such purposes to use the simulation mode without displaying 
intermediate marking aimed at the accumulation of statistics.  
A snapshot of the measuring workstation model is represented in Fig. 8. The rectangular labels 
(drawn in bright green) describe the current marking of the simulation system; the circular labels 
contain the number of tokens. The place LANin contains frame (1,5,1). The place LANout 
represents the available state of the channel avail. The number of the next request, according to the 
marking of place num, is 7. The place return indicates that 83 frames of responses have arrived. 
The place NRTs contains the response times for each of the 6 responded requests. For instance, the 
network response time for request 5 equals to 235. It should be calculated easily, that the average 
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network response time 389 in the place NRTime equals to 2337/6 according to the markings of the 
places sum and quant. 
 
 
8. Parameters of Model 
The right choice of time unit for model time measurement is a key question for an adequate 
model construction as well as the calculation of timed delays for elements of the model. It requires 
an accurate consideration of the real network hardware and software characteristics. 
 
 
Fig. 8. Estimation of network response time 
 
The scheme shown in Fig. 1 represents a fragment of a railway dispatch centre LAN supplied 
with special railway CAM software GID Ural [12]. The core of the system constitutes a pair of 
mirror servers S1 and S2. The workstations WS1-WS5 are situated in the workplaces of railway 
dispatchers. 
We have to consider the performance of the concrete LAN switch and LAN adapters to calculate 
the timed delays of transitions In*, Out*, Send, Receive. Moreover, the peculiarities of client-
server interaction of GID Ural software ought to be considered for the estimation of such 
parameters as delay between the requests Delta and the time of request execution dex. Since the 
unit of information transmitting through net is represented with a frame, we have to express the 
lengths of messages in numbers of frames. For these purposes the maximal length of an Ethernet 
frame equalling 1.5 Kb was chosen. 





Table 1. Types of hardware 
Device Type 
LAN adapter Intel EtherExpress 10/100 
LAN switch Intel SS101TX8EU 
Server HP Brio BA600 
Workstation HP Brio BA200 
 
In Table 2 the parameters of the model described are represented. LAN switch and adapter 
operations are modelled with fixed delays so they are small enough in the comparison with client-
server interaction times. Moreover, in reliable Ethernet frames of maximal length are transmitted 
mainly, since the time of frame’s processing is a fixed value. Stochastic variables are represented 
with uniform distribution, which corresponds to Ural GID software behaviour. The smallest timed 
value is the LAN switch time of read/write frame operation. But for the purposes of future 
representation of faster equipment we choose the unit of model time (MTU) equalling 100 ns. 
 
Table 2. Parameters of model 
Parameter Variable/Element Real value Model value 
LAN switch read frame delay In* 500 ns 5 
LAN switch write frame delay Out* 500 ns 5 
LAN adapter read frame delay Receive 1 ms 10 
LAN adapter write frame delay Send 1 ms 10 
Server’s time of request processing Dex 10-20 ms 100-200 
Client’s delay between requests Delta 100-200 ms 1000-2000 
Length of request  1.2 Kb 1 
Length of response  Nse 15-30 Kb 10-20 
 
Thus, the average network response time obtained equals 389 MTU or about 39 ms. This delay 




In the present work the technology of switched local area networks’ models development was 
studied. The usage of coloured Petri nets allows the peculiarity of interaction within the client-
server systems to be taken into account. The model reflects the major features of a real-life network. 
CSMA procedures, full-duplex mode and switching tables were modelled. A special measuring 
model of workstation was suggested and implemented to estimate the network response time. 
The model developed is of enterprise class, so it allows easy and convenient adequate 
representation of LAN with an arbitrary given topology. The technique described is aimed at real-
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Abstract.  The analysis of information systems (IS) risk, especially quantitative analysis, is 
fraught with inaccuracy and unreliability for a variety of reasons.  First, the metrics required as 
input data to virtually all types of quantitative IS risk analysis methods are based upon data that 
are virtually impossible to collect accurately.  These data require a thorough understanding of 
detailed threats and impacts on an asset-by-asset basis.  In most organizations those data usually 
are not recorded accurately, consistently or over a long enough period of time to be reliable for 
quantifying, ranking and predicting risk. 
 
The second weakness of current IS risk analysis approaches is that they tend to be asset-based.  
In an environment where IS assets can run in the tens of thousands it is impractical to have a 
complete inventory of such assets, let alone a clear understanding of the individual asset loss 
impacts under varying types of threats. 
 
Finally, vulnerability assessments and risk analyses usually are performed infrequently in large 
enterprises due to cost and inconvenience.  This means that such assessments and analyses are, 
at best, snapshots that may not be repeated for months or, even, years. Certainly, any annualized 
loss expectancy figures, unreliable under the best of circumstances, soon become, essentially, 
useless.  That makes effective ongoing IS risk management almost impossible in a practical sense. 
 
In this paper we describe the FARES (Forensic Analysis of Risks in Enterprise Systems) project 
and propose an alternative method of IS risk analysis that supports ongoing IS risk management 
based upon information systems security (ISS) modeling, comparison against global (i.e., world-
wide) norms (a quasi-actuarial approach) and quantification using statistical methods.   
 
An important aspect of ongoing management of IS risk, maintaining a current risk snapshot 
without the burdensome cost of continual physical analysis of large information systems, is 
satisfied by the use of Colored Petri Nets (CPNets).  CPNets allow sophisticated modeling, 
simulation and analysis of complex information security system behavior using proven 
formalisms.   
 
Additionally, CPNets have the advantage of being graphical representation which allows risk 
management experts to construct, modify and present complex models without the need for 
advanced training in formal methods.  Finally, such graphical representations are ideally suited 
for presentation to lay audiences such as executive and financial managers. 
 
The FARES project is ongoing and is in early stages of evolution and field testing.  The models 
are trivial and approaches we discuss here largely are intended to be proof-of-concept and are 
evolving continuously. 







1.0  Background and Problem 
Statement 
 
The notion of risk management and risk 
analysis in the information technology arena 
is based upon a twenty year-old approach. 
Current teaching is clear that information 
technology (IT) risk must be asset-based, in 
clear opposition to general risk analysis 
wisdom that focuses upon modeling 
approaches based upon actuarial historical 
data. 
 
1.1 Current State of IT Risk 
Analysis 
 
Typical risk analysis outside of the IT world 
may be generalized into three types: Point 
Estimates, Range Estimates and What-if 
Scenarios [DEC02].  The problem with 
these three methods, and with risk analysis 
in general, is that they require reliable input 
data to be successful.  Often those data are 
not available. 
 
When accurate input data are not available, 
the next best approach is the use of 
modeling methods.  These methods 
generally make some assumptions based 
upon whatever data is available and attempt 
to infer future results.  While this is more 
accurate than assuming data and building 
directly from that data to achieve a 
predictive result, we still are restricted to 
working with estimates. 
 
The potential for accuracy, then, lies in 
predicting the future from as clear a picture 
of the past as possible.  Insurance companies 
attempting to manage the risk of making 
more in benefits payouts than they take in as 
premium payments use an actuarial 
approach collecting historical data.  Simply 
put, that means that they estimate the future 
from a global view of the past. 
 
The two major areas where IS risk analysis 
and management techniques diverge from  
 
those of other industries lie in the choice of 
historical data and the use (or lack of use) of 
modeling techniques. This leads to some 
important uncertainties. 
 
The three major approaches to risk analysis 
outside of IS have significant drawbacks, 
especially in an IS environment: 
 
 Range Estimates:  Calculate vague 
classifications for risk (best case, 
worst case, probable case, or high 
risk, low risk, medium risk).  
Outputs are very subjective and 
difficult to use as risk management 
metrics. 
 
 What-if Scenarios: Usually use 
assumptions from Range Estimates 
to predict as many outcomes as 
possible.  Since this approach is 
based upon subjective interpretation 
it is likely to be flawed as a 
predictive method. 
 
 Point Estimates:  Implies accurate 
results but, in fact, can be very 
misleading due to the uncertainty of 
input variables. Most IT quantitative 
risk analysis methods are, in fact, 
Point Estimates based upon 
presumed known asset values and 
presumed known threats, 
vulnerabilities and impacts.  Since 
these data rarely are available within 
the organization undergoing the 
analysis, it is unlikely that the Point 
Estimates will reflect the reality of 
the organization’s IT risk posture. 
 
Generally IS risk analysis takes one of two 
possible directions: quantitative and 
qualitative.  Qualitative risk analysis is 
easier to perform, admits of a lack of 
reliable input data but returns no useful 
metrics.  Quantitative risk analysis offers 
metrics but, due to the uncertainty of the 
input data, those metrics are not likely to be 





When quantitative methods actually do 
admit of unreliable historical data, they tend 
to evolve into Range Estimates, again 
producing little of value in the way of 
metrics that will aid in the management of 
future risks. 
 
Other important work in the field relates 
more to the formal description of computer 
security incidents using state machine 
analysis [GP04].  There are significant 
correlations between such incidents and 
information system risk.  Some of this 
approach to incident analysis may well have 
application in describing information system 
risk. 
 
1.2  A Theoretical Solution to the 
Problem 
 
The key to performing a credible IT risk 
analysis lies in addressing major challenges: 
 
 Selection of credible historical data 
 Application of established statistical 
methods for predicting future risks 
 Use of modeling techniques to 
represent the volatility of today’s IT 
enterprises and allow for continual 
reassessment of risk posture based 
upon both local and global changes. 
 
We have approached these challenges as 
follows: 
 
 Historical data. Collection of 
global data on IT threats 
vulnerabilities and impacts.  
Cataloging of threats, vulnerabilities 
and impacts into manageable 
taxonomies. 
 Predicting and forecasting.  Use of 
accepted statistical techniques such 
as Monte Carlo simulation, 
Bayesian probability, etc. 
 Ongoing Modeling.  Application of 
Colored Petri Nets to capture the 
current operating state of the 
enterprise and to model and 
simulate changes in that state over 
real time. 
 
The result of this research is the FARES 
program. The program is extremely young 
and addresses an audience traditionally 
resistant to formal modeling.  For that 
reason the program currently is in the very 
early stages of acceptance in the information 
assurance community. 
 
This paper focuses upon the application of 
Colored Petri Nets (CPNets) to the ongoing 
modeling challenges but, necessarily, 
touches upon the remaining two issues. A 
significant benefit of CPNets and, 
particularly, CPNTools, is that there are 
ways to embed the formal modeling aspect 
on the FARES process beneath of veneer of 
operator-friendly interfaces.   
 
1.3  Clarifying the Risk 
Management and Risk Analysis 
Processes 
 
There is some danger in considering risk 
management solely as a business process. It 
is, more correctly, an iterative risk analysis 
process. When considering business 
processes, for example, we have the notions 
of phases, activities, tasks, and techniques, 
as well as issues related to human resources, 
technology, and the life-cycle model to be 
used [FD04]. In risk management we don’t 
address most of those directly. Rather, we 
incorporate the risk management process 
into other business processes. 
 
Jones [JKL02] defines risk management as 
the: 
 
“Process of identifying and 
applying countermeasures 
commensurate with the value of 
the assets protected based upon 
a risk assessment.” 
 
The definition is, of course, in the context of 




based process.  While the approach reported 
here is intended to be a generation beyond 
asset-based analysis, the underlying 
definition of risk management holds 
because, whether or not the analysis is asset-
based, the goal remains a balanced approach 
to managing risk to information assets. 
 
Further, most business processes may be 
thought of in terms of work-flow 
management. Workflow management 
systems support of the definition, execution, 
registration and control of processes 
[WA98].  For the purposes of risk analysis, 
workflow management poses virtually no 
applicability. 
 
However, the key issue, from the 
perspective of the FARES process, is that 
FARES is an analysis, not a business 




2.0  Approach 
 
The FARES approach consists of the 
following specific elements: 
 
1 Selection of global sources of actuarial 
historical input data to be used as a 
comparison baseline 
2 Development of a suite of data 
management tools to manage historical 
reference data and collect local data for 
the enterprise under evaluation 
3 Application of appropriate local data 
collection techniques, such as 
vulnerability assessment, data flow 
analysis, data and enterprise 
classification information, access 
control information, etc. 
4 Application of appropriate statistical 
analysis tools to characterize local data 
in comparison with historical actuarial 
data. 
5 Identification of security policy domains 
and their inter-domain communications 
channels 
6 Modeling inter-domain data flow, both 
permitted and potentially unauthorized 
7 Modeling threat, vulnerability and 
impact status first as a baseline, and 
ultimately at any time critical elements 
of the model change 
8 Applying a combination of statistical 
and process analysis (from CPNet 
models) to determination of current and 
future risk profiles, risk probabilities, 
and current local profiles in comparison 




2.1 Characterizing the Enterprise 
Under Analysis 
 
We characterize the enterprise under 
analysis in terms of security policy domains.  
In the definitions below we use the 
following simple notations: 
 
 
       is a subset of  
         such that 
         is subject to 
    implies 
A B A B
A B A B
A B A B




























We define security policy domains: 
 
 
Definition 1 – Security Policy Domain1. 
 
A security policy domain consists of all of 
the elements of an enterprise that are subject 
to the same security policy. 
 





(i)   is  the set o f all security policies on  a
bounded  en terp rise netw ork
(ii)  is  the set o f all elem ents on a bounded
en terprise netw ork
(iii)  is  a particular policy w here 
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The notion of security policy domains is 
critical to the FARES process for several 
reasons.  First, in most large enterprises 
there are far too many elements in the IT 
environment to be handled individually.  In 
a large organization the number of such 
elements easily ranges in the tens of 
thousands, and, not uncommonly, in the 
hundreds of thousands. 
 
The second requirement for the use of 
security policy domains is that they allow 
the analysis of data flows on the enterprise 
at a manageable level.  Determining data 
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enterprise with several thousand servers, as 
well as tens or hundreds of thousands of 
users is a near impossible task.  However 
even a large globally-distributed enterprise 
may break down into fewer than 50 policy 
domains. 
 
Finally, security policy domains offer an 
ideal platform upon which to measure 
threats, vulnerabilities and impacts.  Once 
those elements of risk are measured, 
appropriate safeguards may be applied to all 
of the elements that comprise the policy 
domain.  The high level view of these 
elements (from the domain perspective) 
allows managers a clearer picture of risks 
and appropriate countermeasures than does a 
granular, element-level view. 
 
 
2.2  Defining IT Security Risk and 
its Elements 
 
The elements of IT risk are threats, 
vulnerabilities and impacts.  We take each 
definition in turn. 
 
We begin with the definition of a security 
incident because this definition is used in 
later definitions and, although we do not 
address the issues of security incidents 
directly here, it is important for the role it 
plays in our current topic. 
 
We follow the definition of a computer 
security incident (Definition 2) with the 
definition of a vulnerability (Definition 3).  
These terms are fundamental to the IT 
security environment and do not, to date, 
appear to have been defined formally in the 












Definition 2 – Computer Security 
Incident1. 
 
A computer security incident is a change of 
state in a bounded computer system from the 
desired state to an undesired state, where the 
state change is caused by the application of a 
stimulus external to the system. 
 




(i)  is the set of all possible operating 
states of a bounded computer system 
(ii)  is the desired operating state 
of   where 
(iii)  is the pre-incident operating 















(v)  is the post-incident operating 
state of   where 
(vi)  is the set of external stimuli 
applied to  
(vii)  is an external stimulus 
where 






















The difficulty in defining vulnerabilities, 
threats and impacts in the context of today’s 
view of information systems security is that 
they are concepts whose meaning has grown 
up over time without an effort to provide 
formal definitions.  Jones [AJ02] gives  
informal definitions and, from those, we 
have derived the more formal definitions 
needed to apply the concepts to CPNets. 
 
We follow Definition 3 with definitions of 
the other risk elements and, finally, with a 
formal definition of IT risk itself. 
 
Definition 3 – Vulnerability 
 
A vulnerability is a weakness or flaw, in an 
element of a system, that has the potential to 
be exploited with a damaging outcome2. 
 




(i)  is the set of all elements in
bounded system 
(ii)  is a specific element where 
(iii)  is the set of all possible operating
states of bounded system 












ing state where 
(v)  is the set of all possible vulnerabilities 
in a bounded system
(vi)  is a specific vulnerability where 
(vii)  is the set of all possible external stimuli










(viii)  is an external stimulus applied to  
where 










The definition of threat follows.  This 
definition approaches threat from a very 
simple perspective: a threat is nothing more 
that an external stimulus that causes some 
element in an IT system to change to an 
undesirable state.  There is a tendency 
among today’s information security 
practitioners to confuse threat with 
vulnerability. In our definition we view a 
threat generally (although Jones makes a 
distinction between a natural threat, a threat 
based upon an unintentional act and a 
malicious threat) because at this level of 
abstraction we view a threat simply as 
                                                 




something that is capable of causing an 
element of an enterprise to change state 
from a correct or desired operating state to 
an undesired state. The definition does not 
address why this state change could occur 
(the underlying vulnerability of the element) 
or what the motivation for the action is.  
Finally, it does not address the capability of 
a threat agent to deliver the threat.  We save 
these issues for a more detailed discussion 
involving all of the applicable elements of 
risk. 
 
Definition 4 – Threat 
 
A threat is a natural disaster, an 
unintentional act by an individual that 
causes harm or a malicious act by an 
individual or group of individuals2. 
 




(i)   is the set of all threats including natural
disasters and malicious or unintentional acts
by individuals that causes harm
(ii)  is a specific threat where 






(iv)  is a specific element where 
(v)  is the set of all possible operating 
states of bounded system 
(vi)  is an undesired operating state in bounded














(vii)  is the set of all possible external stimuli 
that could be applied to 
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The next definition is the definition of 
impact. 
 
Definition 5 – Impact 
 
An impact is an unwanted or adverse effect 
on a system or organization that an incident 
would cause2. 
 




(i)  is a computer security incident 
(Definition 2)
(ii)  is the set of all possible operating states 
of bounded system 
(iii)  is an operating state in bounded system 








)  is an undesired operating state in bounded 
system  state where 
(v)  is the set of all possible impacts












Finally, we assemble these definitions into a 
formal definition of IT risk.  It is important, 
at this point, to recognize that there may be 
other definitions of IT risk and its elements. 
In the FARES project we have attempted to 
arrive at the simplest definitions of these 
basic building blocks so that we do not, by 
the fact of definition, unnecessarily limit the 
scope of future models.   
 
The FARES project takes a simple approach 
without being simplistic.  The assessment, 
analysis and management of IT risk is, of 
itself, a very complex undertaking. It is 
inappropriate to add artificial complexity 
through the use of unnecessarily 









Definition 6 - Information Systems Risk 
 
Information Systems Risk is the probability 
that a threat agent will successfully exploit a 
vulnerability to create an unwanted or 
adverse impact3.  
 




(i)  is a specific threat (Definition 4)
(ii)  is a specific vulnerability (Definition 3)
(iii)  is a specific impact (Definition 5)







(v)  is an undesired operating state in 
bounded system  where 
(vi)  is the set of all information systems risks















Here, we have used an italic P to denote 
probability and an upper case Greek letter 
Rho ( Ρ ) as the set of all information system 
risks. 
2.3 Historical Data 
 
A key element of the FARES approach is 
the selection of historical baseline data 
against which to profile the enterprise under 
analysis.  We selected global historical data 
to represent threats, vulnerabilities and 
impacts.  The data for building an actuarial 
profile of vulnerabilities was taken from the 
records of approximately 1 billion individual 
cyber attacks and probes world-wide over a 
                                                 
3 Jones, Andrew. “Identification of a Method for 
the Calculation of Threat in an Information 
Environment”[AJ02] with additions and 
modifications by Stephenson, Peter 
period of 19 months ending in July of 20044 
collected by the DShield network of over 
500,000 attack sensors. The attacks were 
cross-referenced to target ports and thence to 
specific vulnerabilities and exposures using 
the Mitre Common Vulnerabilities and 
Exposures (CVE) catalog5. 
 
Data for threats and impacts is the result of 
interviews and surveys of organizations of 
all types and sizes and is ongoing. 
2.3.1 Organization of Historical 
Reference Data 
 
There are thousands of vulnerabilities and 
over one hundred specific threats cataloged 
by various sources.  These specific threats 
and vulnerabilities change rapidly and are, 
essentially, impossible to track reliably.  
Additionally, there is the problem of “zero-
day attacks”.  These attacks are based upon 
exploits that address newly discovered but 
unannounced vulnerabilities.  These factors 
make the assessment of future risk based 
upon past history challenging. 
 
In order to achieve the dual objectives of 
maintaining a manageable frame of 
reference and maintaining a relatively static 
basis for profiling, we reduced the CVE 
dictionary to a taxonomy of vulnerabilities 
and exposures.  Likewise, using the 
Common Criteria (ISO 15408) we extracted 
a threat taxonomy and, finally, we 
developed an impact taxonomy based upon 
results of interviews and survey 
questionnaires.  The results comprise a set of 
56 categories of vulnerability, 13 categories 
of impact and 30 categories of threat. 
 
2.4 Analysis Tool Set 
 
We have built a core tool called the FARES 
Data Store (FDS) using Microsoft Access.  
The FDS is a repository for the individual 
                                                 





taxonomies, summary statistics on the 
historical data and a collection, analysis and 
reporting point for the FARES process. 
The analyst uses a suite of data collection 
and assessment tools to collect threat, 
vulnerability and impact data from the 
enterprise under analysis and enters that data 
into the FDS.  The FDS allows the data to be 
organized and managed, and saves 
summaries in various external files that 
become input files for other analysis tools 
such as CPNTools, Excel spread sheets and 
statistical analysis tools. 
 
The results of analysis by tools external to 
the FDS are saved, again in external files, 
and are imported back into the FDS for  
 
reporting purposes.  Specifically, we use the 
results of certain spreadsheet analyses to 
create a set of values (val) imported by 
CPNTools to make vulnerability, threat and 
impact decisions within the basic CPNet risk 
model. 
The output of a FARES analysis is a set of 
reports that detail the risks present in the 
enterprise under analysis, how the risk 
profile of the enterprise under analysis 
compares with the global actuarial data, the 
probability of the risks and how that 
probability compares with actuarial data, 
and the expected financial impact of each 
risk as a percentage of the organization’s 
gross annual revenues.  
 
Figure 1 shows the relationships of the tools 
used. 
 
Thus, rather than being confined to 
developing predictive results based upon a 
small and unreliable local data set using 
trivial risk measurement techniques, FARES 
provides a picture of the enterprise in 
relation to a global profile and bases  
 
predictive processes upon accepted and  








3.0 Modeling IS Risk with 
CPNets 
 
In this paper we focus upon the role of 
Colored Petri Nets in the FARES process. 
Other papers on the FARES process address 
issues other than the modeling of the risk 
process [PRS03]. 
 
3.1 Function of CPNets within the 
FARES Process 
 
The CPNets used to model risk analysis are 
based upon the supposition that risk 
comprises a process and the process can be 
modeled.  The process of risk can be 
decomposed into threat, vulnerability, 
impact and inter-domain communications 
processes.  Taken together these processes 
define a clear risk including risk probability 
and potential countermeasures.   
 
Interrupting the processes of the components 
of risk (using countermeasures) reduces the 
level and probability of the risk itself.  This 
translates to managing risk by managing the 
components of risk, a task that, in many 
cases, is far more achievable than managing 
the entire risk as a unit.  Thus, the 
underlying goal of risk modeling is 
decomposing risk into its elements, 
decomposing the elements further into their 
taxonomy families and comparing those 
families with historical actuarial data. 
 
We analyze the families that comprise 
threats, vulnerabilities and impacts for the 
following relationships: 
 
 The percent ranking of each family 
within the entire population of 
collected data (other families) 
within the threat, vulnerability or 
impact taxonomy (calculates the 
relative standing of the family 
within the overall population) 
 The arithmetic mean of the percent 
rankings 
 The standard deviation of the 
percent  rankings population of 
collected atoms within a particular 
taxonomy 
 Chi-square distribution of specific 
families within the actuarial data 
compared to the chi-square 
distribution of the same atom in the 
data collected from the enterprise 
under evaluation (to be added to the 
models in the future) 
 Bayesian probability analysis (to be 




The CPNet used for proof of concepts of the 
primary risk model is a hierarchical Net 





 Inter-domain communications 
 
The sub-pages are converged using fusion 
places onto the superpage where the risk 
itself is modeled.  As the current iteration is 
a proof-of-concept only, some of the more 
advanced calculations have yet to be added 
to the models.  The example we use in this 
paper is a simplified model requiring more 
manual input and including less 
sophistication in areas such as probability 
calculation than will be present in 
production versions.  Additionally, we have 
put “place holders” in the risk model to 
include a “Risk Tolerance Function” that 
permits adjustment of results to match the 
organization’s tolerance for risk. 
 
3.2 Individual CPNet Pages 
 
The individual components of risk are 
modeled as sub-pages. As a starting point 
for describing these pages, we review the 
declarations for the Net as a whole in Figure 
2.  Note that some of these declarations 




version that gathered much of its input data 




Figure 2 - Global Declarations for IS Risk 
Model 
 
Color sets vu_1, th_1 and ip_1 are similar in 
their composition.  Representing the 
vulnerability (vu_1), threat (th_1) and 
impact (ip_1) taxonomies, they contain the 
individual families of those taxonomies. 
 
For example, there are 56 families in the 
vulnerability taxonomy (the taxonomies are 
cataloged by classes which are composed of 
families which, in turn comprise elements 
that are made up of atoms).  The IS Risk 
model uses the Family level of abstraction.  
The vulnerability taxonomy has a tree-like 
structure. 
 
The values (val) shown in the declarations in 
Figure 2 have been entered manually for the 
purposes of this proof-of-concept.  
However, in a production environment they 
would be read from an external file (use 
[filename]) created by the FDS.  These 
values are percent rankings of the data 
collected from the enterprise under analysis, 
the 2 (2 standard deviations) points of the 
percent rankings and zero (testval).  These 
values are used to determine the level of the 
individual family relative to the collected 
data. 
 
For example, the model looks for percent 
rankings within the 2 points.  These 
percent rankings represent individual atoms 
ranking in the top 95% or so of all of the 
discovered threats, vulnerabilities or 
impacts.  This number has several uses 
including comparing with the same relative 
value in the actuarial data as part of risk 
profile matching. 
 
For the purposes of the Risk Model, 
however, we use these figures to determine 
if an occurrence in the collected data is of 
interest.  For average enterprises it is 
sufficient to keep risks outside the 2 points. 
 
However, there is one difference between 
the model and the normal use of standard 
deviation.  While standard deviation 
measures distance from the mean of a set of 
values, we use the standard deviation in a 
calculation relative to zero.  We do this 
because we are interested in the difference 
between the percent ranking and the 
standard deviation.   
 
An example value acceptability calculation 




For taxonomy family "Interface Inconsistency"  there
are 7,655 occurances within the collected (not actuarial)
data.  This family has a percent rank within the collected
dataset of .96968629718 (the rank of the value within the
dataset as a percentage of the dataset).
The 2  point of the dataset is .577561764
Percent Rank 2 0  an unacceptable value
.96968629718 .577561764 0
Σ
− Σ > =
− >
 
Calculation of Value Acceptability for a 
Taxonomy Family appearing in Collected 
Data 
 
We apply this calculation approach in each 
of the CPNet subpages representing  threat, 
vulnerability or impact.  The outputs of 
those pages, to the risk model superpage, act 
as inputs to the final risk decision.  The 
output of the risk model is written to an 
external file for use by the FDS in further 
calculations and reports. 
 
Figure 3 below shows the vulnerabilities 
subpage. 
 
For the purposes of this proof-of-concept we 
have kept the number of families to a small 
number and we have expanded the graphics 
for illustrative purposes.  However, in the 
production version, there are place/transition 
pairs (Vuln_n/VT_n) for each of the 56 
taxonomy families in vulnerabilities, 30 in 
threats and 13 in impacts.  The values are 
extracted from an external data file 
populated by the FDS and the calculations 
appear as guards on each of the transitions 
as shown in Figure 3. 
 





In Figure 3 we see that transitions VT_1, 
VT_2, and VT_3 are enabled.  This is 
because the calculation (the guard on each 
transition) as shown in Figure 4 will yield a 
positive value.  This means that the number 
of occurrences for that particular family is at 
an unacceptable high level.   
 
Taken together, the values calculated for all 
of the vulnerability families will be passed 
to the final risk calculation on the superpage 
as well as to an external file for further use 
in the FDS. The place VModel is a fusion 
place connecting the superpage.   
 
There is a similar fusion place on each of the 
other subpages. Transition VRisk is reserved 
for adding an additional risk tolerance 
function analysis in the future. There is a 
similar transition on each subpage. 
 
The sigma2 values in the declarations 
represent the 2 points for the collected data 
from the enterprise under evaluation and, as 
with the other values in the declarations, are 
passed from the FDS through an external 
file.   
 
3.2.1 The Communications Page 
 
The Vulnerabilities, Threats and Impacts 
subpages behave similarly.  However, there 
is an additional element to risk that involves 
inter-domain communications channels. 
 
In Figure 4 we show the inter-domain 
communications model subpage.  This 
model addresses the communications 
channels to the security policy domain Core.  
In most organizations, the core comprises 
one of the most critical and sensitive 
security domains in the enterprise.   
 
Control of access to the core, whether by 
users or processes, must be carefully 
 




managed.  By accessing the core it is 
possible for intruders to gain access to other 
domains and rogue code such as viruses and  
worms can be spread throughout the rest of 
the enterprise using the capabilities of 
devices in the core.  The model in Figure 4 
is typical of the models that would 
accompany each of the inter-domain 
communications channels discovered in the 
assessment phases of the enterprise under 
analysis.  Each of these models would 
appear as an additional subpage with fusion 
places connecting them to the risk model 
superpage.  For this example we show only 
a single typical inter-domain model. 
 
In the Figure 4 model, we see that the entry 
point is the Public domain.  That means that 
we have modeled the inter-domain 
communications channels that connect, or 
could connect, the Public domain to the 
Core.  The implication is that an attacker in 
the Public domain (for example, the 
Internet) could gain access to the Core 
domain if appropriate access control 
countermeasures are not in place. 
 
The data that results in this model comes 
from the assessment phases.  Some is 
derived from information received during 
interviews regarding the use and flow of 
various types of data within the 
organization.  Some information, 
predominantly topological data, is used to 
map the logical domains and their physical 
interconnections.  Finally, link analysis is 
used to determine all of the possible paths 
between domains.   
 
At the same time, vulnerability assessment 
reveals countermeasures in place and 
general threats, impacts and vulnerabilities 
relative to individual domains.  That 
information is reflected in the threat, 
vulnerability and impact subpages while 
anything affecting data flows is reflected in 
the inter-domain communications 
subpage(s). 
 
The Figure 4 model represents inter-domain 
communications channels as transitions (the 
actions that data moving between domains 
take).  Security policy domains (the logical 
state of the enterprise) are represented by 
places. 
 
A quick analysis of Figure 4 shows that 
there is a typical channel from the public 
Internet to the Perimeter and thence to the 
Internal network and, ultimately, to the 
Core.   
 
Clearly, we want to prevent unauthorized 
users on the public Internet from having 
direct access to the Core and the Internal 
network, so we interpose a safeguard called 
Firewall.  Our vulnerability assessment 
showed that this firewall did, in fact, exist 
and that it was configured correctly.  We 
reflect that in the application of the Firewall 
place as an inhibitor on the PubPer (Public 
to Perimeter) channel (transition), closing 
that path. 
 
Internally, we see that there is a Covert 
channel from the Public domain to the 
Wireless and Extranet domains.  We refer to 
this as a “covert channel” because there 
should be no authorized connection from the 
public Internet to the internal network via 
wireless communications of through an 
extranet that connects to a business partner. 
 
To protect the Internal (and, thus, the Core) 
domain from unintended (and unauthorized) 
wireless and extranet connections, we insert 
another safeguard, this time a filtering 
router, as an inhibitor.  This safeguard, 
represented by the Filter place, is applied to 
the WirInt (Wireless to Internal) and ExtInt 
(Extranet to Internal) channels (transitions).   
 
Again, our vulnerability assessment 
indicated that the filter was in place, 
configured properly and performing 
effectively.  Thus, we add it to the model. 
The initial marking of the Public domain is a 
single token with a value of true (indicating 
that the state of the place is protected). This 
may appear to be a bit of a philosophical 
stretch since most people don’t view the 





However, for our purposes and for 
consistency, we have considered that the 
state of the Internet domain is that it is 
operating correctly and that the link to the 
organization’s perimeter has not been 
disrupted.  In other words, the public 
Internet does, in fact, connect to the 
organization’s perimeter and it and the 
connection are working properly. 
 
 The communications models in our 
examples use Boolean states almost 
exclusively since at this level of abstraction 
we are concerned largely with whether the 
channel passes data or not.  However, in 
production versions it may be desirable to 
build a somewhat more complex model that 
reflects additional granularity of detail by 
modeling the protocols in use on the 
individual channels. 
 
The two safeguards show single tokens 
indicating that they are configured properly 
and ready to function.  There are arcs in both 
directions so that the state of the safeguard 
may be refreshed each time a state change is 
required to protect its transition. 
 
Transition RTFTestC is a place holder for 
future implementation of the Risk Tolerance 
Function as with the other subpages.  Place 
CModel is the fusion place connecting this 
subpage to the superpage risk model. 
 
3.2.2 The Risk Superpage 
 
The purpose of the Risk page is collection 
and processing of the individual taxonomy 
data as well as the inter-domain 
communications channel data.  The threats, 
vulnerabilities, impacts and potentially 
compromised communications channels 
yield data that is presented to the superpage 
as Boolean states. These are then passed to 
the Correlation place and, after passing the 
Correlation Transfer transition to the Risk 
place for final display.   
 
For the purposes of this proof-of-concept, 
we have left the Correlation Transfer 
transition as a place holder for additional 
analysis capability in the future.  The intent 
of the place holder transitions throughout the 
Net is to add calculations for Risk Tolerance 
Factor (RTF) once research on that aspect of 
the modeling is complete. The Risk 
superpage is shown in Figure 5.  It is in its 
final state after simulating the enterprise 
represented on its subpages with six risks 
identified. The subpages may be referred to 
in order to ascertain those transitions that 
did not fire, representing adequate 
operational controls in place. 
 
4.0 Using the FARES CPNet 
Model for Ongoing IS Risk 
Management 
 
One of the strong benefits of CPNets in the 
IS risk analysis and management arena is the 
ease with which they can be updated and 
new simulations cast.  The information 
technology requirements of large 
organizations are in a constant state of 
change and the costs associated with 
repetitive, frequent testing usually are 
prohibitive.  Therefore, it is not uncommon 
for such organizations to skip security and 
risk testing of new implementations of 
hardware or software. 
 
Additionally, new threats and vulnerabilities 
emerge daily.  Again, most organizations are 
hard-pressed to stay current.  A typical 
response to a newly announced vulnerability 
is the application of patches to affected 
information systems elements enterprise-
wide.  This usually is not practical due to the 
large number of devices and/or software that 
must be patched.   
 
For this reason, organizations use automated 
methods to “push out” patches without 





applications and hardware configurations.  
The ability to add to or change risk models 
as necessity dictates and re-run simulations 
is a significant cost and risk management 
capability. 
 
The cooperation between CPNet models and 
statistical models allows IS risk managers to 
predict, on an ongoing basis, the potential 
financial impact of changes to models due to 
changes in the organization’s IS risk profile. 
This greatly improves financial and 
operational strategic management capability. 
 
In terms of real time response to incidents, 
the use of formal models and simulations 
allows organizations to model a complex 
event in progress and respond rapidly with a 




Applied to post incident root cause analysis, 
the underlying causes of information 
security incidents can be analyzed and 
appropriate countermeasures applied against 
future impacts. 
 
Impacts of information security incidents 
can be predicted and budgeted for should the 
organization wish to manage a risk down to 




The use of formal modeling and simulation 
in assessing, analyzing and managing 
information systems risk appears to offer 
strategic, tactical, operational and financial 
benefits.  The use of CPNets as a modeling 
and simulation formalism is appropriate for 
a variety of reasons. 
 




The formalism is well-supported by 
available freeware tools.  The output of 
CPNTools is graphical, making the 
simulations accessible to lay audiences.  
Laboratory tests of the FARES risk analysis 
and management process have suggested 
that the approach is sound.   
 
This is supported by early field trials on live 
information systems [PS03]. Finally, 
information security and risk management 
practitioners have received the notion of 
CPNets and the FARES process positively, 
suggesting that practical application is 
reasonable. 
 
5.1 Future Work 
 
The primary area for continued development 
is the integration of statistical functions, 
both within the CPNet model and external to 
it, with the modeling and simulation 



























Currently, this analysis is performed 
manually using additional tools and entering 
the data into CPNTools manually.  
Additionally, full integration of all 
modeling, simulation and data management 
tasks under a single user interface is 
desirable.   
 
The author is a relative novice with CPNets 
and it is clear that there is room for a 
significant increase in the sophistication of 
the models once the early field trails of the 
FARES approach are complete.  At this 
point the project will be able to identify 
clearly the additional areas where CPNets 
can offer additional benefit to the IT risk 
analysis and management process. 
 
Finally, there is an ongoing need to continue 
to research and populate global profiles with 
historical actuarial reference data.  As the 
amount and quality of such data increases, 
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Abstract. In this presentation we introduce the formalism of “Higher Order
Reference Nets” (Hornets). Hornets follow the paradigm of “nets within
nets”, i.e. the paradigm that allows Petri nets as token objects.
Since all net tokens are objects of some net class they all share the same struc-
ture. In our contribution we therefore introduce the notion of well-formed Hor-
nets which can be simulated by well-formed coloured Petri nets. This allows
for several analysis techniques, e.g. symbolic state space generation, which au-
tomatically takes the system symmetries into account.
1 Introduction
Object net systems (ONS) [Val98] are well suited to model systems that have a
dynamic hierarchical structure, e.g. systems of mobile agents [KMR03]. Object
net systems are based on the idea that the tokens of a Petri net are Petri nets
again. In general, this extension increases the computational power of Petri nets
[KR04]. So, for analysis purposes we are interested in special subclasses of object
net systems. In this contribution we present the formalism of Hornets that
can be mapped to well-formed nets [CDFH90] – a coloured Petri net [Jen92]
fulfilling additional constraints.
Taking an ONS example from [Val03]: the Bucket-Chain. The original bucket
chain-scenario has been introduced by Carl Adam Petri [Pet79] to study the
causal dependencies of distributed cooperation. The scenario serves a similar
purpose as the well known Bankers-Problem [PS85] for deadlock-prevention in
resource allocation systems (i.e. operating systems) or the Dining Philosophers
[PS85] for the study of fairness in distributed systems.
In the bucket chain example n firemen are standing in a row, each equipped
with a bucket. A water pump is available for the leftmost fireman and the
fire is at the rightmost place. So the leftmost fireman fills his bucket, while
the rightmost extinguishes the fire. Neighboured firemen can exchange buckets,
so full buckets are handed over to right (to extinguish the fire) and empty
ones to the left for refilling. The topology (i.e. each fireman can only interact
with his immediate neighbour) introduces an interesting causal dependency
structure1: The effect of exchanging buckets at a location being k steps away
can be observed only when the whole system has moved k steps ahead.
1 In the general research of Petri this causal dependency structure is closely related to Ein-







































Fig. 1. The Bucket Chain
Reference nets are a powerful modelling formalism to represent the different
abstraction layers of the system. The model that is presented here is from
[Val03]. The bucket chain is shown in Fig. 1, the fireman in Fig. 2, and the
bucket in Fig. 3.2
The bucket chain has four locations, named A, B, C, and D. Initially, three
firemen are created on A, B, and C. The firemen can refill water in location
A and extinguish the fire on D. If two firemen are located on the same place
(here: B or C) they can exchange buckets. The local synchronisation of firemen
is implemented using synchronous channels. In the bucket chain the calling side
(the downlink) of the channel exchange is used twice– expressed by the transition
inscription f1: exchange(be, bf) f1:exchange(bf, be). The intuitive meaning is the
following: Fireman f1 must provide an empty bucket be and and f2 a full bucket
























Fig. 2. The Fireman
2 Actually the model is implemented using the Petri net tool Renew [KWD+04].
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The fireman is modelled as net presented in Fig. 2. He has four different
states depending on whether the bucket is full or empty and whether the fireman
has already moved or not. If the bucket is empty, the firemen can either refill
the bucket (only on location A), exchange the bucket with a fireman carrying
a full one (location B or C), or if he has not moved with the empty bucket, the
fireman can retreat from the fire. The transition inscription :exchange(be, bf)
denotes the called part (the uplink) of the channel exchange. For the full bucket
the system behaves in a similar way.
The bucket in Fig. 3 has only two states: full and empty. These states can







Fig. 3. The Bucket
In the Section 2 we introduce the notations used throughout the paper. In
Section 3 the Hornet formalism is introduced. In Section 4 we show how the
class of well-formed Hornets has to be defined such that they can be simulated
by well-formed coloured Petri nets. In Section 5 we take up our introducing
example – the bucket-chain to illustrate the simulation.
2 Notations and Basic Definitions
Let R ⊆ A × B be a relation. A pair (a, b) ∈ R will also be denoted aR b in
infix notation. For a ∈ A and b ∈ B the domain of B is defined by ( R b) :=
{a | (a, b) ∈ R} and its co-domain by (aR ) := {b | (a, b) ∈ R}. We generalise
the notion of domain and co-domain to sets C ⊆ A and D ⊆ B by (C R ) :=
{b | ∃a ∈ C : (a, b) ∈ R} and ( R D) := {a | ∃b ∈ D : (a, b) ∈ R}.
Let A be a family of sets. Then A? denotes the set of all Cartesian products
over the elements of A.
The definition of Petri nets relies on the notion of multisets. A multiset on
the set D is a mapping A : D → N. Multisets are generalisations of sets in
the sense that every subset of D corresponds to a multiset A with A(x) ≤ 1
for all x ∈ D. The empty multiset 0 is defined as 0(x) = 0 for all x ∈ D. The
cardinality is |A| :=
∑
x∈D A(x). A multiset A is called finite iff |A| < ∞.
The multiset sum A + B is defined as (A + B)(x) := A(x) + B(x) the
difference A − B by (A − B)(x) := max(A(x) − B(x), 0). Equality A = B is
defined element-wise: ∀x ∈ D : A(x) = B(x). Multisets are partially ordered:
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A ≤ B ⇐⇒ ∀x ∈ D : A(x) ≤ B(x) The strict order A < B holds iff A ≤ B
and A 6= B. The notation is overloaded, being used for sets as well as multisets.
The meaning will be apparent from its use.
The set of all finite multisets over the set D is denoted MS (D). A multiset
A can be considered as the formal sum A =
∑
x∈D A(x) · x. Finite multisets
are the freely generated commutative monoid (MS (D),+, 0). If the set D is
finite, then a multiset A ∈ MS (D) can be represented equivalently as a vector
A ∈ N|D|.
Any mapping f : D → D′ can be generalised to a mapping f : MS(D) →











This includes the special case f(0) = 0. These definitions are in accordance
with the set-theoretic notation f(A) = {f(a) | a ∈ A}.
2.1 Petri Nets
N = (P, T, F ) is a Petri net iff the set of places P and the set of transitions T
are disjoint, i.e. P ∩ T = ∅, F ⊆ (P × T ∪ T × P ) is the flow relation. Some
commonly used notations for Petri nets are •y := ( F y) for the preset and
y• := (y F ) for the postset of a net element y.
A P/T net is an extension of a Petri net, in which the arcs are inscribed by
non-negative integers and places can hold more than one token.
Definition 1. A P/T net N is a tuple N = (P, T, ∂0, ∂1,M0), such that: P is
a finite set of places. T is a finite set of transitions, with P ∩ T = ∅. ∂0, ∂1 :
T → MS (P ) are the pre- and post-condition functions, resp. The multiset M0 ∈
MS (P ) is the initial marking of N .
A transition t ∈ T of a P/T net N = (P, T, ∂0, ∂1,M0) is enabled in the
marking M iff enough tokens are present: M ≥ ∂0(t). The successor marking
when firing t is M ′ = (M − ∂0(t)) + ∂1(t). We denote the activation of t in








M ′. The notation
extends to firing sequences w ∈ T ∗.
Defining F := {(p, t) | ∂0(t)(p) > 0} ∪ {(t, p) ∈| ∂1(t)(p) > 0} and W (p, t) =
∂0(t)(p) and W (t, p) = ∂1(t)(p) a P/T net N = (P, T, ∂0, ∂1,M0) can be denoted
equivalently as N = (P, T, F,W,M0). The two notations will be treated as
interchangeable throughout this paper.
2.2 Synchronisation
We are using the synchronisation mechanism provided by so-called zero-safe
places introduced by Bruni and Montanari [BM97,BM00]. A subset of places
Z ⊆ P is used to characterise those markings that are intermediate states being
visible only during a transaction. For more details cf. [KF04]. These places are
called zero-safe since, in all “visible” markings, these places are unmarked.
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Let N = (P,Z, T, F,W,M0) be a net component where (P, T, F,W,M0)
denotes a P/T net as usual and Z ⊆ P is the set of zero-safe places. The places
in P \ Z are called stable.









with Mi ∈ MS(P ) is a stable sequence iff
– the transition sequence is enabled as a whole wrt. stable places:
∀s ∈ (P \ Z) :
∑n
i=1 ∂0(ti)(s) ≤ M0(s) and
– M0 and Mn are stable markings, i.e., ∀z ∈ Z : M0(z) = Mn(z) = 0.
A stable sequence w is called a transaction iff none of the intermediate markings
M1, . . . ,Mn−1 is stable:
∀1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 : ∃z ∈ Z : Mi(z) > 0
A transaction w is called closed iff all permutations π(w) that are activated in
M0 are transactions, too. Let Θ(N) be the set of all closed transactions of a net
component N .
Note, that the activation condition for a stable sequence requires that the
transitions t1, . . . , tn are concurrently enabled if only resource places s ∈ P \ Z
but no zero-safe places z ∈ Z are considered.
Note, that all stable sequences M
w
−→ M ′ transform a stable marking M
(i.e. a marking without tokens on zero-safe places: M(z) = 0 for all z ∈ Z) into
a stable marking.
3 Object Net Systems and HORNETS
Object Net Systems (ONS) [Val98,KR04] are Petri nets that have Petri nets
as tokens. In the following we introduce a high-level variant where net-tokens
are coloured, i.e. they are instances of object nets.3 Let N = {N1, . . . , Nk}
be a finite set of object net sorts. N1 is called system net by convention and
describes the top-level of the system. In the following we use families of disjoint




Each sort N ∈ N is also used to denote a Petri net ON N = (PN , ZN , TN , FN )
where PN is a finite set of places, ZN ⊆ PN is a set of zero-safe places used for
synchronisation, TN is a finite set of transitions, and FN ⊆ (PN × T ) ∪ (T ×
(PN ∪ Z)) the flow relation. Note, that the flow allows to call channels z ∈ Z
of other nets. To simplify notations we identify ON N with N in the following.
3 In fact, Hornets are a special case of reference nets of Kummer [Kum02], which allow
additional data types. Here, we restrict the model to ensure well-formedness, similarly to
coloured nets and well-formed nets.
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Since we are interested in an embedding into well-formed nets, we as-
sume only finitely many identifiers.4 For each N ∈ N we assume a set ON =
{oN,1, . . . , oN,kN } of identifiers.
Each place p is inscribed with its type d(p) ∈ N ?, i.e. a Cartesian product
over N . The map d is extended for arcs by defining d(p, t) = d(p) and d(t, p) =
d(p). Let Xd(p) := XN1 × · · · × XNk and Od(p) := ON1 × · · · × ONk whenever
d(p) = N1 × · · · × Nk.
For each N ∈ N we assume an countable infinite set XN = {xN,1, xN,2, . . .}
of variables. Each arc f ∈ F is inscribed by a multiset of variable-tuples of the
type d(f), i.e. W (f) ∈ MS (Xd(f)).
We use directed channels which is expressed by the fact that each arc (t, z) ∈
F is labelled with an variable l(t, z) ∈ X that is already used in the preset
expressions.5
The set of guard expressions Prop ∈ Tbool consists of all propositional formu-
las with equality of variables as atoms and is given by the following grammar.
Let i, j ∈ N:
Prop ::= (xN,i =N xN,j) | ¬Prop | (Prop ∨ Prop)
A marking is a map M : P → MS (O?) such that M(p) ⊆ MS (Od(p)).
Definition 3. Let N be a finite set of net sorts. A higher order reference net
system (HORNET) is a tuple
OS =
(
ON N , d, {ON}, {XN},W, l,G,M0
)
– ON N = {(PN , ZN , TN , FN )}N∈N is a family of object nets.
– {ON}N∈N is a family of net identifiers.
– {XN}N∈N a family of identifier variables.
– Let d : P (OS ) → N ? be a type mapping of places to tuples of object nets.
– W : F → MS(X) is the arc inscription with W (f) ∈ MS (Xd(f)).
– l : F ∩ (T × Z) → X is the channel inscription.
– G : T → Prop is the guard predicate.
– M0 : P → MS(O
?) is the initial marking with M0(p) ⊆ MS(Od(p)).
Define N(p) = Ni ⇐⇒ p ∈ PNi . Similarly for N(z), N(t) etc.
The object nets (PN , ZN , TN , FN ) can be regarded as classes. The net object
are instances of these classes sharing the same structure but may differ in the
actual state. This can be represented by colouring all net elements with object
identifiers. This approach is very common: [Lak95] presents a formalism that
extends the coloured Petri nets of [Jen92]. Similarly [BG91] extend algebraic
Petri nets. [MM97] define an embedding of objects into coloured Petri nets.
To discriminate between instances, we use identifiers as a prefix for places,
transitions, markings etc. An instance is described by an identifier o ∈ ON
4 We assume a finite set of identities, since it is proven in [Kum00] that Object Net Systems
with an infinite set of identities have the power of Turing machines. Here, we are interested
in a more restricted model.
5 The syntax used in the tool Renew for denoting an arc (t, z) with W (t, z) = (x1, . . . , xn)
and l(t, z) = x is x : z(x1, . . . , xn) as an inscription of t.
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taken from a finite set ON for each N ∈ N . Define the prefix operation on
places, where o.p means the place p of the instance o. Similarly for o.t etc. The
operation extends linearly to multisets: o.(m1 + m2) = o.m1 + o.m2.










′ = o ∧ p ∈ P \ Z
∂0(t)(p), if o
′ = o ∧ p ∈ Z
0, otherwise






′ = o ∧ p ∈ P \ Z
∂1(t)(p), if o
′ = l(t, p) ∧ p ∈ Z
0, otherwise
Note, the special treatment of calling channels (t, p) with p ∈ Z.
A variable assignment is an indexed map αN : XN → ON which extends to
terms the usual way. A variable assignment α is called a binding for a transition
o.t, iff α fulfils the guard, i.e. α(G(t)) is true. A transitions o.t is pre-activated







for all o′.p and o′′. The successor marking M ′(o′.p)(o′′) is defined as:











A pre-activated firing sequence w = α1(x1.t1) · · ·αn(xn.tn) is activated iff w is a
transaction, i.e. it clears all synchronisation places. Transactions of a Hornet
are of the form w = α1(o1.t1) · · ·αn(on.tn).
Note, that there is no such Renew-like construct as x: new NetToken for
Hornets, since as Kummer has shown the unbounded use of identifiers leads
to undecidability results of almost all relevant problems related to Petri nets,
since counters can be simulated (cf. [Kum00]). Therefore, for Hornets only a
bounded number of instances are allowed to be created. The maximal number
of instances is determined through the initial marking. For this, a place initially
holds a set of free identifiers.
4 Expressing HORNETS as Coloured Petri Nets
In this section we define a class of well-formed Hornets and provide an em-
bedding into well-formed coloured Petri nets.
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4.1 Well-formed Nets
A well-formed net (WN) [CDFH90] is a coloured Petri net [Jen92] with addi-
tional constraints. The constraints ensure that the net is well structured such
that analysis techniques can be applied efficiently.
Tokens of WN are tuples of coloured objects taken from a non-empty set
C = {C1, . . . , Cn} of finite basic colour classes. If the objects do not behave
all the same way a colour class may be partitioned into disjoint subclasses:
Ci = (C
1
i ∪ . . . ∪ C
ki
i ). A basic colour class Ci may be ordered. In this case the
order is total and cyclic.
The basic operations on tokens are: projections of tuples (x1, . . . , xk) onto
one of its components xi, the successor !x of an object x (if the colour class
is ordered), and the diffusion/synchronisation denoted as Ci.all , denoting the
multiset containing all the elements of Ci. Analogously for subclasses: C
j
i .all .
The colour domain d(p) of a place p is a Cartesian product of basic colour
classes (where ei denotes the numbers of variables of the colour Ci):
cd(p) = ×Ci∈C(Cj,1 × · · · × Cj,ei)
The colour domain cd(t) of a transition t (its firing modes) is the set of variable
bindings α that is compatible with the guard predicate:
cd(t) = {α | α(G(t))}
Guards of a WN are defined as Boolean expressions with the atomic expression:
x = y, x = !y, d(x) = Cji and d(x) = d(y), where x, y are variables and d(x)
denotes the (sub-) class x belongs to.
Definition 4. A well-formed net is a tuple
WN = (P, T, ∂0, ∂1, C, cd,M0)
where
1. P and T are finite sets of places and transitions.
2. ∂0, ∂1 are the arc mappings with ∂0(t)(p), ∂1(t)(p) : cd(t) → MS (cd(p))
3. C = {C1, . . . , Cn} is the colour set of finite basic colour classes.
4. cd maps each place p to a Cartesian product of basic colour classes and each
transition t to a set of firing modes.
5. M0 : P → MS(
⋃
C) with M0(p) ∈ MS (cd(p)) is the initial marking.
4.2 Well-formed HORNETS
For a simulation of a Hornet by a well-formed net we have to ensure that the
set of all synchronisations is finite. This is ensured by the following restrictions:
Definition 5. A Hornet OS given as in Def. 3 is well-formed iff the following
holds:
1. The net structure of (P, T, F ), when considering the restriction to Z ⊆ P ,
is acyclic, i.e. F ∩ ((Z × T ) ∪ (T × Z)) is an acyclic relation.
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2. The synchronisations are restricted to tree-like structures: |•t ∩ Z| ≤ 1 for
all t ∈ T .
3. All variables on outgoing arcs are already bound in the incoming arcs.
4. Also all inscriptions of transitions connected by zero-safe places have to be
the same: For all t1, t2 ∈ T and all z ∈ t1
•∩•t2 we have W (t1, z) = W (z, t2).
5. The variables for all inscriptions of stable places – W (s, t) and W (t, s) are
assumed to be chosen pairwise disjoint.
The conditions have the following intuitive meaning:
1. The condition ensures that synchronisation structures cannot be iterated.
Since there are only finitely many transitions the number of synchronisations
is finite.
2. Due to the tree-like structure all synchronisations can be constructed by
starting with channel-free transitions, i.e. transitions with •t ∩ Z = ∅.
3. The values transferred by the channel must exist in the preset.
4. This condition ensures that the binding is equal on both sides of the channel.
5. This condition is just for convenience. Since a synchronisation cannot be it-
erated (due to the first condition) every transition appears at most once and
the variables of arcs connected to stable places can be bound independently.
The set of all closed transactions Θ(OS ) of well-formed Hornets is finite
and can easily be constructed. So, it can be used as the set of transitions of the
simulating net.
4.3 Embedding of Well-formed HORNETS into Well-formed Nets
Each well-formed Hornet can be simulated directly by a well-formed net. The
identifier sets {ON | N ∈ N} are used as colours.
The places in the simulating net are the same as in the Hornet. For each
place p ∈ P of the ONS with type d(p) we have a place p in the WN with the
domain cd(p) = ON(p) × Od(p). Instead of using prefixes like o1.p marked with
o2 (where o1 is the identity of the instance and o2 is the instance referenced)
we use pairs (o1, o2) as tokens of the place p.
The set of all closed transactions Θ(OS ) is used as the set of transitions of
the simulating net.
Definition 6. Let a Hornet be given as:
OS = (ON N , d, {ON}, {XN},W,G,M0)
The simulating WN is defined as




1. C = {ON | N ∈ N} – without ordering or partition.
2. The colour domain is cd(p) = ON(p) × Od(p) and cd(t) = {α | α(G(t))}.
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3. ∂0, ∂1 are the pre and post mappings with ∂0(θ)(p)(α) =
∑n
i=1 W (p, ti) and
∂1(θ)(p)(α) =
∑n
i=1 W (ti, p) for θ = (x1.t1 · · · xn.tn).
4. M ′0(o.p) = M0(p).
Using the bijection Wn on markings defined by
Wn(M)(p)(o′, o′′) = M(o′.p)(o′′)
the well-formed net Wn(OS ) provides as direct simulation of a well-formed
Hornet OS .
Proposition 1. Let OS be an well-formed Hornet. A transition θ ∈ Θ(OS )










Proof. (Sketch) Using this syntactical restrictions we enforce that in each closed
transactions w = α1(x1.t1) · · ·αn(xn.tn) each transition can appear at most
once, since F ∩ ((Z × T )∪ (T ×Z)) is an acyclic relation. Since expressions are
either disjoint or identical and all variables are bound in the preset, each trans-
actions w = α1(x1.t1) · · ·αn(xn.tn) can be denoted as one with a single variable
assignment α: w = α(x1.t1 · · · xn.tn). Note that the guard G of x1.t1 · · · xn.tn is
the conjunction G(t1) ∧ . . . ∧ G(tn). So, Θ(OS ) is a finite set. It is easy to see,
that by definition of Wn(OS) the pre- and post- conditions coincide. ut
5 A Case Study: The Bucket Chain
In order to illustrate the simulation of a Hornet by a well-formed net we
present the transformation of the bucket chain example. This is done step by
step. First the bucket and the fireman will be fused into one net. Then the new
net and the bucket chain net will be fused to form the resulting net. The result
is the simulation of the earlier presented bucket chain example.
Figure 4 sketches the fusion of the bucket with the fireman. The fusion6 of
the two pairs of transitions that form the synchronous channels are highlighted
in the image. The result of the first step – the fusion of the fireman net with
the bucket net – is presented in Figure 5. Here the identity for the bucket net is
included in the net. However, since every fireman owns exactly one bucket, only
one identity is needed. Furthermore, the fusions of the synchronous channels
are completed. The unused synchronous channels for status checks (isEmpty(),
isFull()) are discarded for the reason of simplicity.
The complete result of the fusion of the bucket chain example, i.e. the simu-
lating WN is shown in Fig. 6. In this net, the identities reserved for the firemen
and together with these also the identities for each fireman’s bucket are added.
Thus, three identities for the firemen and three identities for the buckets are
used in the simulation. This can be seen in the upper left corner.
6 Note that “fusion” – in this context – means that the two transitions are actually replaced






















































Fig. 5. Fusion of the Fireman Net and the Bucket Net
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We have tried to keep the layouts of the reference nets by locating the nets
next to each other (similar to the fusion of fireman and bucket) so that the
layout of the old nets can still be identified in the simulating net. However,
due to the fact that transitions in different areas of the net have to be fused
this is not always possible. Also the duplication of transitions that results from
multiple downlinks can not be avoided and leads to a messed up net layout.
Nevertheless, the fragments (only the places) of the bucket chain can be seen
at the left side of the net.
The fusion of the synchronous channels, i.e. the replacing of the original
transitions by a single transition, have been applied in the location of the up-
links, i.e. in the location of the former fireman net. However, as mentioned
before, these transitions have to be duplicated (aproachFire() and retreat()).
This results in three transitions for each fused synchronous channel due to the
fact that in the bucket chain three downlinks for each uplink are used.
BtoC
CtoB













































































Fig. 6. The simulating WN
An important fact is that tuples of firemen and buckets (e.g. [f,b]) are used
to identify the firemen and to imply ownership of buckets. Also the usage of
the different applications of the downlinks is encoded into the fireman-bucket
pairs.
The resulting simulating net has a rather nasty layout. However, this is not
surprising, since the folding of the net into reference nets, i.e. in an object-
based manner, adds to the clarity of the model by reducing the complexity.
In addition, it has to be mentioned that the layout results from the approach
that has been chosen, which can be performed automatically by a machine.
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Nevertheless, this example shows that Hornets can be effectively transformed
into well-formed nets.
6 Conclusion
In this presentation we have presented the formalism of “Higher Order Reference
Nets” (Hornets), which is a higher order variant of the object net system of
Valk, very similar to reference nets of Kummer.
From a formal point of view the reason to introduce the formalism of Hor-
nets is to restrict reference nets in such a way that the symmetries in the system
can be exploited for analysis purposes. For the class of well-formed Hornets
these symmetries can be deduced automatically from the net structure. Here
our notion of well-formedness follows the notion of well-formedness in coloured
Petri nets. It has been shown that each well-formed Hornet can be simulated
by a well-formed Petri net in a natural way.
From a modelling point of view Hornets offer a very expressive modelling
formalism. Especially for dynamic systems, e.g. for mobile agent systems, the
different layers of the system (e.g. the bucket chain, the fireman, and the bucket)
can be modelled separately leading to more compact and modular models – cf.
the Hornet system in Fig. 1 to 3 compared to the simulating WN in Fig. 6.
Forthcoming work of our group is to integrate the Hornet formalism as a
simulation mode into our tool Renew and to integrate the tools for well-formed
nets to analyse these nets, e.g. for calculating symbolic invariants or symbolic
reachability graphs.
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Abstract. Petri nets have been frequently extended with object-oriented
concepts. This has originated several flavours of object-oriented nets, of-
ten with no clear connection to the common Petri net semantics. This
paper informally presents a unidirectional transition fusion for coloured
Petri nets named synchrony groups, together with a filter tool, for the
CPNTools, allowing the translation from hierarchical coloured Petri nets
with synchrony groups to hierarchical coloured Petri nets without syn-
chrony groups. Synchrony groups are used in a context where each class
is modelled as a hierarchical coloured Petri net page allowing the mod-
elling of synchronous requests between objects.
Keywords: Coloured Petri Nets, CPNTools, object-oriented design, syn-
chronous requests, transition fusion, net composition.
1 Introduction
After Place/Transition nets, coloured Petri nets (CPNs) [1] are probably the
best well-known Petri net class. Besides the known advantages CPNs offer, their
popularity is also due to the availability of powerful tools, especially the Design-
CPN tool [2], which has recently been superseded by CPNTools [3].
Coloured Petri nets are particularly interesting due to their high-level con-
cepts, which allow the specification of compact models. The parallelism between
Coloured Petri Nets versus Place/Transition nets and high-level programming
languages versus assembly language is often used as an indicator of the extreme
modelling convenience offered by CPNs when compared to low-level nets. There-
fore, it has been quite natural to follow this analogy a step further, and try to
incorporate object-oriented concepts into Petri nets, often taking CPNs as the
starting point. This has given origin to numerous proposals for ”object-oriented
Petri nets” (see [4] for a comprehensive survey). When compared to CPNs, these
proposals include additional syntax and semantics that easily lead them quite
further away from CPNs and, consequentially, from well-known Petri nets syntax
and semantics. Although some proposals do include translations to equivalent
? Work partially supported by a PRODEP III grant (Concurso 2/5.3/ PRODEP/2001,
ref. 188.011/01).
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Coloured Petri nets (e.g. [5] and [6]) they clearly emphasise the need for new
Petri net classes.
In [7] we proposed a distinct attitude towards the introduction of object-
oriented concepts in Petri nets: the use of two syntactically minimal abbrevi-
ations to coloured Petri nets, together with a set of design idioms. The two
abbreviations were:
1. The use of fusion places for modelling asynchronous requests;
2. A unidirectional transition fusion for modelling synchronous requests named
synchrony groups.
The first abbreviation, is also used in hierarchical coloured Petri nets (HCPNs)
[1]. This paper presents a method allowing the use of the second abbreviation
in the CPNTools. It also presents a filter tool, which implements the method.
In particular, the filter tool allows the translations from HCPNs, extended with
synchrony groups, to equivalent HCPNs without synchrony groups. As the CP-
NTools supports HCPNs and, consequentially, fusion places, that capability was
extensively used. This allowed the generated model to stay closer to the initial
model (with synchrony groups) than what would be possible if a single CPN
page had to generated.
The following section presents the motivation for the use of synchrony groups.
After, we informally present synchrony groups for Coloured Petri Nets. These
were formally defined in [7] as part of the class of Composable Coloured
Petri nets. Next, we present an illustrative example showing the use of simple
synchrony groups and also the modelling of a polymorphic request. Finally, we
present a filter tool for the transformation of HCPNs with synchrony groups into
HCPNs and conclude with some pointers for future enhancements to it.
2 Motivation
The fundamental motivations for the creation of synchrony groups were already
documented elsewhere [7] as a part of the Composable Coloured Petri nets class.
This class of high-level Petri nets has the following objectives:
– To close the gap between CPNs and object-oriented design.
– To be strongly based on CPNs.
– To avoid modifications to the CPNs graphical notation and minimal addi-
tions to the textual notations.
– To use a composition operator, for the specification of generalisation and
composition, and a different abstraction for message passing modelling.
– To be reducible to a CPN.
Note that we want of avoid significant differences to CPNs. Also, we want
to stay close to common object-oriented design concepts. In particular, we want
to remain close to synchronous message passing, which is typically unidirec-
tional (e.g. a method call). Synchrony groups are the proposed way to model
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synchronous message passing. Place fusion is used for asynchronous message
passing.
Although the motivation was the support for object-oriented design, the syn-
tactical and semantic proximity between method calling and synchrony groups
also means they can be used outside of a object-oriented framework. In partic-
ular, they can be used as a convenient way to integrate synchronous communi-
cation in HCPN models.
3 Synchrony groups
Synchrony groups were inspired by coloured communication channels [8] but
differ in the implicit direction imposed by the parameters’ qualifiers. This section
presents an example-based informal overview of synchrony groups followed by a
specific proposal for their effective use in the CPNTools.
3.1 Syntax and Semantics
A synchrony group is specified by a request with associated SEND and RECV
declarations (see Fig. 1 also found in [7]). These latter two are tuples associated
to different transitions. A transition with an associated SEND declaration is
called a send transition. Accordingly, a transition with an associated RECV
declaration is called a receive transition. Each transition can have zero or one
associated event.
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(SEND, ClassB,
req, 2, INa, OUTb)
(RECV, s,
req, obj, INc, OUTd) sg
Fig. 1. a)Synchronous request with parameters, and b) The respective request transi-
tion.
When using synchrony groups, the HCPNs pages are typically seen as classes
of an object system. The several objects are represented by tokens flowing around
the page. Subpages (and the associated substitution transitions) continue to be
seen and used as a graphical convenience allowing model modularisation.
The SEND and RECV declarations have the respective following formats:
(SEND, targetClass, request, [qualifier1]parameter1, . . . , [qualifiern]parametern)
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(RECV, senderClass, request, [qualifier1]parameter1, . . . , [qualifiern]parametern)
Their elements are presented next:
SEND and RECV The SEND and RECV elements specify the request di-
rection.
targetClass The targetClass element can have one of two distinct meanings:
(1) the class to which a receive transition with the same request belongs;
(2) a variable which can take as values, names of classes containing one
receive transition for the specified request. The latter allows dynamic binding
instantiation.
request The request element identifies the request. Formally, each synchrony
group is a triple with a send transition, a recv transition, and a request.
parameter and qualifier The parameters are transition variables, and the
qualifiers can take one the following values ”IN ”, ”OUT”, or ”INOUT”.
These names are given from the send transition point of view. A qualifier
can be omitted. In that case, it defaults to an IN parameter.
senderClass The senderClass is the name of the send transition’s page. This
allows its use as a transition variable allowing the specification of a ”return”
to the sender class. In fact, it can be seen as a permanent IN parameter.
This allows the modelling of a typical method call through the use of two
synchrony groups: one to invoke the method; another to return to the caller.
An ”IN ” parameter must be bound by the send transition. Typically it will
be used in one or more of the receive transition output arcs: the receive transition
”does something” with the received input parameter.
An ”OUT” parameter must be bound by the receive transition. Typically, it
will be used in one or more of the send transition output arcs: the send transition
”does something” with the received output parameter.
An ”INOUT” parameter must be bound by the send and receive transitions.
Typically, it will be used in one or more of the send transition output arcs and
in one or more of the receive transition output arcs.
Parameter passing is made ”by name”: the receive transition parameters are
textually replaced by the respective send transition parameters.
Fig. 1a exemplifies a synchronous request and the corresponding translation
(a synchrony group) to a CPN (Fig. 1b).
The variables ”a” and ”b” replace, respectively, the variables ”c” and ”d”
”by name”: ”a” and ”b” are the request actual parameters, ”c” and ”d” are the
request formal parameter. Note that the object identifier (”2” in the example) is
also a request parameter: by default, it is an ”IN ” parameter . The targetClass
identifier (ClassB in Fig. 1) is used to specify the net (class) where the corre-
sponding RECV transition resides. On the RECV declaration, the senderClass
element identifies the class where the respective SEND declaration resides (”s”
parameter in the example).
The Renew tool [9, 10] also implements a form of synchronous channels. It
differs from our proposal in two ways: (1) the Renew nets are object nets where
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the object (or class instance) is a token; instead we rely on CPNs tokens; (2)
The channel parameters in Renew have no qualifiers.
3.2 Synchrony groups and method calling
Synchrony groups fulfil the double objective of being close to Petri net seman-
tics and allowing a unidirectional invocation with parameter passing, as usually
found in object-oriented design and programming languages, most notably UML
[11]. The closeness to Petri nets implies that a method call must be modelled as
a pair of synchrony groups: one for the invocation, and another for the return.
This is illustrated in Fig. 2 for a object method call and a class method call. In
the latter, notice the absence of an object identifier parameter and the use of a
place (CLA) for class level attributes. Outside of an object-oriented framework,
the class method call can be seen as procedure call to a procedure in a module
named classD.
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Fig. 2. a)Double synchronisation for non-atomic operation invocation. b)Double syn-
chronisation for class level operation invocation; notice the use of the class level at-
tributes place (CLA) accessed by two transitions with associated class level requests,
without instance identifier in the request.
3.3 Synchrony groups for the CPNTools
As already exemplified, the semantics of HCPNs, with synchrony groups, in
terms of the ”regular” HCPNs semantics is quite straightforward. Hence, an ex-
tension to the CPNTools allowing its execution is certainly possible and probably
simple for a CPNTools developer. Yet, currently the CPNTools documentation
is user-oriented: there is no programmers’ documentation allowing the develop-
ment of tool extensions. Due to this situation, we have chosen another option:
the implementation of a filter tool capable of translating HCPNs with synchrony
groups to ”plain” HCPNs. Basically, the tool implements the kind of transfor-
mation exemplified in Fig. 1.
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The SEND and RECV specification To allow the specification of the tran-
sitions’ associated SEND and RECV declarations, we decided to take advantage
of an already existing transition related annotation: the code segment. The user
specifies the SEND and RECV declarations as Standard ML comments inside
the code segment. To distinguish this Standard ML comments from regular Stan-
dard ML comments we use a distinct ”parenthesis”. Instead of ”(∗” and ”∗)”
used for Standard ML comments, the SEND and RECV declarations are writ-
ten inside ”(∗∗” and ”∗∗)”. Note that, code segments are not allowed in receive
transitions. This avoids the problem of fusing code segments. while maintaining
the possibility of a different code segment for each invocation: the one in the
send transition.
The following section presents a slight variation of the example introduced
in [7] but with all the necessary details to make it a legal CPNTools model. It
specifies several SEND and RECV declarations inside the code segments.
The synchrony groups translation Synchrony groups imply the destruc-
tion of the two transitions involved (send and receive), and the creation of a
new single transition. This new transition corresponds to the synchrony group
in Fig. 1 and it is named request transition. It connects to all the arcs previ-
ously connected to the send and the receive transitions. The parameters in the
RECV declaration must be textually replaced by the corresponding ones in the
respective SEND declaration. In addition, the request transition guard is the
conjunction of the send transition guard and the receive transition guard, after
the parameters textual substitution. To guarantee a minimal modification to the
original HCPN graphical layout, one can create a new page (a request page)
containing the newly created transition (the request transition) and making the
send transition a substitution transition for this new page. The places connected
to the send transition become socket places and the corresponding port places
are then created in the request page.
Additionally, the receive transition is deleted and all the places connected to
it become fusion places. For each of these fusion places a copy is created in the
request page. These place copies are then connected to the request transition.
Next, we exemplify this approach. Figs. 3 and 4 show two pages, each one
modelling a class of an initial model.
Notice that transition t1 in classA sends a request to transition t4 in classB.
Additionally, transition t6 in classB sends a request to transition t3 in classA.
The places check1 and check2 only serve to avoid syntax errors due to the
use of transition variables in output arc expressions that are not present in input
arc expressions (are not bound by the respective transition). This happens with
variables that are OUT parameters in SEND declarations (e.g. variable b in
classA) or IN parameters in RECV declarations (e.g. variable y in classA and
variable c in classB). Due to the mandatory parameters’ occurrence in the send
or receive transition input arcs (listed in section 3.1), these errors cannot be








































































Fig. 4. ClassB page.
places are totally optional: if present, they are removed in the final model3. Yet,
we believe they are useful in the present state of CPNTools as they allow the
modeler to take advantage of the tool syntax checking: the tool immediately
alerts the modeler if some parameter cannot be bound. Finally, note that these
check places do not need any associated marking: they only need a colour and
the associated arcs, each one with an associated variable.
Figs. 5 and 6 show the same classes after transformation. Note that the send
transitions (t1 and t6 ) remain as substitution transitions associated with the
respective request classes. The receive transitions (t3 and t4 ) were removed and
their input and output places were made fusion places. Each one is fused with
the respective copy in the associated request page (Figs. 7 and 8).
Unfortunately, CPNTools does not allow a port/socket place to be a fusion
place. Therefore, the only option seems to be the translation of the send transi-
tion in exactly the same way as described for the receive transition: the removal
of the send transition and the creation of places copies in the request page to-
3 The tool (see section 5) identifies the places to be removed by looking at the respec-




























































































Fig. 8. Request req2 classB t6 classA t3 page.
gether with their fusion with the respective places in the original send transition.
This is the approach implemented in the filter tool presented in section 5 and
reflected in the example to be presented in the following section.
Synchrony groups integration in the CPNTools The transformational
approach implemented by the presented filter tool, allowing the use of synchrony
groups in HCPNs models, is surely not the ideal one. There are three basic
reasons for this:
1. The tool is not integrated in the CPNTools; the user has to run the tool
outside the CPNTools and then reload the transformed model;
2. Most syntax checking related to the synchrony groups is done by the filter
tool;
3. Notwithstanding the creation of new pages to avoid significant graphical
layout modifications between the initial and the transformed model, this is
still quite distinct from the initial one; this hampers model readability.
A preferable solution would be the integration of the synchrony group con-
struction inside CPNTools. This would avoid the generation of transformed mod-
els: the simulation would be carried out with the initial model.
We end this section by proposing a list of features that should be implemented
in the CPNTools to integrate and fully support synchrony groups:
– The semantics should be the same as the one exemplified by the transformed
models in this paper – the actual and formal parameters are considered equal
before firing the respective transitions now fused as one;
– Each transition should admit an extra inscription (separated from code seg-
ments) for the specification of a SEND or RECV request;
– SEND requests with no corresponding RECV requests should signalled as
syntax errors;
– The CPNTools left tab should show the receive transitions and the several
associated send transitions; one mouse click should take the modeller to the
page (class) containing the respective send or receive transition;
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– Non matching parameter types or qualifiers between send and receive tran-
sition pairs, should be signalled as syntax errors;
– The mandatory occurrences of parameters in input arcs should be automat-
ically checked.
– IN parameters in SEND requests and OUT parameters in RECV requests
should be considered as possible ways to bind transition variables; this would
make check places useless;
– The use of a variable with class names as variables, should be supported;
this allows polymorphic invocations as exemplified in the example presented
in the following section.
4 An example
This section details part of the example system model in [7].
4.1 The Specification with Synchrony Groups







The Writer object (see Fig. 9) asks the Producer (see Fig. 10) for data(request
reqGet in transition get). The Producer object chooses one of two types of con-
sumer (ConsumerA or ConsumerB) and passes the data to the Writer object,
This tries to write the data and the consumer type to the DB object, as long as
the DB control place allows it.
All classes are modelled in their own page. We used a specific token to model
each Writer object, although the model uses only one writer (the writer(1)). This
approach allows a straightforward extension to more than one Writer object. On
the contrary, for the Producer class, and for illustration purposes, we decided
not to model the Producer objects. This attitude means the Producer class is
always seen as a singleton object. In other words, our model should never have
more than one Producer.
Transition produce in class Producer generates the data to be consumed. For
simplification purposes, it always generates the data string ”some data”. Obvi-
ously, it could generate any other data depending on some arbitrarily complex
computation. It is also the Producer singleton that specifies which consumer
type should, in the end, get the data. Again, for simplification purposes, the
consumer type is arbitrarily chosen from the set of consumer types specified in
place consumers.
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The Writer class uses two check places (check1 and check2 ). As already
stated, their only purpose is to avoid syntax errors when modelling the class. For
example, the variable consumer that in reality is obtained as an OUT parameter
from request reqGet does not cause a syntax error due to the presence of place
check2 and respective arcs. As already noted, all check places and the respective
arcs are removed from the final model. Finally, notice that the writer object
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Fig. 10. Producer class page
The two Reader objects (reader(1) and reader(2) in Fig. 11) try to read data
from the DB object, as long as the DB control place allows it. This is achieved by
the request reqRead with a SEND declaration associated to transition do read.
The reqRead request has two OUT parameters: consumer and data. The latter
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is passed to the consumer type specified by the former. This means either the
ConsumerA object or the ConsumerB object. This is achieved by transition
send, which has a SEND declaration for request reqPut. The variable consumer
is dynamically bound. Just like the Writer object, the Reader object also needs
two check places to avoid syntax errors due to variables consumer and data.
Differently from the Writer object, they only need one control token in fusion
place control, to be able to read from the database object DB. Naturally, they
also need available data in the object DB (Fig. 12). That is guaranteed by the
receive transition get in DB. Notice that the fusion place control also appears
on the Writer (Fig. 9) and DB (Fig. 12) classes. Although it has no arcs in class
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Fig. 11. Reader class page
The ConsumerA and ConsumerB classes are presented in Fig. 13 and Fig.
14, respectively. For simplification purposes, both were defined as singletons.
Both have request reqPut in common. These requests are called, after dynamic
instantiation of variable consumer in class Reader. More specifically, transition
send in class Reader ”calls” either transition retrieveA, in class ConsumerA, or
transition retrieveB, in class ConsumerB, depending on the value of the consumer
variable being ConsumerA or ConsumerB, respectively.
4.2 The Equivalent HCPN Specification
Here we present the equivalent HCPN model. It is semantically equivalent to
the initial specification (with synchrony groups) just presented, but with one









































Fig. 13. ConsumerA class page
First, we present the initial classes. After, we present the transformed initial
classes and the newly created request pages.
Initial pages Regarding the initial pages, the send and receive transitions are
removed, together with all the respective arcs. With the exception of the places
previously connected to the removed transitions (which become fusion places),
the remaining elements are not changed, not even their layout. This allows an
easy recognition when comparing with the initial specification containing the
send and receive transitions. To increase this recognition, the filter tool replaces
each send and receive transition with a dotted box containing the name of the
respective removed transition. This makes the resulting model graphically closer



























Fig. 14. ConsumerB class page
not draw fake arcs, which would increase the graphical similarity to the initial











Fig. 15. Final Writer class page. Compare with the initial specification in Fig. 9.
Request Pages For each synchrony group, one new transition is created. This
new transition is made part of a new page. As already stated, these new pages
are named request pages. Figs. 21, 22, 23, 24, and 25 present all the request
pages automatically generated from the initial classes.
Each request page gets a copy of each place connected to the send or the
receive transitions that gave origin to the request transition. Being a transition
fusion, these places are connected to the request transition in exactly the same
way as the original places were connected to the respective send and receive
transitions.
To avoid graphical superpositions between the places and arcs from the send
and receive transitions, they cannot keep the same graphical layout in the re-




































































Fig. 20. Final ConsumerB class page. Compare with the initial specification in Fig.
14.
transition along a vertical line on the left (for transitions’ input places) and a
vertical line on the right (for transitions’ output places). An input-output place
is not duplicated (by place fusion) but instead put in one of the vertical lines.
This happens with place Producer consumers in the ReqGet request page (Fig.
23)4.
The polymorphic invocation specified by transition send in class Reader (see
Fig. 11) gives origin to one request page for each possible value of the dynami-
4 The two arcs are superposed and have the same annotation (consumer). Future

































































Fig. 23. ReqGet page
cally bounded variable. In our example, we have two different values for variable
consumer. This variable specifies which class should be called for request ”Re-
qPut”. This translates to two request pages: one when the consumer variable
has the value ”ConsumerA” (see Fig. 24) and another when the consumer vari-
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able has the value ”ConsumerB” (see Fig. 25). This distinction is made by the
transitions’ guards.
Note that the object identifier can be specified as a simple request parameter














































Fig. 25. ReqPut page for ConsumerB.
5 The Filter Tool
As already mentioned, the synchrony groups extension (more specifically the
SEND and RECV declarations) can be used in the CPNTools through their
specification as comments inside code segments. This CPNTools models are then
translated to CPNTools models where a new page (the request page) is created
for each SEND and RECV pair. The original send and receive transitions are
removed from the original class pages where they appeared.
As a proof of concept we implemented a filter tool that is able to realise
this translation: it takes a CPNTools model (a .cpn file) and generates another
CPNTools model (another .cpn file).
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This filter tool, named ccpn2hcpn, is written in Ruby [12], an object-oriented
scripting language.
The translation for the example model in the previous section was created
using the ccpn2hcpn tool. The tool’s current version, together with a set of
example models, is available at the associated web page [13].
6 Conclusions and future work
The use of send and receive transitions has yet to be tested in realistic size
models. Even so, we believe its usage adds significant modelling convenience to
hierarchical coloured Petri nets.
It is also clear that the translation approach used by the ccpn2hcpn tool
is only useful due to the lack of direct support by CPNTools. If this becomes
available, the translation tool will no longer be needed. Meanwhile the transla-
tion approach is useful and also serves as a proof-of-concept and a test-bed for
additional enhancements. In this sense, we intend to extend it in the following
directions:
– Stronger syntax verification;
– Support for multiple invocation by allowing multiple SEND declarations in
one send transition;
– Support for net addition as proposed in [7] for the modelling of a simple
inheritance type in CPNs.
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Abstract. The paper presents some of the results obtained by  studying Petri 
nets’ capability for modeling and analysis of Supply Chain performances. It is 
well known that the absence of coordination in Supply Chain management 
causes the so-called Bullwhip Effect, in which fluctuations in orders increase as 
they move up the chain. A simple three-stage supply chain with one player at 
each stage – a retailer, a wholesaler and a manufacturer – is considered. The 
model of the chain is developed using a timed, hierarchical coloured Petri Net. 
Simulation and performance analysis have been performed applying software 
package CPN Tools. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A Supply Chain (SC) includes all the participants and processes involved in the 
satisfaction of customer demand: transportation, storages, retailers, wholesalers, 
distributors and factories. A large number of participants, a variety of relations and 
processes, dynamics, the uncertainty and stochastics in  material and information 
flow, and numerous managerial positions prove that Supply Chains should be 
considered as a complex system in which coordination is one of the key elements of 
management.  
 Very important Supply Chain processes are ordering and delivery of  purchased 
amounts. These are multiple entangled and their disorder can lead to various 
unwanted effects. One of them is the so-called Bullwhip Effect in which fluctuations 
in orders increase as they move up the chain. In order to illustrate the SC functioning 
and particularly the bullwhip effect, Beer Game [10] was created at the beginning of 
the sixties in Sloan School of Management, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
(MIT).  
This game simulates the SC performance with one participant per each phase and 
today it is being played all over the world – among students and top managers, to 
improve the approach to Supply Chain functioning. All the simulations led to the 
bullwhip effect – the participants of Supply Chain reacted inadequately to sudden 
changes in customer demands. However, the bullwhip effect appears in those supply 
chains where there is no subjectivity, i.e. in cases where decision-making rules are the 
same for all participants and seem to be rational. This paper presents the bullwhip 
effect in Supply Chain simulation via a timed hierarchical coloured Petri Net [6]. 
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Numerous papers give examples of Petri Nets used  in modeling and SC analysis. 
In order to analyse the potential benefit of SC management, Van der Vorst, et. al. [12] 
modeled the SC dynamic behavior. The authors consider SC as a business process, 
which is to be redesigned, and in that case many different redesign scenarios are to be 
tested. PN is used to support a decision-maker in choosing the best-fit scenario. The 
authors developed the simulation/Petri-Net modeling approach to Supply Chain 
analysis and demonstrated their model using a case study from the food industry. 
Their model uses eight different performance indicators (three cost-based indicators 
and five service-based indicators).  
Supply Chains in food industry are also modeled in [1]. The authors propose a 
supply chain management of perishable items combining the TTI and Wireless 
technologies. The proposed futuristic SC is compared with the existing situation using 
simulation of Generalized Stochastic PN.  
An approach to Supply Chain process management (SCPM) based on high-level 
Petri-nets, called XML-nets is presented in [9]. It is shown that SCPM as a whole can 
be improved by employing XML-nets. The major advantages of the approach are: 
capturing process dynamics, concurrency and parallelism of processes as well as 
asynchronous operations; capabilities for modeling complex objects with a 
hierarchical structure; exchange of intra- and inter-organizational data. The paper also 
shows the architecture and functions of an XML-net based prototype software tool 
supporting SCPM.  
Computer Integrated Manufacturing Open System Architecture (CIMOSA) based 
process behavior rules and Object-oriented PN (OPTN) are used in [5] to model the 
routing structures of a typical SC process. The OPTN, which they consider, consists 
of two parts: an internal structure, e.g. an object (composed of state places and 
activity transitions) and an external structure (a set of ports places which form the 
interface of OPTN). The authors use P-invariant to obtain the system properties from 
object properties.  
In [7] the authors show how a Generalized Stochastic PN bridges the gap between 
application formalism, like process chains, and analysis methods for concurrent 
systems, like PN analysis methods. A small supply chain - involving a manufacturer, 
one of his suppliers and a transportation company, is used to illustrate their assertion.  
In paper [8] the authors propose an implementation of an incremental approach to 
modeling discrete events systems at the structural level of systems specification. They 
consider the entire system and coordinate decisions at each stage of the Supply Chain. 
Using the example of the Beer Game, a systematic method supports the bottom-up 
construction of re-usable models of supply chains in the Petri nets domain. 
 
This paper is intended to show that Petri nets may be used for studying the 
bullwhip effect, and especially for experimenting on how different replenishment 
strategies affect the parameters of certain participants and of the entire Supply Chain. 
Such an application of Petri nets to Supply Chains may be very useful for the 
education of postgraduate students. This application requires elementary knowledge 
of CPN and CPN tools software [3,4] as well as the knowledge of SC functioning and 
the bullwhip effect phenomenon.  
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The paper is organized as follows:  Section 2 gives the basic terms   of supply 
chains, bullwhip effect and beer game performed with two student groups, simulating 
two SCs;  Section 3 includes the CPN model of a simplified SC, created in CPN Tools 
program. The same program was used for the simulation of CPN supply chain for 
identical customer demands as in the already mentioned beer game;  Section 4 
presents  simulation results. 
2. BULLWHIP EFFECT IN  A SUPLLY CHAIN 
Supply Chain coordination functions well as long as all stages of the chain take 
actions that together increase total supply chain profits. Each participant (phase) of 
the chain should maintain its actions in a good relation to other participants and the 
supply chain in general and make decisions beneficial to the whole chain. If the 
coordination is weak or  does not exist at all, a conflict of objectives appears among 
different participants, who try to maximize personal profits. Besides, all the relevant 
information for some reason can be unreachable to chain participants, or the 
information can get deformed in non-linear activities of some parts of chain which 
leads to irregular comprehension. All these lead to the so-called Bullwhip Effect 
resulting from information disorder within a supply chain. Different chain phases 
have different calculations of demand quantity, thus the longer the chain between the 
retailer and wholesaler the bigger the demand variation.  
A retailer can realize a small variation in customers’ demands as a growing trend 
and purchase from a wholesaler more products than he needs. Increased order at 
wholesalers is larger than at retailers as the wholesaler cannot regularly comprehend 
the increased order. As the chain grows longer the order is larger. If a retailer plans 
the product promotion he can increase the order. If a manufacturer comprehends the 
increased demand as constant growth and in the same manner makes purchases, he 
will face the problem of inventory surplus in the end of promoting period [2]. A 
variation in demands increases production expenses and expenses of the whole supply 
chain in an effort to deliver the ordered quantity in time. A manufacturer 
accomplishes demanded capacity and production but when the orders come to a 
former level, he remains with the surplus of capacity and inventory.  
 
Any factor that leads to either local optimization by different stages of the supply 
chain or an increase in information distortion and variability within the supply chain 
is an obstacle to coordination. The major obstacles are[2]: 
• Incentive obstacles – a situation in which incentives are offered to different 
stages or participants in a supply chain and focus only on the local impact of an 
action result in decisions that do not maximize total supply chain profits.  
• Information processing obstacles – situations in which demand information is 
distorted as it moves between different stages of the supply chain, leading to 
increased variability in orders within the supply chain. Demand forecasting 
based on the stream of orders received from the downstream stage results in a 
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magnification of fluctuations in demand as we move up the supply chain from 
the retailer to the manufacturer.   
• Operational obstacles – actions taken in the course of placing and filling orders 
that lead to an increase in variability.  
• When a firm places orders in lot sizes that are much larger than the lot sizes 
in which demand arises, variability of orders is magnified up the supply 
chain. 
• The bullwhip effect is magnified if replenishment lead times between stages 
are long 
• A situation in which a high-demand product is in short supply often arises 
within the supply chain. Rationing schemes that allocate limited production 
in proportion to the orders placed by retailers lead to a magnification of the 
bullwhip effect. 
• Pricing obstacles – situations in which the pricing policies for a product (lot size 
– based quantity discounts, price fluctuations) lead to an increase in variability 
of orders placed.  
• Behavioral obstacles – problems in learning within organizations that contribute 
to the bullwhip effect. These problems are related to the way the supply chain is 
structured and the communication between different stages. 
 
The bullwhip effect [2]:  
• Increases the level of inventory, accordingly the warehouse space is more 
occupied, all of which leads to an increase in holding or carrying costs of storage 
services;  
• Prolongs the lead time – the time period from the moment of purchasing to the 
moment of receiving the order;  
• Demands more efficient transportation to satisfy the increased demand, which 
leads to a high transportation cost;  
• Increases  labor costs;  
• Decreases the level of product availability, which can lead to deficiency of retail 
inventory;  
• Causes problems in each phase disturbing relations within a supply chain since 







2.1. BEER GAME 
Originally, the game was created as a board game that demonstrates beer 






























































































Fig. 1. Beer Game board, showing initial conditions [10] 
Teams play a game whose objective is to minimize the expenses of an overall 
supply chain. The winner is the team with the lowest expenses. Each participant must 
initially invest $1, whereas the winner takes the whole investment. Teams are divided 
into four sectors: Retailer, Wholesaler, Distributor and Factory. One or two persons 
direct over each of the sectors. Coins represent beer cases, and a deck of cards is 
customer’s demand. A customer comes to a retailer to buy a beer. The retailer meets 
customer’s needs selling the beer from his inventory. Each incomplete order is the 
backorder in the following period. The retailer makes orders at the wholesaler that 
meets the demand from his inventory. The wholesaler purchases orders from a 
distributor, a distributor from a factory and the factory purchases raw materials from a 
supplier. The ordered products displace through  an introduction phase and a transport 
phase, and two time units (two iteration simulations) are the period for which the 
product is moved from one phase to the other. Storage expenses are $0.50 per week, 
and the expenses incurred for a week in backorder are $1 per case.  
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The game start is equal for all: each participant has the inventory of 12 beer cases, 
and initial demand in each phase is 4 cases. In the course of several weeks, players 
learn the mechanisms of purchasing, to deposit inventory etc., and during that period 
the demand is constant – 4 cases per week. During the first three weeks, the players 
can order only 4 cases per week, which is logical since the demand is also 4 cases. In 
the beginning of the fourth week a player can order as much as he wants, and he is 
said that a customer’s demand can vary. One of his tasks is to foresee the demand, 
according to what he makes orders, bearing in mind that the delivery period is two 
weeks. Thus, the player must foresee the demand in a two weeks’ time and 
accordingly  make an order. The game lasts for 50 simulated weeks, but the wanted 
effects are obvious far earlier [10].  
Each player possesses good local information (about his inventory, remaining 
orders, receiving amounts from his direct supplier and amounts he has just delivered 
to the player he supplies), but he is not in possession of global information. Only the 
retailer knows the last customer’s demand, and the others can get the information only 
on the demand of immediate customer. Communication between the participants is 
not allowed. Barriers in communication and lack of information lead to inadequate 
coordination in a supply chain.  
The game indicated that the average expenses in MIT were about $2000, 
sometimes the expenses would come to $1000, but they were always higher than 
$1000. However, optimal expenses, calculated according to information available to 
players, are about $200. Each game shows the same behaviour models and reveals the 
bullwhip effect [10]. 
 
The beer-game was carried out with the students of specialist studies in industrial 
engineering, organized in cooperation by the Ecole Centrale Paris and the Faculty of 
Organizational Sciences at the University of Belgrade, within a course in Industrial 
Logistics. The students were divided into two teams,  with each  team representing 
one supply chain with four sectors: a retailer, wholesaler, distributor and manufacturer 
(factory). The game, developed according to the rules described above, lasted for 23 
simulated weeks.  
The game showed the expected results, close to the MIT’s results.  The total costs 
incurred by the first team were $3580.5 (inventory costs $2900,5, backorder costs 
$680) and of the second $2497.5 (inventory costs $1766,5, backorder costs $731), 
what is in conformity with the results obtained at the MIT. Cost distribution within 
teams was as follows:  
• Team 1: retailer $201 (inventory $141, backorder $60), wholesaler $748.5 
(inventory $545,5, backorder $203), distributor $1305 (inventory $1009, backorder 
$269) and manufacturer $1326 (inventory $1205, backorder $121);  
• Team 2: retailer $327.5 (inventory $212.5, backorder $115), wholesaler $412 
(inventory $272, backorder $140), distributor $428 (inventory $246, backorder 
$182) and manufacturer $1330 (inventory $1168, backorder $162).  
 





When the students were asked to estimate the average demand, their estimation 
results were far higher than actual demand. Actual demands of the last-in-chain 
customers were the same for both teams: 4, 4, 4, 8, 10, 12, 12, 10, 8, 8, 8, 9, 8, 8, 8, 0, 
0, 7, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8 cases. Such demand was selected in accordance with the beer game 
played at the MIT. Figure 2 shows customer demands and responding amounts of 



























 Fig. 2. Bullwhip Effect. 
 
The left-hand side of the Figure shows the reactions by the participants of the first 
group and the right-hand side also shows the reactions of the participants of the first 
student group to specified demand.  The group whose results are shown on the right-
hand side took a higher risk in the game and this is why they had a lower bullwhip 
effect.   
3. SUPPLY CHAIN MODELING USING CPN TOOLS 
The primary objective of this paper is to illustrate how PN can be used in learning 
about and studying the bullwhip effect. Thus, the PN of a simplified SC was formed, 
with one participant per each phase – a retailer, wholesaler, distributor and 
manufacturer, and then it was simulated with CPN Tools [3,4].  
The supply chain was simplified to a line of participants taking different places 
within a chain and making decisions according to the same rules. The two main 
activities of each  participant are: delivery of purchased products and forming one’s 
orders according to new orders. The selection of strategies by SC participants reduces 
to their decision on how they will perform these two activities. We have chosen here a 
simple scenario according to which all SC participants behave in the same way, i.e., 
they perform the mentioned activities as follows: 
1. Delivery of purchased products. At the moment of receiving the order it has to be 
checked if the inventory stores the needed products. If the inventory shows 
sufficient amounts of products, the ordered, total amount is delivered. Otherwise, if 
the inventory amounts do not suffice it is possible either to wait for needed 
inventory product deposit or to deliver the incomplete inventory, with belated 
additional quantity. In the presented CPN the chain participants deliver even 
incomplete orders.  
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2. Forming one’s orders according to new orders. Since a certain amount of products 
is delivered from a personal inventory, new orders are made from the next SC 
participant in order to keep the needed level of inventory. The decision on order 
quantity, in the modeled SC, is being made in the following way: if the inventory 
stores enough products, the same amount delivered to a customer is to be ordered, 
since the estimation is that the following delivery is to be of the same quantity. If 
the inventory shows the lack of products, the amount that could not have been 
delivered is to be ordered, and, as in the previous case, the amount that will suffice 
for the next order.  
3.1. NET STRUCTURE AND DECLARATIONS 
The described SC has been modeled with timed Hierarchical Coloured Petri Nets 
[6]. The net structure consists of five modules (pages). The top level of the model is 
the whole Supply Chain: a customer and the four mentioned phases, Figure 3. The 
three phases (participants): retailer, wholesaler, distributor and manufacturer are 
presented by means of substitution transitions. A sub-page models each participant. A 
special sub-page Manufacturer models a manufacturer, as a specific participant in 
the end of SC. Retailer, wholesaler and distributor are modeled by three instances of 
sub-page Supplier. A customer is presented by a place named customer whose 






































It is possible to include various parameters within the SC model: prices, time, 
amounts of goods, a resource etc. Nevertheless, the bullwhip effect analysis requires 
only the follow-up on orders and deliveries in time. Figure 4 shows the declaration 
colour sets, variables, and function used in the net.  
 
Declarations 
color INT = int; 
color INTT = INT timed; 
var k, m, n, s: INTT; 
fun rest(i,j) =if (i>=j) then i-j else 0; 




Fig. 4. Declaration of colour sets, variables and functions 
As can be seen from the declaration, to form the PN model of the SC, it is 
sufficient to use one standard colour set (INT) and define one timed colour set 
(INTT). 
Function rest(i,j) models  activity 1 described above – Delivery of purchased 
products. Variable i represents the order and variable j represents the inventory. The 
result of function rest(i,j) is the amount of ordered product which is not 
delivered. If the inventory shows sufficient amounts of products, the total amount is 
delivered and function rest(i,j) results in 0. 
Function order(i,j) models activity 2 – Forming one’s orders according to 
new orders. Variables i and j represent a received order and the inventory, 
respectively. Function order(i,j) behaves as follows: if the inventory stores 
enough products, the amount i will be ordered; if the inventory shows the lack of 
products, the amount that could not have been delivered (i-j) is to be ordered, and, 
as in the previous case, the amount i that will suffice the next order. 
 
Values (constants) a and b refer to the duration of delivery and production periods. 
The SC is modeled by timed CPN. This simplified SC suggests creating immediate 
personal orders, whereas the production and delivery procedures last.  
3.2. SUB-PAGE SUPPLIER 
A sub-page Supplier, described in Figure 5, was used to model the retailer,  
wholesaler and distributor, each with one of its instances. It became possible to 
include more suppliers between the customer and factory. Each of them would be 
modeled by one instance of sub-page supplier. This was possible as the assumption of 
modeled SC was that each of the participants makes decisions according to the same 
rules. If  we wish each SC participant’s behaviour to be different from others’, we 
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have to form a new Subpage for each of them (or, at least, for those whose behaviour 
































Fig. 5. Sub-page Supplier 
 
According to the receiving order in place demand_from and inventory status in 
place stock, a supplier makes his own order (the second of the two basic activities), 
which has been modeled by transition forming_order and the function order (i,j), 
shown in Figure 4. The starting assumption was that forming one’s order is performed 
much faster than the remaining activities in the SC, so the transition  forming_order 
is momentary 
Transition fulfillment_order models the first basic activity of SC participants: 
delivery of a needed. amount. Here, the inventory amounts are compared to the order 
quantity, and a decision on a delivery amount is to be made. If the inventory stores 
enough goods the value of function rest (k,n) (see Figure 4) will be 0, and of the 
function rest (n,k) = n-k. Thus, a token, which corresponds to the order quantity, will 
appear in the place delivered_to, the inventory will be reduced by k, and there will 
be no backorders. If the inventory goods are insufficient, the value of function rest 
(n,k) will be 0, and of the function rest (k,n) = k-n.   A token n (total inventory goods) 
will appear in the place delivered_to, the inventory state will be 0, and a token k-n, 
modeling the quantity of undelivered goods, will appear in the place matching. The 
duration of transition fulfillment_order is (@+a), because,  according to the rules of 
the game played at the MIT, product delivery lasts 2 weeks. It can be seen from 
Figure 4 that  a=2. A guard function [k*n>0] in the  transition ensures this transition 
to occur only when an order exists and when there are products in stock.  
 
3.3. SUB-PAGE MANUFACTURER 
A manufacturer is modeled by a sub-page Manufacturer (Figure 6). He decides, 
according to received orders and his inventory state, what quantity of goods to 
deliver. He is the last SC link and, in a way, he acts in the same way as suppliers, with 
a difference that instead of making an order for the next chain participant, he decides 
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what amounts to produce in the following period.  This was modeled by the transition 
manufacturing. As the production and delivery were assumed to last 2 weeks each, 































Fig. 6. Sub-page Manufacturer 
 
 Other transitions and places of this sub-page are analogous to the transitions and 
places of the sub-page Supplier. 
4. SIMULATION RESULTS 
A CPN formed in this way may be used for various experiments. It is possible to 
simulate different strategies of delivery and forming one’s inventories and then 
analyze the bullwhip effect they cause. This may be accomplished by simply defining 
functions rest(i,j) and order(i,j) so as to model a selected strategy. It 
is also possible to add stochastic behaviour to a CPN in the sense of defining 
functions as stochastic or defining a stochastic duration of activities and transitions.   
Instead of making this type of experiments, we will show here the effect obtained 
when simulating the demand described in 2.1 using the CPN described in section 3 as 
well as all the information obtainable from a simulation report. Simulation starts from 
the assumption that the initial system state was stable and remained stable for a 
certain time period and that a sudden increase in demand occurred after that. Since it 
is possible to compare simulation results, the initial net marking models the next state, 
the same state as in the beer-game with students: 
• Retailer, wholesaler, distributor and manufacturer, each of them initially has  4 
units of an inventory product, after the first week each has 4 units, and after the 
second week 4 units, which relates to the following initial marking:   
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  1`4  in places stock@Supplier (all instances) 
 1`4@+1++1`4@+2 in places delivered_from@Supplier (all instances) 
 1`4@+1++1`4@+2 in place final product@Manufacturer 
• A customer orders products once a week. Customer’s demand in the first 3 weeks 
is 4 units per week, during the following weeks it is growing: 8, 10, 12, 12, 10, 8, 
8, 8, 9, 8, 8, 8, 0, 0, 7, and in the last five weeks it is stabilized at 8 product units, 
which relates to the initial marking:   
 
1`4@+0 ++ 1`4@+1 ++ 1`4@+2 ++ 1`8@+3 ++ 1`10@+4 ++ 1`12@+5 ++ 
1`12@+6 ++ 1`10@+7 ++ 1`8@+8 ++ 1`8@+9 ++ 1`8@+10 ++   
1`9@+11 ++ 1`8@+12 ++ 1`8@+13 ++ 1`8@+14 ++ 1`0@+15 ++ 
1`0@+16 ++ 1`7@+171 ++ 1`8@+18 ++ 1`8@+19 ++ 1`8@+20 ++ 
1`8@+21 ++ 1`8@+22 in place customer@Top page 
 
Various chain performances can be obtained by simulation of CPN models. Figure 
7 demonstrates the bullwhip effect, i.e. the reactions of retailer, wholesaler, distributor 






















Fig. 7. Customer demand within Supply Chain – Bullwhip Effect 
An expected result was obtained, close to the MIT’s results. Each participant in the 
chain reacted inadequately and the most drastic result was recorded with the 
manufacturer – the last SC participant. Such behaviour is predetermined by function 
order(i,j)and some more sophisticated strategy would certainly have given beter 
results. This can be noted through a comparison with the results obtained in 
simulations with the students.  
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Figure 7 demonstrates a stronger bullwhip effect than Figure 2, than it was the case 
of students whose decisions were often very risky.  
 
Simulation results demonstrate the consequence of bullwhip effect – inventory 
increase in the chain. Figure 8 shows the course of inventory state during the period 

















Fig. 8. The quantity of inventory goods in time 
















Fig. 9. Backorder in time 
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Using cost values from Section 2.1.: storage expenses -- $0.50 per week, and the 
expenses for a week in backorder - $1 per case, it is possible to calculate SC costs 
which represent the main indicator of chain functioning. The costs incurred by each 
participant and the costs of the entire SC are presented in Table 1.  
 
Table 1 
 retailer wholesaler distributor manufacturer SC 
inventory cost 379,5 664 1113 1829 3985,5 
backorder cost 44 64 108 124 340 
total cost 423,5 728 1221 1953 4325,5 
 
Simulations revealed one more phenomenon. Each chain participant has inventory 
goods surplus after 23 weeks. By analyzing the model, one could conclude that the 
results of all simulations have to be the same. However, it can be seen in Figure 10 
that simulation results vary from one simulation to another. Figure 10 describes the 
variation in inventory goods surplus by the end of observation period. Here are the 



















Fig. 10. Inventory goods surplus after 23 weeks in 20 successive simulations 
Different results are obtained for the following reason: during the simulation, 
several transitions occur at the same time instant and the sequence of their occurrence 
affects the values tokens may take. For example, in the Sub-page Supplier, the 
following transitions may occur at the same time instant: forming_order, 
fulfillment_order and delivery. However, these transitions will not occur literally 
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simultaneously, but in some random sequence. The quantity of supplier’s order, 
which is determined by the occurrence of   transition forming_order and which 
affects directly an inventory goods surplus, depends on a received order (token k) and 
inventory status in place sctock (token n). Each occurrence of transition delivery 
increases the inventory status, while each occurrence of transition fulfillment_order 
decreases it. This means that a different sequence of occurrences of the transitions: 
forming_order, fulfillment_order and delivery results in a different supplier’s 
order.  
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The paper describes how a Supply Chain can be modeled and analysed by CPN and 
CPN Tools. The CPN Tools package permits the functions of forming one’s orders 
and delivery to be defined in an easy and fast way, which is not possible by using the 
modeling tools known to the authors. According to the results, the simulations can 
measure different performances: reactions of participants to sudden changes in 
customer demands (the bullwhip effect), changes in supply level in a time, surplus of 
inventory goods, the costs of SC participants and of the entire SC, etc.  It has been 
shown that it is possible to form a PN model of a Supply Chain which allows easy 
experimenting with different scenarios, i.e., different strategies of  SC participants. 
Unlike other beer-game implementations, where one participant must be engaged for 
each stage, here one participant may simultaneously experiment with the strategies of 
all SC stages. With CPN, the phenomena, corresponding to a real situation, e.g. a 
random time delivery and different decision rules in phases, as well as several 
participants in each SC stage can be applied to CPN model. The bullwhip effect in the 
non-linear SC is of special interest. 
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